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To the State Board of Education:
Since this is ray last annual report and since the four years I have spent 
in the University of Montana have all been under wartime conditions, I have felt 
justified in making this annual report to some extent a review of the past four 
years of wartime history for Montana State University. With the advent of Pearl 
Harbor these wartime conditions made their impact upon the University at a very 
inopportune time. Years of depression in Montana had severely reduced the 
operating budget of the University. Administrative difficulties and unfortunate 
developments had militated against public confidence in the University|s program. 
While other comparable institutions in the country were gaining in registration, 
Montana State University dropped from a total enrollment of 2,256 in 1936-37 to 
one of 1,618 in 1941-42. Practically all of this reduction occurred before Pearl 
Harbor, The reduced registration depleted income from fees and adversely affected 
many aspects of the University's program.
Montana State University has had a long history of financial troubles. In 
1929-30 Montana State University received &363,578.37 from the millage tax. In 
this year the University enrolled 1,589 students. By 1936-37 the student body 
had risen to 2 ,256 but the appropriation from the millage fund had faRen to 
|249,485.39. Even for the school year 1941-42 the millage appropriation was only 
^319,436.01. It takes little elaboration to indicate the handicap of so limited 
a level of financial support. Briefly, however, it can be pointed out that during 
tho ten-year period preceding the present war the physical plant deteriorated from 
lack of upkeep, and the morale of the faculty and students suffered because of 
tho distressing conditions under which the work had to be carried on.
At this point I wish to pay tribute to the devotion and loyalty of the faculty 
of Montana State University. I know of no state university which has carried on 
in the last two decades under as serious difficulties, yet the devotion of the 
faculty to the young people of Montana and to the welfare of the state has not 
wavered. In spite of the difficulties under which the faculty has labored, the 
educational product has been far better than the state had a right to expect0
Financing tho University
The critical character of the financial problem confronting the University 
in the fall of 1941 seemed to call for vigorous action on the part of the adminis­
tration of the University and the State Board of Education, Accordingly, every 
opportunity was taken to present the facts to the public concerning the lack of 
support enjoyed by the University, When the time arrived for the 1943 session 
of the Legislature, however, it was difficult to secure tho fullest attention to 
the financial plight of tho University because of the greatly reduced registration 
and because of the urgency of other wartime concerns. While the 1943 Legislature
did increase the appropriation from the .millage fund' slightly, it was necessary 
to reduce the estimate of return from fees from $155*000 to approximately $9 7,0 0 0, 
This brought about a drastic reduction in the operating budget of the University.,
For the second year of the biennium the appropriation from millage was somewhat 
larger, but with the reduced fee income the total income of the University was
still lower than it was in 1941—42*
In the closing days of the 1943 legislative session Army educational programs 
came to the campus. The war training programs began March 1, 1943, and continued
in one form or another until January 7, 1945- These programs not only made^a
contribution to the war effort, but they proved a lifesaver to University finances. 
In fact, had it not been for those programs it would have been necessary to dismiss 
at least 15 faculty members in the fall of 1943 because of lack of funds. With 
the Army program on the campus, those faculty mombirs undertook Army teaching and 
were retained as members of the staff of the University for service in the postwar 
period. The Army also bore what it judged to be its just share of the physical 
plant operating expenses of the University, The housing and feeding of the 
trainees made it possible for the residence halls to maintain a position of solvency 
with regard to outstanding bond obligations. Army use of tho Student Union 
Building helped the Student Union to maintain its financial position. The? 
operating budget of the University for the school year 1943-44 was $742,049.77.
For 1944-45 it was $616,397*68. In both of the two years of tho biennium the 
regular appropriations to the University wero enhanced by receipts from Army funds 
to make up these total operating budgets.
The requests to the 1945 Legislature were prepared during the summer and fall 
of 1944• Their preparation followed a greatly different plan from tnat utilized 
in previous years. Ordinarily, the presidents of the six units meeting in the 
Executive Council had estimated the returns from the millage tax and'divided the 
returns as best they could among the various institutions and made their requests 
of the Legislature correspond, with the available income. An obvious defect of 
this policy is that the Legislature can never be informed of the actual needs of 
tho University because the requests are based, not upon tho needs of the insti­
tution, but upon the amount of available funds. In tho preparation of the 1945 
budgets a different policy was followed. Each president asked his deans and 
department heads to prepare their estimates based upon conservative estimates of 
the needs of the department * The president assembled those requests, and Miss 
Dorothy Green as Executive Secretary of the University of Montana compiled the 
requests of the various Institutions into a single budget for the University 
system. The State Board of Education was sympathetic to this policy and assisted 
through the appointment of a special committee which reviewed the budgets in 
detail. When the requests were finally presented to the Legislature they exceeded 
tho probable income for the biennium by more than a million dollars.
It had been hoped by the Executive Council that the Legislature would see fit 
to appropriate these additional funds from the general fund of the state* Instead,
however, the Legislature made its appropriations from general funds subject to the 
income from fees, thereby keeping the University from snaring at all in the state 
general fund. The Legislature did, however, recognize the needs of the University 
and appropriated more than $900,000 from an accumulated balance of approximateiy 
one million dollars in the millage fund for current exponses for the university 
system for the biennium. For Montana State University tho request for the biennium
was 1 1,5 1 6,6 5 1, and the appropriation actually made totalled 11,355,791^as com­
pared to $977,353 for the preceding biennium. In view of the substantial 
character of the increases in appropriations by the 1915 Legislature to Montana 
State University, it is somewhat distressing to be forced to point out that the 
University financial problem is at least as serious as it was four years ago. A 
comparison of the major items in the budget for the school year 1941-42 witn^tho
corresponding items for the school year 1945-46 makes this iact cloar. The increase
in aporopriations has barely covered the increased salary rates which wartime 
conditions have forced upon the University. In the educational system the amount 
included for salaries in the 1945—46 budget will actually supply a smaller j.acuity 
at the current rates than the amount included in tho 1941-42 budget supplied at 
the rates which then existed. In 1940—41 with a teaching laculty 01 94 'the budget 
for salaries was $296,124, In 1945-46 with only 80 teaching faculty members the 
salary budget is $385,005, As far as the physical plant is concerned, increased: 
costs of supplies and greatly increased rates of pay have absorbed tho entire 
increase from 19 4 1 to 1945 and loft nothing for improved maintenance of the physical,
plant. I can summarize by pointing out that substantial as tho increases in
appropriations have been they have not kept pace fully with the increase in costs 
during the corresponding period, and the University is therefore in as precarious 
a position financially as It was before Pearl Harbor,
A forward look makes the financial picture for the University even darker,
Tho return of veterans from overseas service and the return of a normal student 
body to the campus will no doubt give Montana Stats University the largest 
enrollment in its history. As matters now stand, it will have to teach these 
students with a smaller faculty in proportion to student body than it has had 
for many years. An overloaded faculty is one of the surest ways to reduce 
educational efficiency. On a nationwide basis the costs of education are_ mounting. 
Salaries are rising, and tho costs of all supplies and materials are growing con­
stantly higher. The years to come, therefore, will find higher and not lower 
costs facing the University,
The problem of sources of funds for higher education in Montana continues to 
be serious, The present return from the 3g millage tax supplies only a little 
more than half of the amount of money needed to maintain the University system on 
its present level of operation. If the level of operation wore raised to that of 
comparable institutions in other states and if a quality program were to be main­
tained, the millage tax at its present rate and. return would produce barely half 
of the needed revenue for tho University system. Appropriations by the last Legis­
lature have taken most of the accumulated, balance in the millage fund, Prooably 
tho balance in this fund will not exceed $300,000 at the time the 1947 Legislature 
assembles. Requests from the University system at that time will probably exceed 
those for the last biennium by at least a half a million dollars. From what source 
are the additional funds to foe secured? The answer is not an easy one, Various 
kinds of new taxes are being proposed, no one of them wholly in favor with all of 
the important economic groups in the state. Some have proposed a doubling of the 
rate of the 3| mill tax to 7 mills, Since such an increase must be voted upon by 
the people, it is problematical whether or not it would be approved.
The plain fact is that Montana has established and is trying to maintain a 
system of higher education which is beyond the capacity of the state to support
unless it wishes to exert itself for such support beyond the levels in other 
comparable states. This condition lends emphasis to the program carried on by
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the State Board of Education in the past two or three years seeking a reorgani­
zation and unification of the University system for more economical and more 
efficient operation. Attention will bo given to this problem later in the present 
report®
House Bill 10
The 1945 Legislature changed the conditions of appropriations in connection 
with the state general fund from those which operated in tho budget provided by 
the 1943 Legislature, Under the former practice all fees collected by the 
University were deposited in the state general fund, and tho Legislature appro­
priated a flat sum as an offset for fees, Yfoile this plan caused a lack of 
flexibility in the University* s budget in cases of rapidly rising student bodies, 
it did have a marked advantage in giving the University a stable and predictable 
income. Under the terms, however, of the 1945 appropriation bill the University 
will receive only as much income from the general fund as it collects in student 
fees and no more than the ceiling figure named in the appropriation bill. If in 
either of the two years of the biennium more than 4)1 1 0 ,0 0 0 is collected, this 
excess will not be available to the University, Since the amount to be collected 
in student fees is uncertain, there is almost no way for the University to plan 
its budgetary operations.
Generally speaking, there are two ways of managing university finances. One 
is to carry a balance large enough to protect the institution in emergencies,
Tho other is to follow the plan that has been in operation in Montana, namely, 
the appropriation of a flat sum covering foes, In this case the state guarantees 
the operation of the institution and makes it possible to do sound educational 
planning. In Montana it is not feasible to carry a balance, because all balances 
so carried revert to the state treasury at the end of the biennium. The Univer­
sity system is thus in a most difficult position as a result of the provisions 
of the 1945 appropriation bill.
The plan of financial operation that has been in effect in Montana (covered 
by the legislative measure known as House Bill 10) has been the subject of a 
great deal of criticism. In spite of its defects when applied to certain aspects 
of the University's program, it has had considerable merit, Any advantages, 
however, which it has carried for the University have been destroyed by the action 
of the I945 Legislature, We now have all tho disadvantages of House Bill 10 and 
none of the advantages that wore held out to the various state institutions when 
the measure was adopted. The 1947 Legislature should either repeal House Bill 10 
entirely as it applies to the University system or return to tho former practice 
of making flat appropriations as offsets for fees. If the Legislature removes the 
University from the rules of House - Bill 10, it should enable the University to 
handle its funds on a trust fund basis, making it possible to carry funds over 
from one biennium to the other. Either the University must be in position to 
carry a balance to protect it in case of emergencies or it must have an income the 
amount of which can be predicted.
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Organization of Higher Education in Montana
In the last three or four years the State Board of Education has given a 
great deal of attention to problems related to the organization of higher educa­
tion In Montana, In Deceihber of 1943 it appointed a commission of 19 representa­
tive citizens and entrusted this commission with the responsibility of studying 
tho system of higher education and making recommendations with regard to its 
organization and administration, The commission reported in June of 1944 and 
recommended a clarification of the powers of the State Board of Education, a 
unification of the educational institutions as to educational program and budget, 
and in a general way indicated the importance of eliminating overlapping of effort. 
The Board of Education approved the recommendations in a general way, and under 
its direction legislation was prepared translating the recommendations of the 
commission into statutes and a Constitutional amendment. In dealing with the 
problem of overlapping the State Board of Education prepared a statement of policy 
which sought to concentrate the preparation of elementary school teachers in the 
college at Dillon, to convert the colleges in Billings and Havre into junior 
colleges and preparatory institutions. It was the Board’s hope that the program 
could then be developed in the various institutions on a functional basis with as 
little overlapping of effort as possible. Local interests, however, defeated 
nearly all of these proposals, and although the Legislature did pass House Bill 214, 
the principal legislative measure which had been introduced by the Board of 
Education, it removed the roost important section of the Bill, namely, that which 
gave the Board of Education tho power to transfer funds from' the budget of one 
institution to that of another. House Bill 214 does provide, however, that the 
State Board of Education must appoint an executive officer. This provision 
probably stabilizes the position of the chancellor or executive officer.
After three decades of controversy and discussion the problem of organizing 
higher education in Montana thus still remains acute. Common sense thinking on 
the part of most informed citizens of the state leads to a recognition of the 
soundness of the proposals made in the last Legislature by the Board of Education,, 
Localism in the various towns in which the units of the University system are 
located is, however, so strong that it seems to preclude an open-minded considera­
tion of the most obvious facts. In the meantime the State College at Bozeman is 
on the way to becoming a full-fledged comprehensive university! the Normal School 
in Billings will continue to be a teacher education institution and in addition 
broaden its program to include junior college courses; and both the State College 
in Bozeman and Northern Montana College at Havre are developing programs in the 
field of industrial arts. The education of secondary school teachers is divided 
between the State College at Bozeman and the State University at Missoula, and 
with this division of forces neither school is likely to develop a strong program. 
Meanwhile, also, educational costs are mounting in all the units of the University, 
and no one knows how enough money can be secured to establish quality programs 
for Montana’s young people®
The most discouraging feature of the entire situation is the utter refusal of 
the partisans of the individual units of the University system to face the facts 
in regard to the organisation and cost of higher education In Montana, Certainly 
it must be clear to any well-informed person that if Montana with a population of 
perhaps 4 5 0 ,0 0 0 people attempts to do everything in the field of higher education 
arid duplicate efforts in the various centers, it is certain to fail to develop
educational programs of quality and effectiveness,, The state is not large enough • 
to support even one college for the preparation of elementary school teachers, yet 
three*are being maintained. In the long run it is tho young people of Montana who 
must suffer for the selfishness and local partisanship of educational leaders and 
their supporters.
Faculty
Problems of the teaching staff in a small state university are nearly-always 
serious. Low salary schedules make it difficult to obtain outstanding staff 
members, When they are obtained they are usually quickly attracted away to other 
institutions by larger salaries and improved working conditions. This process 
has been going on in tho case of Montana State University ever since its estab~» 
lishraent 50 years ago. Were it possible to assemble the staff members who have 
served at Montana State University we would no doubt have one of the most dis--« 
tinguished faculties in the entire nation. For one reason or another, however, 
many outstanding people have remained In Montana, chiefly because of the love of 
their work or because of their enjoyment of Montana's glorious scenic and climatic 
advantages* Nevertheless, the University found itself in 1941 with urgent need 
for increased strength in many schools, departments and instructional areas® In 
the past few years a considerable number of outstanding young men and women have 
joined the faculty. With tho return of peacetime conditions many outstanding 
faculty members on leave will contribute their talents to the improvement of the 
University*s program. Only a beginning, however, has been made. The faculty of 
the University is especially deficient In numbers of young men and women of the 
ages of 25 to 35, men and women who would normally hold the rank of instructor 
or assistant professor. Assuming that the postwar registration of the University 
is somewhere between 2,500 and 3,000 students, the University will need the 
services of at least 50 such young men and women®
The above situation with regard to staff emphasizes the importance of improved 
salary levels and desirable personnel policies for the University, Increasingly, 
University faculty members aro attracted not only by adequate salaries but by 
desirable conditions of employment, security of tenure, reasonable teaching loads, 
optimum equipment and conditions for research and adequate retirement programs*
In relation to several of these factors Montana State University is in a difficult 
position,*
Salaries
In the school year 1940-41' the highest salary paid to a full professor at 
Montana State University was $3,360. With the aid of funds provided by the 1941 
Legislature this was increased to $3,600 for the school year 1941-42* As staff 
members relinquished thoir positions to undertake war work, the funds for their
salaries thereby released were diverted to salary increases for the staff members 
who remained on the campus* Increases of this kind were provided in April, 1942j 
July, 1942; April, 1943; and April, 1944 and 1945. While the increases in each 
instance have been small, they have operated to raise salary levels to the point 
where staff members who as full professors received $3 ,600 on a nine~months basis 
in 1 9 4 1 -4 2 received $4,800 in 1 9 4 5 -4 6 on a twelve-months basis,
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The Twelve-Months Contract
For vears the University system, had faced difficulties because of vm ia cions 
in employment practices among the units of the University and between ̂ groups 
vdthin a single institution. In the State College, for example, staff mnburs m  
tho Extension Service and the Experiment Station were employed on a twelve-months 
basis. Those in the instructional aspects of the College program were^ employed 
on a nine-months basis. In the State University a summer session provided addi­
tional income for some members of the staff. This income varied greatly and 
reached only a part of the faculty, but it was a factor, nevertheless, m  faculty 
income. The advent of the Army programs provided year-around^ employment, with_ 
considerably increased, income for the members of the staff. At the april meeting 
of the Board of Education in 1944 the State Board of Education placed all of tno 
instructional employees of the University system on a. twelve-months basis with one 
quarter out of residence every two years. This action on tho part of the State 
Board of Education has eliminated discrepancies in employment practices among the 
various units of the University and among tho various members of the staff of a 
given institution. Simultaneously, the Board of Education also made the contract 
year correspond with the fiscal year, so that both the contract and fiscal years 
now run from July 1 to June 30. Extra pay for extra work has been eliminated, and 
each faculty member receives a single salary which represents his total compensa 
tion from the University.
The new twelve-months plan will, I believe, increasingly commend itoelf to 
both the faculty and the state as time goes on and reveals its advantages, Unaer 
this plan the younger staff members who quite often could not teach in summer 
school under the old program, can now carry on research work and receive compensa­
tion for it. If desirable, they can also participate in various forms of community 
service. Incomes can now be approximately the same in various schools and depart­
ments of the University, eliminating jealousies and differences of opinion over 
opportunities for summer session employment. Moreover, a staff member under this 
program is not penalized by reduced, income merely because^he happens to work in a 
field in which there is little opportunity for summer employment. The leave of 
absence privileges extended under the rules adopted by the Board of acme at ion ̂ on 
April 10, 1915,"will make it possible for staff members to continue their training, 
secure needed rest or other stimulating experiences.
A word of caution is in order with regard to the salary rates_under the new 
plan* It should be remembered that these salaries now represent the iuculcy 
member’s entire income and that, accordingly, care must be exercised froi^time to 
time'that these annual incomes compere favorably with those in oiler institutions, 
Already the University is losing several of its ablest stafi members because .-1 
higher rates being paid elsewhere. The Legislature; .should recognize tnis m-ct, 
and provide adequate funds in its next appropriation to make curtain that, uLe 
University* s interests are protected.
Teaching Loads
Teaching loads in Montana State University have always been high. ^The only 
exception, perhaps, was a certain period during the war when oho suuueab body ±eli
to a low level. Ordinarily, the student-faculty ratio has boon about twice tnat 
of the national average, On an average in American colleges and univcrsiuios it 
is assumed that there should be one faculty meafoer for every ton students. In 
Montana State University in normal times the ratio has been one staff member for 
every twenty students. Unless exceptional effort is put forth to correct this 
condition, these high teaching loads are almost certain to return after the war, 
With thorn will come "reduced educational efficiency and a reduced attractiveness 
of Montana State University as a place to work. Every effort should be made to 
increase the size of the faculty to the point where adequate individual attention 
can be given to students.
■Retirement Privileges
The 1945 session of the Legislature stabilized Montana * s teacher retirement
system. From now on the state contributions to the retirement program are contri­
buted from the University*s funds, .and it will b& unnecessary to ask the Legislature 
every session for funds to carry on the retirement program, While this is a 
commendable step and will guarantee full payment of rc-tiremont allowances, the 
teachers retirement program is utterly inadequate for the needs of the University, 
Also, in the 1945 session of the Legislature a new system for retirement of state 
employees was established. Under this system an employee in the non-educational 
aspects of the University* s program can retire on as much as $2,000 per year, 
while the hichest retirement allowance available to a member of the faculty is 
$1 ,000, YJhile I am highly (gratified that other state employees are to have this 
privilege, I can see no justification for withholding a similar privilege from 
tho staff members of the University, In most of the leading educational insti­
tutions of the; country adequate retirement programs which permit staff members 
to retire on approximately half of maximum salary are now in effect• Obviously, 
Montana State University cannot compete with these institutions if its salary 
and retirement programs are whollgy inadequate. Steps should, be taken to bring 
this matter to the attention of the 1947 Legislature to the end that a retirement 
program for University faculty' members and other teachers of the state may be 
established ‘which will at least equal in attractiveness the program now in effect 
for other state employees®
Educational Program
On a nationwide basis educational institutions are studying their offerings 
-and examining their instructional procedures. This widespread study has been 
Induced partially by now educational developments, partially by Army educational 
experience, and even more by the anticipation of now problems confronting the 
institutions in meeting tho needs of returned soldiers. Such a program of curri­
cular study was undertaken in January, 1943, with the appointment of a Special 
Curriculum Committee c.'insisting of the following staff members: "falter A, Anderson,
Edwin W, Briggs, Ludvig G» Browman, James L. C, Ford, C. 4. Leaphart, Wayne R. 
Lowell, Edwin L, Marvin, H, G, Merriam, Melvin S. Morris, Anne Platt, J, W. Sevwry, 
Stanley Teel and Melvin C» Iren® This committee, under the chairmanship of Dean 
Anderson of the School of Education, began a long-time study of the instructional 
program of Montana Stats University. The committee examined similar studies being
-8-
carried on in other institutions, . it reviewed the literature on higher education. 
It promoted a series of forums and discussion groups dealing with tho problems 
faced by our own University, It enlisted tho cooperation of tne vast majority of 
the faculty members in the study of our problems. In the spring of 1945 the 
committee made two proposals« The first recommended the establishment ox an 
experimental program in general education5 the -second recommended certain modi­
fications in tho regular general education offerings of the University, In my 
judgment it is to be regretted that the faculty did not see fit to approve tho 
experimental program for the school year 1 9 4 5-4 6 , and it is to be hoped that 
interest will be revived in it at a later date. The recommendations for alteration 
in the general education program of the University now under consideration are, in 
my judgment, moves in desirable directions, and it is to bo hoped that they will 
be approved.
The Special Curriculum Committee and the faculty working together have put in 
two and a half years of effort in critical self-examination of the UniversityTs 
program. In spite of the large amount of work that has been done, only a begin­
ning has been made. It is the typo of study which should, be continuous in the 
life of the University, .
The critical character of the present international situation, the difficult 
political, economic and social problems faced in our own stake of Montana, and. the 
needs of the returned soldiers all combine to suggest a more vital college curri­
culum for the postwar years, Only through enlightened leadership can our national
a.nd world problems be solved, and tho provision of an enlightened leadership is 
one of tho major functions of Montana State University,
Adult Education and Field Service
The movement for adult education on the part of universities is worldwide,
It has perhaps reached its highest level of development in England where the time— 
honored universities of Cambridge and Oxford arc cooperating with labor unions and 
industrial organizations as well as community groups in the provision of needed 
courses of instruction in current problems. Similar programs have been hignly 
developed to the north of us in Canada. .In the United States practically all of 
the universities are engaged in developing their extension, field service and 
adult education programs.
At Montana State 'University this work has been in gradual process of develop­
ment for a number of yoa.es. The Extons ion Division has offered courses in a great 
many communities, In 1943-44 the aid of the Rockofoiler Foundation was enlisted 
in tho development of a program to improve life in various Montana communities,
A special grant of 425,500 was provided to the University of Montana as a whole 
for this work. Since that timo additional grants have been made by the Foundation 
bringing the total to 434?500, The sorvicos of ter, Bauer Brownell of Northwestern 
University wore secured to direct this investigation. Briefly, tho Montana Study 
has sought to be of help to pooplo in Montana communities in tin; study of their 
own problems, A considerable number of discussion groups, forums and research 
projects have been carried on in tho one year in which tho Study has boon in 
operation,. The response to this typo of undertaking has boon most gratifying.
If the striking cityward trend of American life is to be decelerated, more 
must be done to make the rural areas and the small communities interesting and 
productive places in which to live. If this community improvement is ever to take 
place, it must come as a result of activity on the part of those who live in the 
community. Accordingly, the Montana Study has utilized local resources wherever 
possible in its program. Basically, it is a process whereby tho people living in 
Montana communities are themselves studying their problems and seeking to improve 
their life and that of tho community.
The Montana Study will be supported by the Rockefeller Foundation in part at 
least until July 1, 1947• If is to be hoped that by that time the program will 
commend itself to Montana people sufficiently so that it can be carried on with 
state support from then on,
In the above discussion of adult education no attention has been given to 
needed field services in the public schools of Montana, in small business and in 
tho various business and professional fields touched by the University and its 
program. Tho Schools of pharmacy, Forestry, Education and Business Administration 
will face hoavy demands in these areas, Increasingly the various professional 
groups are calling upon University staff members for assistance. These services 
take time and travel expense which must bo provided by the state. It is clear, 
however, that it is only through such services that the University will find its 
way into a vital place in the life of Montana, and it is only as the University 
attains a vital place in the life of tho state that it will receive its needed 
support*
Need for Counseling Service
For several years various faculty committees have studied the counseling 
problem at Montana State University, All of these studies heive led to a greater 
recognition of the need for improved, advisory services to our students. At the 
present moment there seem to be throe phases of this problem that need attention. 
In the first place, the high school graduates of Montana face a considerable 
problem in choosing thoir courses and in choosing among the six institutions 
which comprise the University of Montana, If these choices are to be made on tho 
basis of promotional activities and new students activities of tho six units of 
tho University, much confusion will result, and many losses to individual students 
will be incurred. It would seem that the Universitj^ of Montana as a whole should 
maintain a guidance service placing the choice of courses and institution on an 
intelligent analysis of the student noeds and vocational choices. If the trend 
in the organization of the University system is toward unification, such service 
should be maintained in connection with the chancellor*s office. If, on the other 
hand, the trend is to be in the direction of six separate .institutions, it is 
clear that Montana State University must equip itself to discharge this function.
The second, problem concerns counseling to our regular students once they are 
on the campus. Generally speaking, in institutions of higher learning in the 
country the old-type organization with deans of men and deans of women is on the 
way out, In its place there is developing a new plan of organization providing 
for a dean of students or dean of student affairs, with counselors who assist 
both men and women with thoir problems. Some form of this type of organization 
would scorn desirable for Montana State University, It seems to be generally
recognized by members of our faculty that tho University moods more counseling 
service than can be provided with the present staff. During the past year Miss 
Catherine Nutterville has devoted half time to this work and has rendered an impor­
tant service to our student body» The half time services of one person is, however, 
an entirely inadequate provision of time. It is to be hoped that the services of 
a full time counselor can soon be secured,
The need for improved counseling services is accentuated in the third place 
by the many problems presented by the veterans of the present war who are beginning 
to come to Montana State University. As yet we cannot see tho problem of veterans 
education fully. We know that each veteran presents an oven more individual problem 
than the average regular student. Wc know that many modifications of existing 
curricula and regulations will need to be made for these veterans. We know, too, 
that these decisions cannot be made without careful study of individual students,
A beginning has been made through the establishment of tho office of veterans 
education with Dr. A. S. Morrill as general director. Thus far, the organization, 
however, has resources only to handle administrative matters and is lacking in 
counseling service. If the office of veterans education is to realize on its 
potentialities, it should bo provided with tho services of a counselor.
Needs of Schools and Divisions
Each of tho deans of schools and heads of divisions has submitted a report 
indicating tho most important needs of his field of work. Lack of spaco makes it 
impractical to discuss all of those needs in detail, Generally speaking, nearly 
all divisions and departments of the University have inadequate staff to meet tho 
noods of tho heavy registration in the postwar period. Nearly all of them need 
new equipment. It has been practically impossible to secure now equipment during 
the war period, and much of tho University’s equipment is either in bad state of 
repair or obsolete. Tho latter is particularly true in the scientific fields*•
Many schools and departments have very inadequate housing. Among those with crucial 
needs as far as building space; is concerned are music, education, business adminis­
tration, English, history, homo economics, geology, psychology, physics and spcoch 
and dramatics. Tho last Legislature passed a measure -providing for careful planning 
and financing of postwar building construction. It is expected that this program 
will bring relief to some of the departments mentioned above,
Generally one of tho most important needs in the professional schools of the 
University is closer contact with tho professions which aro served. In the pro­
fessional schools some staff member should bo in position to visit the various 
communities of the state and keep in touch with developments in the field as well 
as be of assistance to the practitioners served by the school. Practically every 
professional school on tho campus needs to maintain this kind of service, present 
staff limitations make such services exceedingly difficult,
'Hie Library
In many respects tho library is tho heart of a university. It is unthinkable 
that outstanding work can be carried on in any school or department without good
library facilities, In tho past years ranch has boon done to build the Library at 
Montana State University, Its greatest need at present is improved housing, Tho 
present Library, which from the standpoint of exterior architecture is a beautiful 
building, is wholly inadcq.ua.to for the present needs of tho University. In the 
first place, its interior design is awkward and, in many respects, unworkable. In 
the second place, cramped quarters in other departments force the use of much space 
in the Library for classroom and office purposes. At present study is being given 
to plans for remodeling tho Library with additions so as to make it a workable 
plant for tho Library of the university. This is one of the most urgent physical 
plant needs on the campus.
Housing Facilities
Housing facilities for students at Montana State University will be wholly 
inadequat-e with the return of normal conditions. Even under tho restricted enroll- 
menus of wartime conditions all tho girls dormitories are full and for 1 9 1 5 -4 6 will 
probably be overflowing. There is only one dormitory for boys, South Hall, With 
tho return of normal conditions, this building will not house more than a fraction 
of the boys who attend the University. • Generally speaking, tho sorority and 
fraternity houses are relatively small, and, no largo proportion of tho students can 
be housed in this way,
A now problem is already confronting the University, that of housing for 
married, studonts. It is estimated that there, will bo 500 returned soldiers attending 
Montana State University within a year or so after tho war, At least half of those 
will bo married men. Housing facilities for thorn simply do not exist in Missoula, 
Unless they are provided, it is pretty clear that many of these students will not 
come to tho University but go to institutions whore housing facilities can be 
secured. It is therefore of utmost importance that all possible steps be 'taken to 
build dormitories with apartments for married students, to provide temporary 
housing in somo cases and to study existing housing facilities in an effort to 
locate all present housing facilities and utilize thorn to the fullest possible extent
The Campus arid Physical Plant
Fuw educational institutions in tho world have as beautiful a location and
surroundings as Montana State University. If full advantage were taken of the 
Universitjr* s mountain sotting, one of tho most beautiful universities in the country 
could oo developed, with 'the help of funds from the Army programs and somo special, 
appropriations of tho Legislature a good deal has been done to improve the state of 
repair of tho buildings on the campus. Thus far practically nothing has been done 
to take full advantage of the beautiful campus as far as the improvement of lawns 
and shrubbery is concerned, A beautiful campus has educational value. It exerts 
a desirable influence on students and visitors to the campus. It provides an 
appropriate setting for creative educational effort. Expenditures for the beauti­
fication of the campus are therefore not luxuries but sound educational investments®
Conclusion
It has been a. common observation that people who spend some time in Montana
become very fond of tho state and its people and dislike very much to loavo it. I
believe this is because Montana possesses exceptional advantages for rich community 
living. The scenic beauties of the state, the very comfortable climate, and tho 
advantages of the broad open spaces with their recreational outlet all contribute 
richly to making the state a fine place in which to live. One cannot help but fool 
that ultimately these advantages will make themselves felt in a high level of social 
responsibility and interest in the good things of life. It would seem that few 
states have as much to gain from a sound and effective program of higher education 
as Montana, It soerns doubly tragic, therefore, that higher education in Montana
is at present limited in its contribution to the state by ineffective organisation
and inadequate support.
My experiences in Montana have told me very definitely of the widespread 
interest in education on the part of many people throughout the state, fheir 
interest and support have been of groat help to Montana State University and to 
the University system. I am confident that some day those people with a genuine 
interest in education will make their influence felt and that as a result sound 
organization and effective educational programs will result*
1 wish to express my appreciation to tho State Board of Education, the faculty
and student body, and the many friends of the University throughout the state for 
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ooravdaitodi it omnid foim it toncon:£dls: to us© admnaieij tfmo :fd.a t:him o e c m f ^
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i:.m'mt:idoa. mi.ner# and; cddnf |a.fiieodf.on didflmiidioao c.mmG3.nt«a oooah otm oatf 
r i in- a
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Sd-lonfid cooforaidom oma roosimom by odm fotmse'mr i'rmo too oeKamnmmo o.i ̂ cidaDffi- 
tnfion in. dsXeno siaoi fro/..: Tarious other noireeoj, oooch as foe -.mnfmna mf..mfs 
ibrToomTcl, dinooeiatfm and endon omofoostom:.]. emBiomiovs. niid-t ■stoma one ddammdor 
, i cosrre-spond̂ rice#
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;aoo;3; ;e>on caaaoe an a.1,1 cooooo;; ojop' be ix.:ca ceee of« xio eaflfoama borar :f, myf 
be oacfi ffo' o aaofaiaoa j-oaaa ao- eoi raf aa elama pi-opor- ea.re '.La lie; ua«a '■■toull avfie 
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h’a: cork al the ioliea' at .ar,’te :aa ..kaiapfiaa ta cocara:.’ 
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Professor J® to beeeryg fhairnsa
Thi’X repo.rw mil deal with the Itrear© .iienis of the .Dlrisioia rather fb.agi 
■wi'th a resporc of idea aoti a it; loss a*' ig,e ebpt.rtoaesi* wickl n the iilrigiop!
darl/ir; the past year - a year btrbig. bilpks Is general^ taora hate oeaa
no oit-roosii/a b each in g  lo a d s e
Bbryipgas
> , ‘10,,.
arb riot too large po-trncago oh mirco not? here
fee bar® fop the ue-s X’sv; y^rs*, otc of the prl',.© neatis in a 'wbooabii
... * - > . b
* * b  . * * ' tJi» wars. •- i i
ha railed apaa Ida rawediab training a? ieailTlhuals or snail p.t'or.-e::;. of 
andi»r i d This will „ ■ . , e ,
a ' ..I ' - ,
“r at the proaant tiro rare biulfings arc act oelrg oarwiferta i’or dho 
depart'oorts of oaotorloloirp* botnugg tad Soologr* it is omlv ore? oe o eon
- - ‘ - .a ' <■ fi"m mux
‘ c  -■ • . . . .  . f ^
tvpa vO met- the hoiWjMnp dsionokii of sodem. psychology® foe fo-otarioiopv 3 
dodone ate. toology deearfc.te.ntr ,vero orropod for apace at cos peat load 
qoiojo; ehe oar*
- r . • a , the oar *
dapartEOjfari will ho .greater Ilea ere-” inborn.
If a culluing piojgrto trikes it xiouuVxIq hbr roots Ekorajotics ho Zti retsroad 
Iron the 'E;ctoriii boiesc® .Bwlielrpi; the vacated ispaee ootid be allocated 
at te.k-.ti imro -if cho .space n.eBd©ci for naeberioligcpp ootorsv rod. £oaloppy 
lbiv ootid reiiavo thi. space roods for fookile®
- e / i ,* ’ ,. , ,, . ,• ' < < *
* although an Ineytaoad 
regl.straiioo will require at aaklfAcral aliofertoisrvt .for this purposea 
iltf trig does nstibioiogy b&nt re,nil la&oratorg epact lof; if; it atl.ll 
debiclout it iiiodero. lanjraitrg epoipoieao* It would. be or .tc afterfooK 
to ii«d a great deal a ore eijuirrrseiio antil rore- fsg'tfology xss.irers.tori'JS 
a.re gr<>o:}.e.ee. bet m e n  ehitf tire eo:.;9s trie e irlpoisor an.i 3o,ppl.ie& for the 
depOiPo;o.)es., of peyootjiogy af..>,..,i,d be oraop.ob op te ofrore ion 
ear eejKparcs lk.,.o jpoibly with, other departooonts In oeoLLer good irstiturioes® 
rfc 'Up? ureseiio fire foe dap-arioii/coes of oaeferloiogr. botro.n ao-o eoelafg^ 
eeeea&e< oi; foe deei'eaeou sfcuvdwttb ioails are crperxting wlti, nipple budgets 
Vfhieb are Kiatei'iallg rcfaeed® Sguipoieioh ajif. aujgr>j.les are part ion tar .!.r 
e.xp>;iicire in the teaching; of bacteriologyK -orreps its erst peir strdeiro 
is thrj hiabpso of 000' of b e  salemes of 'todago To a atroebiai. les&rr
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decree Ids applies to the Perk in doolopya The aaqwlsxtiha j:f 
arinax raterlola odrror ddre-irh ider.o -worn or uy direct pntchtxse 
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e trnocditn. was a. pawhWon tdtnoh was onlf possible to tale naini of by the 
ben of tin -assistants» If «a«h aasiatnnee Is not provided niter the
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DEFARTMEHT OF BACTERIOLOGY
Professor i)« iff, Hetler, Chairman
With, the exception of fewer students in each classs the work of the 
Departr-ienc of B3.cteriolo.gy has been about normal. The acquisition 
of «Irs« Pauline jfisnsyer as media room attendant has greatly 
facilitated die work of the Department„ It is readily seen shat in 
the past a great deal of time and energy has teem fruitlessly 
expended haoau.se such a worker was not available*
Xu order to put the work of the Department on a par Tffi.tr. Departments 
in 'this institution and other inst3.tuti.ons at- least one more neiiibor 
should be added to the staff to help relieve the teaching load and 
also to conduct two new courses* These courses should be 
npara3itologyft and ^Hematology*, The return of millions of veterans 
from the Pacific War who ha we acquired parasitic and blood diseases 
demands the addition of these two courses, so that our graduates can 
compete with these of other colleges.
The time consuming routine of caring for stock cultures and preparing 
those cultures for class is going to be very heavy as soon as the 
class numbers return to normal® A student assistant should bo pro­
vided to carry on this work*
The amount of scientific equipment, with which to conduct bacteriology
classes is at a rainimuru kany useful and illuminating experiments and 
types of work have to be demonstrafed or foregone all together because 
of the lack of equipment.
The facilities for conducting research are nil, A chemical ; . 
is a necessity* Apparatus of a research nature is also needed. Until 
these inftuemiaei.es are met little ear be dene even if time becomes 
available. With the present heavy teaching load there is very little 
time.
£IOL')'JTCAL STATION
G, I-;, Castle, Diroq%or
During the past year the Biological Station has been used very little 
because of gas rationing are a reduced enrollment in the upper classes, 
however, this portion of tu& university is of great value to the Depart*, 
snents of Zoology and Botany and should be made more usable as soon as 
materials become available.
During the past year in© saaintermnee department hna carried on certain 
iiuprovement;?; at the station and those h u m  insured against furbnsr 
deterioration of existing buildinge, At present, the orobism of 
allowing Che ftalo Highway Commission to establish a right of -wav 
through the station grounds, for a new ready is being investigated.
3)EPAffH£fl' OF H)T/HfV'
IWafeasor J» I, feaerjy Cliairaea.
fae Year 13-14-1945 showed the iottst rGgitttr&tion la botany in ohe last
auenPy-Olae votra, botany has in the past seraeu largely ss a Bervlca
dayarttejvk to abudenba majoring in Fores try and halcUIifs tecshiiology or 
.ompmclcm. son teaching;e
it -oe t;n: war has drained off practically all of too physically fit young 
or 5 aoodeats in uheso programs are few ah t,fa pieseof blag® During the 
tow law wharf 'Afnmmrs of the department, -if Botany h&vo snared about one-*
1 < * . ,A * I _ * % c
shoring oh-'- rammer art mxlumi eaartore the eimlH5^roT°^K^1l0B5HHeat~™*~’"
- unfat fhTToiistry in the A STEP Program,, rhlio f;rs, fiettert taught 
hoorraphy in. the eaoe program,
vrle :U; a good upjx>rtnnofby to t a to  snook and look: into the future,
: xeoninu a. posh war riralstrarioa jf hretitp fire hundred shudwnha at the 
oe ;«ors>hgs ant also Increased interest. in those programs which fit
f •" ’ a a . ‘ 1  • m  fgeiieieSj, the
:.fywfonnirfc of Botany will weed more. apaee than -it non occupies* our 
proeooa: space* effisiantlr \m&d, will probably take osr© of the student 
load c/uangh bio fiiislo%• Year® nnulcipaf l?;g more senior wad graduate 
studentss there is real seed of research, and -study space- for these 
studetu.fi® If one Peregrin® is to devoiop as it should - as a refsror.ce 
ft,/? ■ bor-v fir range plants of the lest ~ more space ana oases will be 
nend.00: osaot we now have.
Pot a trull department, art. a small Orlrsrsibgy Its present mtazpmc»:i; and 
idrnigoue-?rp siyjplies are fairly satisfactory* Pew table lighting of a 
.guAaro type fihould do Installed for microscopic work: in footas 2 0ft atid 
fdlg ta soon as such equipment is available, The present allotifiiani, for 
supplies, is oodKj-aratiraiy small eossKiOEUiurat# with the 1cm registration® 
f i t s  .Adw.iiiistration needs to so rewi.iti.ded that with the anticipated post 
war lo«t .« t will Ashe six to seven hundred dollars per year to rapplv- 
the ufnessftry lrln,rato-ry apparatus, chbfgiotus t glass warty etc,
fhilo the staff Is now luryer -bran necessary for Oho prosent load, the 
post war loaf wad the nature of t±w- training 'whi.is. the ruidsnfcs will 
soeand is soon fhut a «yrl,ej?iatisi will be needed to beach systematic 
frrnny to fotosoet-S;. range KOiaspywugyf and wild life rtnglen.t8g otoW(! as 
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DBPAETMEIT OF ZOOLOST
Professor G. B* Castle
During the year 1944-45 the staff of the department has been engaged in a 
variety of work:* During the fall quarter Dr. Wright taught Physics, full 
time, to the ASTEP Unit tabich was then on the campus* During that quarter 
Dr. Brownian and Dr, Castle taught the courses usually offered by Dr®
Wright in the Department. During the 'winter and spring quarter all three 
staff members were teaching in Zoology and, in addition to their regular 
duties, participating in a large number of committee meetings*
During the summer of 1944 Dr. Browman and Dr. Wright attended a National 
Scientific Meeting at Cleveland, Ohio.
Registration in classes has remained low due to the fact that the male 
population of the campus is still below normal. We anticipate, however,
an increase in such, registration for next year®
The needs of the Department are still quite pressing in certain areas•
Among these are a store room attendant and better facilities to store 
our equipment and preserve our materials. We, also, have need for ad­
ditional equipment for the presentation of class work. Outstanding among 
these needs are visual aids, dissecting binoculars, and certain precision 
instruments. Further need is that of graduate fellowships which will 
allow us to secure graduate students in Zoology to aid in the presentation 
of the lower division courses. With a probable much increased enrollment 
foblowing the war the Department will need an additional staff member, 
additional space and an increased budget. Since we have but one laboratory 
in which to offer elementary zoology I know from experience that it will 
tax our facilities when the enrollment in this course approximates 150 or 
more students® Similarly we have but one small laboratory in. which to 
present upper division work® This m 11 also be inadequate under increased 
registration® With increased enrollment in all courses an increased budget 
for equipment, materials and supplies mi l  at once become a necessity® 
Similarly with increased enrollment and demand for graduate w>rk an 
additional staff member will be needed to ease the teaching load® These 
things represent some of the problems which the Department will face in 
the post war period.
During the past year the staff has published the following papers;
tilt > '1 -1 - Lj* U
19*' lo Modified Spontaneous Activity
Rhythm in Eats® American Journal of Physiology* 142s633-37.
-i *-,-1 -Q'C : ' W l'.,TA ‘■.J A 4 *»sattfuu. Diiypoahj jrit> ui a
1944® Effect of Retinal Extractor! Growth of Blinded Male Eats,
Proo® Soc. Exp. Biology and Medicine* 57;171-173,
CAS'TOŜ  ir« be.  ̂ ^
1944* Termites in Montana*, Northwest Science® lbs64*
1944® The Montana Academy of Sciences« Northwest science® Ids4»>-i4<, 
p. l*
1944® SoIdea-Eye Bating Salmon Eggs®
Condor*
19450 Pinon-Jay in Ravalli County®
Condor ®
Research in the Department has been carried on avea though the time^of 
the members of the” staff has been taken up in. teaching* administrative and 
committee work. Much of this research is supported by grants-in-aid from 
Rational Scientific Organizations® It is to be hoped that the state will 
soon realize the importance of research and will provide funds for the 
prosecution of such research by staff members.
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Profee'scr ri, t» Dhovs.c f Clinarnan
isurirg: the scholastic year, I9f.4'--l9t :y the enrolineat in 
lectern i.saivaiaaos ass noticeably increased, eopecdsdly' I n  french* 
the students oh -nerai&u, hoonver, yursne their studies only- 
through their rn ad reaver 13 1'or Xanyuaye noim Only too sty.-d.er.ts 
this yonr bran sstno beyond toman in (fifth s;uarter); as a con- 
secsaencs, Prexsas-or Hoibdan has devoted only port of his tine 
teaching- terruoi one the rest ox the t-iny assisting; hr, rrnoitsosx 
in french. The i.Arye-st enrollrenL ;-a:a in byvadah, If the 
enrollment a in irenee scu in Spanish increase, os saeaa very 
erasable., oaring -she ernsu.iixg yearn nno-I.bor :Luedruct-or Ylli. be 
srsetied in. this departreat.
‘the uniting: of the courses, Spanisn Kraexdenn bivllinaidon 
sad Spanish Aeierioan History, has proven to be successful.* four 
ixnatrvictors ha.ve pleen Ida? lectures i.a tide courae— fr-ofeseor 
Arndt of fine hrtSj Idee Sorenson and vxysei.f of this dep6.rtnxcn.Sy 
a no Dr. Turner of the Sepxo'dnenl of history* This combination 
gives a r:ore covioitvte and o-et,te.r irtnxr-Yeeiotod ole*Lure of the 
aeoelo./tioiit of ide cid.tu.ral;, poll tier}. anal social forcer that 
have evolved anono our south err- neighbors since merlcor a oiseovorya
leaner lee leadership of fisc tor-enso/x the ■ipani.sb. Club das 
fuiictiofaxii vvollj o 3mot?r of outaloe spend,ana fove eo-atribuhed 
greatly to Its success;,, Sryan:luatienxfj at this klraf in ohiof 
students can take active px.ru fn orobXeus nerd art directly reiateci 
olth their classroom nook, art; of prime lapcxrtonice It- ctirailxvtlng 
a tore active lutuxr-ost, in their- clams stuxdes*
.ivftol-her feature of our mrk tide yevoo which re of this depart­
ment grreatly aoorcrva of ana one which. the abcdnlubrx.uio;: aojarsntly 
has adopted lor the dr:xtan-air,v as - rhole. Is the lectures no have 
yiarn to the put 1.1c* 1 honeyliy believe this: Is 00.0 of fyo nest
snrnxs to sell our Ixnxlit-uilon to the public.
Semnor vvork In Spanish sue United meanly to Sponloh xroerican 
topieo of tads century,, Ire result-1 fixe aery .xr.xtlfylivgu portly cue 
to the Increased inc.ersnd in the Spanish .nunrlcan xxnd.dvs,. but -aaiuiy 
attributable to the outstanding oaality of this year's stnxv.yntu cf 
Spanish,
fx.xfc year ho hope to be in our mem quarters "there more.' ancle 
space ni.il permit no to reaiice more reniix, A mninar room with, 
more- nap s# “eisrercs boalcs? yxyxxlnes,, er,c*, coosl&irfly a a the 
cf sponai 01 the tf.ifenfce, la planned,. In this ooar: actio?) -.ve axe 
badly in need of a souna-Yiix projector* Visual, one aural, edu­
cation is with t:e» .fdxcniicoxl. films 01 5f.xcel.lent quality and 
of a. variety of subjects are raooiiee free., both by the state and. 
fenerai governments* by exaerience vclth sounci .films in Ixrptaage 
work confirms me in the belief that it, i,so one of the most- efficient 
rays of arousing arid holding the scanenitf interests In modern 
language problems*
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m?i .aaiaT o? Physics 
Professor (h In Ahallehbergers Oh&irsmn
Parsocnel. Courses, and l-nrollment
ter, he t® 
enr oilmen.! 
Intent one a 
and jmthei
> our regular university classes, this departsent offered 
mln during the summer (July, Augusts and Aeptss- 
uartsr® Teachers 'who taught these classes only 
« duchy (summer only) anti Dr® Aright (summer and 
Jeppesen taught the regular courses during the summer
lag the autumn. He also taught Physios 122 
;hs autumn quarter. During the winter qaam 
with an enrollment 2 and Mathematics 160 
spring quarter he taught Physics 1?09 enrol- 
illmsnt one, and Physios 166, enrollment one 
.merit one.
I taught f.o®P.P.P. courses during the summer and the autumn and dur­
ing the autumn quarter. Physios 20a, enrollment 23| during the winter 
quarter, physios 20b, enrollment 13, aad during the spring quarter. 
Physios 20cm enrollment 6®
Majors
This are graduating one major, Miss Phyllis Biddle. Me
have one other major, &, Bernard Hoffman®
Hesearch
In the June 1 S4 4  miruber of the Journal of the Optical Pooiety, there 
was published an article :iSpectrogra,pkio Determination of head in 
he otiiious Pa.terialan of which. Hr® Jeppesen is the senior ant tor. The 
’or this article -was carried on by Dm Jeppesen and his co- 
workers in the Me stern fiegional Essearch Laboratory® During the win­
ter and spring quarters. Dr. Jeppes&n assembled the apparatus for 
oejjtliruing his investigation of the spectra hydrogen in the extreme 
ultra, violets Dm Jeppesen has obtained national recognition for his 
previous research ia this field®
Budget and deeds
Our primary needs new are for 3 for advanced classes®
as a starter we should have al: 3 for this purpose® For
research, we should haw© about
Graduate Students
Ms have one nan who is definitely planning on starting hie Faster 
work this suEajsr and two other men have written us their desires 
some her© for graduate work®
liay 29, 1945
Jrc-f'o3':or i* th A©learey tbainaan
p v c su p s  of n a n  co n d i ;do r.s  th e  numeejr o f  s x /io rs  
and. g:i:'od:u;itss i n  F re —n e d ic a i  P-oiorioes hoe r e . ',d n o a  s m e ll  
d u r in g  th e  p e a r ,  I t  i s  probable®  rorovcm p to u t  t h e  low 
■point h a s  beer; reached*
t h e r e  have  been  no chayiges none  i n  nre~ei.eclio 
x -sy u lren ien ts  by th e  m e d ic a l  sc h o o ls*
'th e  a p t i i u d e  t e s t  rem ained. 01 -ill, o e s x id a te s  
l o r  e.u;rwor:::e to  n e a i c o l  s c h o o ls  o r,3 pine:;: o s  u s a o !  t h i s  
y e a r ,
M n c e  Vi, .nay a hen  o f  th e  .n o d ic a l s c h o o ls  h a re  
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s c h o o l .
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Robert C, L ine, lean
b r o l b a e n t
'i'hc s tu d en t  load  In  the  advanced courses  In  th e  School i s  in d ic a te d
by th e  number of g ra n a r ie s  iv, re c en t  y e a rs ,
3.945 ■ 19 graduates
1943 4S " M
1941 74
while  1941 was en a l l  t i r e  h igh , the  aaeraye  somber in  th e  yra.cua.tlny c la s s  
.for th e  fo u r  years  o f  1939-91 was 90, In  the  s e c r e t a r i a l  courses  th e re  was 
no such d e c l in e  i n  en ro llm en t.  Ih s  f a c t  i s  t h a t  th ese  courses  have hc;Xci 
t h e i r  own i n  a p l te  o f  a heavy drop in  genera l  u n i v - r s i t y  en ro llm en t,
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During the  c o l le g e  y e a r  th e  School hod the f u l l  t i n e  se rv ice*  o f airs. 
Brenda Vtilsorp S I s s  hary  F e rro ,  h r ,  slimes Van Winkle, and the  p a r t  time s e r ­
v ic e  of urn hocert C, Line  (.two q u a r t e r s ) ,  d r .  hoy J .  f l y  (one c o u rse ) , 
f.» G. b a rb ie  ( f iv e  c o u rse s ) ,  and 'laoiunc 1 , f r i t s  (two c o u rse s ) ,
QmitmJAmtMx
se v e ra l  courses  were no t tau g h t t h i s  year because of the  s s a i i e r  
enro llm ent and th e  reduced f a c u l ty .
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EVALUATION OF RESULTS 
NATIONAL JUNIOR FORESTER EXALIHATION 
1942
;*Rank
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i i Washington, University of 20 7l;44 80;37 75 40 35 10 nI $ 41,049
! 2 Oregon State College 41 70; 39 79,92 76 39 37 16 12 48,569
’ 3 Syracuse 37 69.57 79.35 78 35 35 20 +25 305,982**
, 4 Mohtaha State University 19 ' 69122 78; 42 68 32 26 4 4.2 22,685***
\ 5 Idaho, University of 32 • 69.22 77.54 72 34 25 8 5.5 40,445 j
6 Louisiana State University .'4 68.98 76.88 75 25 25 0 6 38,295
7 Pennsylvania State College 35 68.59 77.53 77 23 23 8 12 63,733
8 California, University of 2l • 68.42 80.36 81 24 24 8 10 45,000 ?
9 Colorado State College 28 57.94 78.54 75 21 21 6 5 41,190
; 10 Miscellaneous Schools 10 67.64 0.00 70 10 0 0 — I
11 Minnesota, University of 17 67.33 80.06 59 24- 24 4 7 47,63012 Michigan, University of 29 67.05 79.87 66 17 10 2 10 75,926
13 Washington State College 17 66.89 78.25 53 24 18 2 3
14 Iowa State College 17 66.00 77.04 47 29 24 2 7 52,235
15 Maine, University of 10 64.16 0.00 70 0 0 0 5 30,310
16 Utah State College 28 64.80 78.45 54 25 21 6 3. 5 27,345
17 Michigan State College 20 63.08 76.06 55 15 10 0 8 84,065
18 West Virginia, University of 9 61.53 75.44 67 22 22 2 5 32,289
19 North Carolina State College 8 61.11 0.00 38 0 0 0 5 29,031
20 Georgia, University of 17 57.09 0.00 29 5 0 0 6 27,773






21 18 8.56 $ 41,233
Note; This analysis does not include the Graduate Schools at Yale, Duke and Harvard
nor the undergraduate school at the University of Florida since it had only one 
contestant.
» Based upon Column 4 (Average grade of all taking examination). Montana State University
** Includes appropriations for fields allied to but not designated f o r e s t r y S c h o o l  of Forestry
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Dean y 9 Do h o l l e i t
The a t t e n d a n c e  and g r a d u a t e s  w er e  a b o u t  one h a l f  n o r m a l  
and Doth  wer e  t h e  a v e r a g e s  f o r  a l l  a c c r e d i t e d  s c h o o l s  l a s t  
y e a r n  J h e  e n r o l l m e n t  i s  s l i g h t l y  l e s s  t h a n  l a s t  y e a r  and 
t h e  g r a d u a t e s  number  t w i c e  t h a t  o f  l a s t  y e a r n  ( S t u d e n t s  30 ,  
g r a d u a t e s  S)
The l i b r a r y  o f  t h e  s c h o o l  h a s  b e e n  s t r e n g t h e n e d  w i t h  
new t e x t  and r e f e r e n c e  b o o hs  and c o n t a i n s  n e a r l y  1.000 v o l ­
ume 8 and i s  h o u s e d  w i t h  t h e  c h e m i s t r y  l i b r a r y  o f  a b o u t  900 
7 o l  tunes w h i c h  make a f a i r  l i b r a r y  f o r  r e s  y a r d . . ,
S t o c k  rooms a nd  s t u d e n t  l a b o r a t o r i e s  h a v e  b e e n  i m p r o v ­
ed and systemized and  s u p p l i e s  i n c r e a s e d .
O u r r i c u l u i i i s  a r e  o f  t h e  a p p r o v e d  t y p e  and c h a n g e s  may 
b e  made i n  o f f e r i n g s  a s  n e e d e d .  I t  i s  r e a d i l y  f l e x i b l e  
and r e a d i l y  a d j u s t a b l e  t o  m e e t  t h e  d e s i r e s  f o r  s p e c i a l i z a ­
t i o n  o f  t h e  more  c a p a b l e  8 i n d e n t s  e The c o n t e n t  o f  t h e  c o u r s e s  
c o v e r  t h e  e s s e n t i a l s  and t h e  msun
The c u r r i c u l u m  c o v e r a g e  h a s  o n t g r  
o f  t h r e e  i n s t r u c t o r s  and. row i n  a hud*: 
i n  p r o f e s s i o n a l  s u b j e c t s ,  t o  w h i c h  i 
r e s e a r c h ,  and t h e  a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  w03 
o f f i c e  s. two g to cl: r o oms ,  
t h e  d r u g  g a r d e : : »
own t h e  
' than
p r e s e n t  f a c u l t y
100 c r e d i t s
, a a , . e c t i  me n r  s., 
chool 
and
One h u n d r e d  
s e r v i c e  and ■
. a r e  l i s t e d  among t h o s e  i n  h i e  
, o s t e
Vferio 
t o  i n c r s a s *  
wharmycew ti< 
e e u t i e s l  m 
r e t a i l  ph. a
S d u c a t  i< 
s t a f f  raem.be r  
a s  t h e r e  h a s  
two d e c a d e s o
An a d d x t i  o r a l  
t t e m h r n c e
~ V- h-' vv - o o t
S t u d e n t  l a b o r a t o r y  a s s i s t a n t s  t o  t a l e  t h e  r o u t i n e  worm 
. i r on  m e  i n s t r u c ' c o r s  m  ties n i n e  l a b o r a t o r y '  c o u r s e s  0 sire 
o f  which  r u n  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  e n t i r e  s c h o o l  y e a r *
i
Two g r a d u a t e  a s o i s t a n t s b i p s  t o  a t t r a c t  e x c e p t i o n a l  
s t u d e n t s  f o r  g r a d u a t e  o r  r e s e a r c h  w o r t  c o u l d  "be u s e d  t o  
an ow t a i l  t ags  a s s i s t a n t s  can a l s o  ‘be s u p p l i e d 0
.4. Berras p e n t  c u r a t o r  o f  c a r i t o l  and. s t o c k  v e s p e r  o f  s t u ­
d e n t  s n p p i i e s  and o f  a p p a r a t u s  i s  P o t t  an economi c  and an
A p a r t - t i m e  l i b r a r y  a s s i s t a n t  u n d e r  t h e  s u p e r v i s i o n  
o f  t h e  main  u n i v e r s i t y  l i b r a r i a n  woul d wade p o s s i b l e  t h e  
b e s t  u s e  o f  t h e  1900 vo l umes  i n  o <- « t  - --
l i b r a r y *
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J. E. Miller, Chairman
Montana State University was able to cany on only a fraction of its 
intercollegiate sports program during the year 1944-45# despite the 
efforts of the Athletic Manager Mr. Badgley, and Coach Dahlberg, recently 
returned to the campus from service in the Army.
After a canvass of the situation in the fall it was decided that the man­
power situation was such that it would be impossible to field a football 
team.
later there was such a stirring of interest in basketball that a schedule 
mus arranged and a fair squad assembled. After a successful early season 
performance, the better half of the squad enlisted in the Navy, others 
dropped out for one reason and another, until in some gpmes the team 
representing the University was 'nastily completed from gym classes. In 
the fourteen years that your Chairman has held the position, he lias 
never gone through a worse season in any sport from any point of view, 
always 3aving splendid cooperation from Coach Dalilberg. The only en­
couragement that the athletic staff received came from the women students, 
who on numerous occasions expressed gratitude for an entertainment that 
they could attend without escorts.
There was a groat deal of agitation for varsity baseball in the spring 
quarter, but the staff decided not to undertake the development of a team 
because of the patent lack of material. The Chairman feels that one of 
the great mistakes of the University athletic program wa3 the abandonment 
of baseball.
Montana shared in the proceeds of the Rose Bowl game this year. However, 
at the coming Conference meeting the Chairman will feel obliged to state 
that if Montana is the only institution in which intercollegiate athletics 
are not resumed noxt year, we will renounce our accustomed share of the 
Bowl receipts.
The Chairman feels that it is important that we find our niche in college 
athletics as soon as possible. He believes that tho tendency for the 
Pacific Coast Conference to split into two divisions, separate except for 
eliampionship play, is increasing in strength. He further believes that 
if this separation occurs, Montana’s athletic place is in the Northern 
Division of the Pacific Coast Conference. If on the other hand the Con­
ference continues as a unit with round robin schedules, then this in­
stitution should gravely consider withdrawal and attempt to find or create 
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oaapus roadways j the Ins tv-1 ration of a. considerable amount of curbing 
the planting- of additional surahs and trees around the hiefidstry- 
phoreaoy and G.>oyu,iLkiaj. cmlldlagsj the landscaping of the area between 
the forestry and. journalism buildings, now far these reooinaeridatioas 
will he carried out is dependent upon available labor and funds 
allooated for those purposes*
this ooji.Biistse a s  u ix w ii l in g  t o  reoosstand  any  m a jo r  deiA*. r- . - ! ® ; >_
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i n s u r e  iHiirwirig iinaaa® b l s u e  e . lh Ininnov \n t h e  a b a  o f  build-in®: apaeo  
so s n s  t o  denar>& l a r g e r  b u i l d i n g s  t h a n  a b a s  c o n s id e r e d  in  d e v e lo p in g  
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groups® Sumo g ro u p s  have  s u g g e s t e d  a  " l i v i n g  m em orialR o f  t r e e s s 
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m a r  f u t u r e  a  d e c i s i o n  o f  trio  ty p e  o f  d c ia o r ia l  f o r  cJorlci f a r  I f  
d e a f  off I I  Aavs to  o« aacie®
fan elms on etcher side of the eampus oval road will ©Yootaftlly have 
to bs replaced, ffth eo much Surface for root roedtny covered by 
iiariorv-fous aspnali ana cuiiorstcp it Is impaseitie to give the elms 
eaotyh vater m  tain clliaate with Its high cvnporafci&n rate . , ,
who aIao a aoraal, fealtay growth, tap easpue uoveiopo.eiit cosmiiftee 
suggests that cither the red oak or fho bur oak should oo planted
about it9 Inside of the roadway aa to eventually replace the elias 
as t h e y  pass out ox the picture.
M ONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Certified iubllo Accountancy Committee 
Dean H. C. Line, Chairman
The function of this committee is to certify candi­
dates to the examining board so that they may be admitted 
to the examination, to collect fees from the holder of 
C.P.A. certificates, and to issue the certificate. Dur­
ing the past year we have certified and issued certifi­
cates to five persons. Pour of them received their 
certificate by examination and one under the Reciprocity 
Clause.
This year the $5.00 fee was collected from holders of 
certificates. With this money we are publishing a 
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April 11, 1945
To Members of the Faculty:
The sub-committee of the Curriculum Committee met on April 4 to consider the 
proposed catalog changes for the coming year, and to make recommendations to the 
Curriculum Committee.
The Curriculum Committee met on April 6 and recommends to the faculty the 
changes indicated on the attached sheets.
These recommendations will be presented to the faculty at the meeting on 
Monday, April 16. PLEAS'S BRING THESE SHEETS VITH YOU TO THE HEFTING.
R, H. JESSE, Chairman 
Curriculum Committee
CATALOG FOR 1 -45 AND PROPOSED CATALOG CHANG. 1945-46.
The following changes, recommended to the Curriculum Committee by the various 
divisions, departments, and schools for the catalog for 1944-45 with announcements 
for 1945-46, were approved by the Committee and are presented to the faculty as a 
seconded Motion:
For inclusion on page 46, under information on ''Course Numbering System" the state­
ment "Courses numbered from 1 to 99 are offered for undergraduate credit only; those 
numbered from 100 to 199 are offered for credit to undergraduates of junior and 
senior standing and to graduates; those numbered from 200 to 299 are offered for 
graduate credit only."
(Statement now carried reads "Courses numbered from 1 to 99 are offered to und«r- 
graduates only; those numbered from 100 to 199 are offered to both undergraduates 
and graduates; those numbered from 200 to 299 are offered to graduates only.")
For inclusion under general information regarding Graduate Work "Students who begin 
work for a Fibster's degree are expected to complete the various requirements within 
a period of six years. If the degree requirements are not completed within six 
years from the date of the first graduate work, those credits shall be outlawed and 
may not be applied on the degree."
************
The reinstating of the Bachelor of Arts Degree with a major in Biology, which was 
dropped several years ago when the departments of Bacteriology and Zoology were 
separated. The requirements for this major are set up primarily to prepare students
who wish to teach biology in the secondary schools.
Major Requirements: A minimum of 45 credits including Bacteriology 19;




p. 54. 126, Evolution. Prerequisite changed from Zoology 125 to "Botany llab,
12 and Zoology llab and 12."
Business Administration
p. 58, _10, Introduction to Business and 15, Office Management "Open to two-
year secretarial students" inserted for both courses.
52, Salesmanship. "Prerequisite, sophomore standing" inserted,
p. 59. 191, Business Administration Seminar. 1 Q. "Any Q," inserted.
Classical Languages
p. 62. Courses 101, Pliny and Martial and 107, Horace, changed back to 17ab, 
making them lower division courses.
Economics and Sociology
p. S5. Former course 104, Taxation and Public Finance to be changed to 104ab,
2 Q., 4 cr. each ^tr. To be given in alternate years, 104a_ in 1945-46; 
104b_ in 1946-47. 113, labor Economics to be changed to llSab, 2 Q.,
3 cr. each :Jtr. To be given in alternate years, 113a_ in 1945-46; 113b_ 
in 1946-47.
p. 66. Economics 190, "course 118" deleted from prerequisite.
-2-
Education
p. 70. 18, Principles of Education, 19, Educational Psychology, 22, The High
School. Numbers changed to;
25a, Educational Psychology. 1 Q,. Autumn. Spring. 4 cr. Prerequisite,
I junior standing and Psychology 11; sophomores may enroll in their third 
\ quarter.
\ 25b, Principles of Education. 1 q. Autumn. Spring. 4 cr. Pre­
requisite, junior standing and Psychology 11; Education 19 (or 25a)
/ recommended.
/ 25c, Secondary School Teaching Procedures. 1 9. Winter. Spring. 4 cr. 
^prerequisite, junior standing and Education 18 and 19 (or 25ab).
66, History of American Education changed to 166, History of Education, 
p. 71. 152, Educational Measurements. To be given Spring qtr. (was Winter).
English
p. 73. 30ab. Composition. 30a is to be offered both Autumn and Winter qtrs.
Geology
p. 91. K), World Geography. To be given Autumn and Winter qtrs. (Formerly
given Spring also.)
History & Political Science
p. 95. 30ab, Europe in the 19th Century. "Students may enter either quarter1' 
inserted.
114ab, Russia and the Near East. 'Not given 1945-46.” inserted.
131, Recent American History. 1 q. Spring. 4 cr. and 132, Contemporary 
European History. 1 q. Winter. 4 cr. (both summer courses) to be 
given during regular year, 
p. 97. 120, American Foreign Relations. To be given Winter qtr. (was Autumn).
Home Economics
p. 98, 24, Elementary Foods and Nutrition. Deleted from course offering. 
Journalism
p. 102. 25abc, Rural Journalism to be changed to 23ab, 2 cr. (was 3). Autumn and 
Wi nt er.
24, Newspaper Management. 1 q. Spring. 3 cr. To replace 55, 9 cr.
55, Journalistic Specialties. 1 q. Autumn. 3 cr. (was formerly 35abc, 
Journalistic Specialties for Women. 9 cr.)
57, Law of Journalism. 1 n. Winter. 3 cr. New course; heretofore 
partially covered in 30abc.
49, History of Journalism. 1 9. Spring. 3 cr. New course; heretofore 
partially covered in lOabc.
Law
p. 104 Admission requirements rewritten to show adjustments made for veterans, 
giving credit for Military Service, study while in the armed forces, and 
specialized training programs, 
p. 105. Agency and Partnership. 3 qtr. 3 cr. each qtr. (Was Agency. 2 cr. each 
Qtr.) Corporations. 3 qtr. 2 cr. each qtr. These two courses are a
rearrangement of subject matter formerly taken up in Business Organizations, 
p. 106. Business Organizations, Insurance, Mortgages taken out of offerings for 
academic year (to be given in summer session).
Modern Languages
p. 113, 114, 115. French, German and Spanish
117, Grammar, Composition, Conversation. Number changed to 17. Spanish 
17 to be given Winter and Spring qtrs. (was Autumn and WinterT.
118, (Spanish) changed to 18. To be given Autumn qtr. (was Winter), 
p. 118. 131, Commerical Spanish. To be given Spring qtr. (was Winter).
Pharmacy
p. 129. 32, Name of course changed to 'Pharmaceutical Analysis'' (was Drug Analysis). 
23abc, Materia Medica deleted from offerings.
40, Name of course changed to "History of Pharmacy' (was Evolution of 
Pharmacy).
65, Advanced Analysis. Course number changed to 165.
Physical Education
p. 130. Courses deleted from offerings; some of materials incorporated in 32 and 
137:
139, Laws of Growth and Development 
146, Massage 
202, Health Education 
New course: 153, Health Education. 1 Q. Spring. 4 cr.
Psychology
p. 135. _14, Social psychology. To be given Autumn Qtr. (was Winter),
19, Educational Psychology. Number changed to 25a (see School of 
Education).
p. 136. 104, Systematic Psychology. To be given Winter Qtr. (was Autumn).
Courses presented to Chairman of the Committee for approval during the year: 
Mathematics
_A, Elementary Algebra. 1 Q. Spring. 0 credit.
Modern Languages
122, The Picaresque Novel. 1 Q,. Spring. 3 cr.
124, 19th Century Spanish Drama. 1 Q. Spring. 3 cr. These two courses 
will be given in alternate years.
Music
12abc, Voice in Class. 3 Q. 1 cr each Qtr.
teligion
20R, Basic Values in Religion. 1 Q. Any Ojfcr. 5- cr.
Zoology
12, Field Zoology. 1 Q,. Spring. 2-3 cr.
Courses presented to the Chairman of the Committee for approval for the coming 
Summer Session;
Education
S175, Education and the Contemporary Scene. 3 cr.
History
SI25, Economic History of the U.S. 4 cr.
Law
Domestic Relations. 3 cr.
Labor Law. 4 cr.
Physical Education
3155, Health Education. 4 cr.
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T s m m m w j m m  cosgaiTTSE 
Professor J# W* Howard# Chairman
Ho lELtoreoholantlo ras held In 1G45# Cur applioa- 
tion to 0#D*T« to hold the noct met with disapproval 
of all tho non-athlotio features* namoly debate# daola- 
mation and little theatre over which they bad Juris­
diction, Since the oomaittoo did not feel it wise 
to hold a strictly athletic Interttoholaotio, they voted 
not to hold the meet* Latof* howevers the Missoula 
Junior and Senior Chambers or Goaasroe sponsored an 
all-state high school track end field mast on Bom- 
blcaer Field* She university* o only post in this was 
to allow the use of its fiold end accompanying ogtiip- 
swmt#
As to needs and important problems of Inter* 
scholastic# The tremendous amount of work necessary 
to make the meet successful docs not seem to he appre­
ciated either by the public or by other ©embers of the 
faculty not on the committee# The committoe Bombers 
hnvo always carried out their parts willingly and efficiently#
Our chief worry is financial# While we do not 
guarantee it, we have always paid tho railroad fare 
and acme lodging otllomnoo to two people from each 
high school In tho state* This runs into reel money# 
Sisco the oomittoe has always paid this amounts to 
fail to do it would be regarded as a financial fail­
ure for the moat# Many small high schools would not 
participate if It war© not for this allowance* Tho 
(Jhamber-oponsored moot this year made no guarantees 
and only had 39 schools entering# formally wo have 
99 to 100 schools in the track and field events#
While th© University regards this moot as one of their 
big recruiting agencies* it rives it very feeble 
financial backing# We have ©yea had to pay the Stu­
dent Union business office to do our boOS&oeping*
At one time v» got ao ranch as §1800 from the University# 
Now they probably do not spend over §100 for a bulletin# 
poatEre, and stenographic holp#
i-e 4
W E R S t T  3LASTIP 3 0??
Since tho weather conditions m y  greatly effect 
the "gate" at the various ©vents, a pre-sale of season 
tickets is necessary* This has always been put on 
by downtown business'men* Soae difficulty hso bean mat at times in getting this aid frcxa them# it has 
bean suggested to the chairman that it would be better for the University te underwrite the most and be In­
dependent of this aid# It is worth considering#
Bespit© tho fact that school is dismissed and 
faculty members ar© paid for this time, a number of 
them refuse to take on any of tho necessary extra jobs 
in oorraootion with tho r.ecrfc* The idea seems to be 
that this is "Joe’s Job#” Stan© faculty raoE&era 
definitely plan field trips to take thorn and their 
students away from tho campus# At future meets the 
chairman plans to aok the cooperation of the President 
to help remedy this situation.
It should be recoiled in closing that this meet 
has been run for 30 years and is on© of our oldest 
traditions* The high school students like it and 
feel it is one of the big events of the school year*
#♦*
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PUBLIC EXERCISES COMMITTEE 
Professor Edmond Freeman, Chairman
The Public Exercises foolo that It has had a snocessful year* Convocations 
have been prooentod practically avory Friday of the school year and havo been 
T7o11 attended by both students and faculty* Many szprosslons of satisfaction 
with tho programs have cocio to the Committee* Several innovations havo been 
made and give promise for the future*
$200 of a budget of $850 for speakers and entertainment has been spent, for 
four speakers* Eleven other speakers havo come to us from propaganda agencies 
which make no ohergo for their services* These agencies and freo Individuals 
are probably a permanent source of good speakers, but $890 is a far too small 
amount for tho committed to have to develop its program* In years post the 
committee has had several tinoo its present budget* We will havo to pass many 
fine opportunities until ouch a budget is roctorod.
One of the things the committee would like to promote la the visit to tho campus 
of notable men for a week’s stay, during which time they would appear before 
various oampua and town groups as wo11 as before the convocation* It is probable 
that some financial cooperation from groups in town could bo found for this kjnd 
of program, once the University can afford several hundred dollars for its 
development*
We believes that the student ontertainment programs have boon of extra good 
quality and of great benefit this year* Miss Bette Kennott, Student Chairman, 
and Mias Pauline Sohnelder have boon largely responsible for this success*
Probably the most significant development of the year has been the appearance 
of students in programs of serious discussion. These several events, we have 
reason to know, have pleased both studonts and faculty* Those programs oan 
be richly developed in two directionst student discussion of educational 
patterns and problema on the campus, and student discussion of state and national 
problems*
Another thing whloh the committee wishes to promote is tho greater participation 
by the officials of the University In the convocations* We do not know just how 
this should b donoj wo welcome any suggestions from the faculty and administration. 
Wo do not wish the convocation hour or any part of it to become a routine or 
perfunctory business of putting out general announcements, but we would like to 
see it used more often to communicate to tho student body the problems and policy 
and philosophy of the institution*
To maintain tho gains of tho yoar and to develop our program it is almost 
Imperative that more time bo allowed from regular teaching to tho faculty 
member in charge of this work, or that a graduate assistant bo appointed to 
asoumo tho main part of the program development, after tho committee has 
dotorminod its general direction* To conduct such a program as we have had 
this year oven, usos probably one-fourth of an instructor1 s time, which moans 
practically all the time that he ought to have for personal study and research 
or writing* Perhaps tho oemmitteo can be used to more advantage than it has 
this year, but tho main task will always have to be done by ono person.
Faculty members on the committee have boon Hr* Boo, Mrs* Wilson, Mr* Brownell, 
Mr* Hoorn, Miss Hummel, and Mr* Freeman, and Mr. Lester*
Froi'essor friaries hi Bntwryy uhwlrwusu
The Oooriittee on research ana Brack;,ate Study eonsietle./ of the following 
members; _ anterson* hrowsan, Brownell,, Clark,, klyw nellr'iy •jennase;:,, waters 
iUhnirxnnj ana kiiheiwa has bexcl popular ueetlnys on she first- siiu third 
lion days of each months
Mnee this Cowed i tee has assumed the function of both tho sra-duaae aot-
nifteo and. the Co.r-nittee or- h'esear-cin, rattens oartnin.tun both to staff
research and the Graduate dchool save aeen oQrsiaerecU
titon,; the more important at,.ftars ocnoioerod and oass-acl \yj the ffari11ee 
during the past year are!
a rocoflnieriaation was w/tcie to the faculty' through the Cured, valua Corratfeo 
that courses numbered 1,00 to 199 fa offered for . , r
junior and senior standinr only, ; ; . / '• y ,
The Cojanxttee futdfer reeoaimended that atuaenls who begin worn for a
faster''8 s decree ere oxpnccea to complete the various repif reran is if thin a 
period of six years. Failure to do this will outlaw tho creaits. Both were 
passed*
The I it1 ? ■< n l  .
estate exp crimen t ally for at- least, two ytnara in the fraouaio decora fraui antler, 
sponsored by the darneyte Fonnaati.on »p,.a nine actoa upon invornnly,
A request lay the Oourait,tea that the aibainietraticn allocate a definite 
fund iron legislative appropriations for st&fi research -was not muni Ion, The 
aduinisc ration pointed out that rath the present tight tunyed requests for 
research, assistance
funds are ava.ilr.bio ao3iatao.ee will be ■rive;;.
ft. lay fij a nee-tlrr of the Comb free was held with the Bre.faent, vice 
Brecf deny, .ms.fresG bnruweer, niviaioruol chnixme.n aha <n>sny of schools to cor-. 
oider the possibility of stiaralfiirr;: faculty research cn^ cctaaeni graduate work 
or offering wT'-dunt.e assiif ardcyhips ana fellowships bo outc-tandino uraaunts 
stnaents, niter an extended discussion, the eenso of the meeting cos expressed 
by an approved motion that yraducle ana research work el the University as well 
os the ra~e;f slf isiinient of pra.auate nsyiytahtglfpa should be continued ana iuorov-cu
it. ia the .sober conviction of toe Chairmen, arm. he believes knot ton 
majority of the Cocvcltfae, if not all, concur in this, that bonbons, ftmte 
University in yrs.aanlly loniny around in theme qhssns of University activity 
rfb.cf: certain to r«;-;enrch mm. graduate study.
The fimarmnn has urunm taken a aiudy of eleven abets universities in the 
test, moat of then commnable in sine to inn,tana ft,ate Ujsivwyitvn Frs- 
.liminnry re suits; of shin study indicate that .bon tana finite University ranks 
very low in the .amount of ITnarciai support given the dr4munto School. One 
inulc-ation. is the rcuinber of prfmuate nsslotant.s aim fellows proviuea, The ’ 
avmnpe for each of the otter schools is 13; for Montana it is three.
If tontvnn ft,ate University is to mainUdn her stand crus as a state uni­
versity' ana compete successfully witii other iustitutiona far high auaiity 
faculty ami stmients, more attention ami aucport must fee giver to research 
mil yrfifiat!; work.
4V:;. a pa,rtital menus tommo. the creation of com.ilbrans which 'kill oe favorable 
and tngmaimgirip .for research endeavor, both among the ilnoulty and the graduate
etanezats of the fniversitip, it in sapuestod thetn
1 , boeourmyyeent and assistance, both .1 :e the nay of tine ana finances
should tie supplied to te do research work but
who are ixreble bo accomplish much because of henv - teaching loads.
2 , for ammcnirs of trie staff, nben in spite of hemvy class m m  mimiois™ 
tmcive oblipatiorm, are rnmlnbairdng s. high level of research producti­
vity, .special efforts shomlu be mode to lighten their teaching arid 
committee loads and to provide them with all possible financial asoiatmna
1» To provide for tho above, special ianad for- rosearco. chouxd bo rmpuymfcod 
from the L&gialt,iu.;re,,
4 . nr. effort tight be o n e  to canvass all rmearcn projects now in prmgrt.ss,, 
an cell as those ccmlnmpigterf.j with tho vie,.; of mwiiii'iyd mg for possible
fed rural aid. grant a after the war, hfherm is somm evidence shah le-unral
aid to urlyorsifies after the war is sol ay eonbnnplnt ed,
>* In uiner that the Inive.nri by may attract capable mad n m ’iifim yrmouate
sauoeriftj, us well as offer inducements to the bettor utnmmpmaunfe
atunsnbs to remain on for graduate mmijm
a * idm dcgaLoXrlnre should oe annoa for a depurate uppropriaf.io:;
aa.cn iaiera'iium to provide for graduate ikilonshipo m m  £sniofm.rm~- 
skigrg
'L>* B reooavmnuntiou should be undo to the proper authorities to 
wave 'gyp out,-'Of—afate tuiriou fae Sor those gro.ouo.bt; students 
who shoe high scholastic ability one oho- have gaol!him;; as 
applicants for or ncncuvoed. degree.
An effort should be an be to convince thooe veto believe that this 
Ttdvemmby is « nLwo.o.hing institution only," that, in oraer for a. 
unxrorso.tg bo exist in . _ 1 , <, - % >
tainec! a proper balance cecroeii research arid teaching.

/ hf/w
Associate ’"’rafesear h* f» hroWiau, dhairmaa
the aoh3dal& Committee has carried cm its c u s t o m a r y  routine 
wordy ooa-siativiK or (1) preparation of schedules for errery quarter 
of 'ohe pear, in addition to the tentative tire schedules,, corrected 
tiro schedules are prepared, past before each quarter, and ohaages 
vvhicli may appear during registration are approved by the commit-tee,,
(3) uensrai supersision of quarterly final sxaminanionst preparation 
of tins and room soh.edu.ieSj assignment of supervisors^ and aporonal 
of all departures fro® the mimeographed final examination xeuedulcn 
(3 ; dousral supervision, of seotlonisirtq -during ryaisf.rat lorn 
(4.) A3sl.ycmer-i.i- of offices for PimoMng staff® it5) fade reoowuejidft- 
tions to tho President; e office regarding certain administrative 
office and other room assignments* la all the work vsenfcianad atone 
the herystrarn? offlea ami the Schedule Cosuitt.ee have functioned 
ia close hamoay and 00“Operation*
its -Ccbodule Committee has worked in close ou^oper&uion with 
the co-ordinator’s off lea of the t , C, f Ji* f* regarding assignssai of 
classroom,, laboratory* and other use of l/ullaisigse Aha two nroyrrnxs 
have been, carried on siKuiiamsoualy with, only occasional minor ad»
;] u stm eat s aeo a s saryo
xho aehadalo Cowfiittee ooiitlrured to co-operate with the flat'ming 
Committee in its survey of nost^scir housimp mesas on oaapuSs
■Since the Schedule iwanittes is .largely admi.nistrat.lve in function, 
it properly belongs in ext administrative unit rather tsiac & facoliy 
committees Aha present committee endorses tvb.e spto no make the 
fsmistrai* the Ohairxian of the - whadiilo Committee bepi;mi.ng with the 
academe year 1C45-46*
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Activities handled during the current your, not Including unsoheduled evonte or 
summer ©̂salont
Nestings 531




hours-1 0 3 6
Convocntlons-25
Bros doe at s— 28
Firesides 3
Lunohedns 13
dinners— —  7




Concert a   4
L'heater i rograms-18 
'l9h ' \r . Is-— -I77 
Tea a--------- 8
Darkroom: chedudA lraposelble to keep for four to fire persons were working most of
the time from tbo opening of the building in the morning an 11 it oloaed 
^t night. .ontlm»l staff made 11 plctures-infomal- for yearbook there.
New 1 rojectst 
>on( Feats in Lounge- 2
or Id /;f fairs Club—  Handled for two quarters by Alpha Lambda Delta in Lounge at 5
each week, one member load dismission.
Coffee Fours-----— —  Started February 28 by Vooial Lab. and not torrents committee.
Let each woak nt 4i30 in lounge.
Dancing leanone— — -13 Xoseons donated by Tholna I.ivdnhl
Dhows- -nirected two oadet shows nd handled all recreation for Major Mlssvio.
Am-itonr '.how for universlt' studonts vith help of Kortar Board.





— — Turned Bed Cross ;ur,"icel "rocaing room Into Green Boom for M-iaquers.
Donated Void Boom for faculty “omen Had Cross benefit party.
— —  bombership 38 members. Dave individual instruction in work.
— —  >ooial Lab. i am aubert directed this under Miss Van Duoer.
— —  oelal Lab* Florence ! vO; directed thin for rise VarDuser. Dr. 
Lovell and Mrs. Louell wont us chaperons.
Needs in Future jlanning:
Kitohon and Dining uyuce are the first consideration in remodeling of the building.
Backstage thee.ter should be fixed. The present unloading dock is three feet above (round 
on the outside and about twelve feet above floor level on the inside. This makes it
necessary to bring all heav? or lert> equipment tbwragl the front of the auditorium.
Meeting rooms are badly needed, as some nights every room in the building is in use 
and three meetings have been held at the same time in the lounge, which keeps the room 
noisy and keeps people who hove gone there for study and to listen to the radio out.
Add (continued from pa# ae-) Montana itudent Union Uxs«. ire Committee-1944-1945
Offloo space fur students holding offices on the campus. a it is,peroutaent files that 
should bo kept axe 11 over the campus or in faculty offices or taken home by students
for the summer and sometimes loft there. Acuity aivioora change or leave and no records 
are available of previous work.
? .ore and better recreation should hr provided, i ractleally every organisation haa a 
bowling team, whioh h«s to go down town to public alleys. One in the Student Union 
would serve two psrposeat hopping the students on the campus and providjfln;? rnoro 
work for students in running it. I m  suggesting it in the Student Union because ;ho 
building is open in the evening when the students have leisure time. uoh a project 
would pay for itself.
, Moft drink nifiht club in the Copper Soon could serve a dual purpose. If attractively 
furnisiind.lt could serve as e place to give luncheons and dinners, and a plaoe for 
both faculty and studenth to drop la 0 »e kond nights for dancing fuifl light refreshments. 
It would take awa. the neoeasity of going down tovm to eat after University affairs and 
provide a place for ttiose students who are not included in organized parties. Faculty 
could enjoy this too *nd alao act as unofficial chaperons. It might keep the student 
bod; out ol‘ less desirable places.
• e need a hobby shop uiwre those poople v»he irish to oar. d© art and handicraft m r k  
without formally enrolling in a course. This could be a continuation of the causra 
club end darkroom.
Miss Campbell and I have talked over a browsing library in the lounge. »e feel there 
is a need of such books placed around where students are exposed to them.
e&Elevators are n big need in the building. They are need,for guests and Tor the moving 
of furniture and foods Ground the building. 1
The Student Union plans to reopen the barbershop in the fall.
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M ONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
M I S S O U L A
July 10, 1945
To: President Ernest 0. Melby
Re: Statistical Report of Registrar, 1944-45
The statistical report of the Registrar for the year 1944-45 
is transmitted herewith. The report covers the period be­
ginning with the summer quarter, 1944, ana ending with the 
close of the spring quarter, June 8, 1945-
The report transmitted herewith contains the following divisions
1. Summary of registration, 1944-45.
2. Registration of resident students by quarters,
1943-44 and 1944-45.
3. Summary by counties, states, and countries.
4 . Summary of registration (including registration in 
the College of arts and Sciences).
5. Degrees granted, 1944-45.
6. Preparatory schools and colleges of entering class,
1944-45.
7. Report of Correspondence Study and Library.
8. Statistics of class enrollment.
9. Register of students, 1944-45*
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Missoula
suKHMcr of mxiTBm&sicv: by ccuntiiss
States and Countries 
1944-45
Comities in Montana Mea
B e a v e r h e a d .......................... 1







Custer- .....        7
Daniels ......    1




ZLathe&d  ......................• • • • 7
Gallatin.•. •........................... • 3
Garfield .....  -
Glacier................................. 3
Golden ’Talley ........      1
Granite................................. 1
Kill.................................... 5
Jefferson .......  2
Judith. Basin............................ 2
Lake.........      5
Lems and Clark. .....   6
Liberty.......     3
Lincoln. ............  4







Metro leun. .... .
D hi H i p s  ....... .
i'ondera  ........ .
Comer divav. ........«•
Dowell .... .......................
Counties In Mont ana -Cer.
Prairie-..................   1
Ravalli .......... - - • - 5
Richland.  * a
R o o s e v e l t . ^  
Rosebud................................ “
Sanders        • 7
Sheridan. ......  %
Silver Bovr. ..............  1°
Stillwater.  ....    £
Sweetgrass  ......... .
Teton. ............  a
T o o l e 1
Treasure...... ..................
Valley. .....  3
Dlieatland..............................
Wibaux. .......  1
Yellowstone...........   Ds
‘Totals  ......   SS8
States & Territories Men
Alaska ......  .............
Arizona ........    2
California ........  18?
Colorado ...........   1
Idaho ..............  o
Illinois ........  a
Indiana.    ......    1
Kansas ......... .
M i n n e s o t a . 1
Eava&a .....  1
Mew York.
Korth Carolina.........................
Mori li Calcota........................... C
Oklahoma. .............. »
Oregon.  ........    3
aesmsyXvarixa 1
South. Dakota .... ...»
Texas........................a..*...®.®
Utah. ...........   f
Viranla. .....    ±
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228 894 1122
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(Includes all students at Montana State University in actual residence in all 
schools and- colleges.)
Abbreviations
Curriculum: AS— College of Arts and Sciences, Bus ad— School of Business 
administration, Educ— School of Education, For— School of Forestry, Journ 
School of Journalism, Law— School of Law, Music— School of music, Lharm School of 
Pharmacy, S & T Sp— Shorthand and Typing Special, SQ— Summer Quarter, Unci 
Unclassified, Ir— Limited Registration (students enrolled for less than seven credits., 
ASTR— A raw Specialized Training Reserve.
Rank: Sp— -Special, Fr— Freshman, S o — Sophomore, Jr— Junior, Sr Senior, Gr 
Graduate,
Quarters in Attendance: 1, Autumn yuarter; J, Winter quarter; 5, upiing
Quarter; 4, Summer Quarter, 19a4.
Classified as of May 1, 1945.
Quarters 
in atten-
Name Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Aasheim, Leah L .(Mrs.) 
Abbott, Jane Man Cleve 
Adam, Molly Alwilda 
Adams,Florence armitag 
Adams,' Ge raldine, B .A * 
Addis, Carol 54arie 
■ Adkins, iia d e li n e 
Aiken, Evelyn Jane 
Aikins, Lincoln James 
Bates College (Maine 
Akin, Marjorie Ann 
Alexander, Mariann Eli 
A - l f ,  Vernon Frederick 
ALguire,' Marie Lois 
Allen, Ardis Mildred 
alien, Audrey Louise 
Alien, Gloria
SQ (ir)
AS Mod Lang 
Nurs Sp (ir) 
e Music
Educ (lr)
AS Soc Sci 
Nurs Sp (lr) 
AS Soc Sci 
SQ (lr)
), A.M.
AS Mod Lang 
zabeth Music 
ifusic
AS Soc Sci 



















































Alonzo, Louise Josephine 
a
Anderson





















Anderson, Shirley Mae 
Andrew, Berenice Morse(Mrs.) 
Andrew, Winifred Elisabeth(Mrs.
Doane Col. (Crete, Neb,), A.B 
Armour, Rose J, (Mrs.) 
Armstrong, Doris Elaine 
Arnold, Marilyn Jean 
Arras, Una May 
Atkinson, Helen Lee 
Aughney, Joyce Catherine 
Austin, Harold Burdsall
Mont. St, Nor. Col,, B.Ed, 
Averill, Audrey Jaunita 
Babcock, Harold E., B.A,
Bach, Dagmar Louise 
Bade, Virgil Gregory 






1 ? z.- L  J  k  j  u
(Mrs.)
Bailee, iiarie Cassie 
Bailey, Betty 
Bailey, Juanita Phyllis 
Bain, Marjorie adell 
Baker , Janet Lave m e  
Bakke, Jeannette Anne 
Ballentine, Mary Jeanne 
Banka, Mildred Alice 




Barry, Betty Jean 
Barry, Marian Florence 
Bartholomew, Clair B.
Mont. St» Nor. Col., B.Ed, 






aS Soc Sci Fr 2 Kalispell
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Choteau
AS Mod Lang Jr 1,2,3 Ekalaka
aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Helena
AS Human Fr —!—, 2, 3 Kalispell
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Miles City
AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3 Kalispell
Educ(lr) Jr 1,2 Missoula
) SQ 4 ' Columbia Fa.M
SQ 4 St. Ignatius
AS Soc Sci' Fr 1,2,3 Conrad
aS Soc Sci Fr 1 9 %  *1- A ̂ Gardiner
aS Phys Sci So 1 ? 2. ̂ 5 Cut Bank ■
aS Biol Sci So 1 9 %_ L  ^  fv ^  u Missoula
SQ 4 Manhattan
SQ 4 Absarokee
AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Collins
SQ 4 ' Missoula'
SQ Mb Helena
AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2 Missoula
Journ So 1,2,3 Missoula
AS Home Ec Sr 1,2 Bonner
Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Missoula
AS Home Ec Sr 1,2, - Marion
SQ 4 Clyde Park
AS Biol Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
SQ 4 Missoula
Bus Ad Sr I r\ r? 1,0,0 Cut Bank
AS Human So 2,3 Miles City
aS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Brady
SQ (lr) • 4 Somers
AS Phys Sci 'Fr 1,2 Bigfork
SQ (lr) 4 Kalispell
AS Phys Sci Fr . 1 Ponce, Puert
Pha rm So
to 1—1■vF Missoula
Journ P?r l j  £ 5 5 Butte
SQ /)'X Missoula
AS Phys Sci Fr ■ 1,2,3 Bigfork
Journ ‘Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
: : l c o
Quarters
in atten-
Name   Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Barton, Roger Worley 
Bausman, George <1.
Platteville St. T. Col., (Wis. 
Beaver, Helen Iseley (Mrs.);
Univ. of Tenn. (Knoxville), B, 
Beccari, Elizabeth Rose 
Bedard, Shirley Joan 
Bedford, Roberta S. (Mrs.)
Smith Col. (Northampton, Mass, 
Beeler, Judy M,
Bell, Karl D.
Mont. St. Nor. B. Ed.
Beliefleur, Flora Mae 
Benda, Elsie Alene (Mrs.)
Benepe, Yvonne Ellen 
Bennett, Jack Edward 
Bennett, Julia Marie 
Benti, Mary Spero (Mrs.)
Berg, John Henry 
Berg, Selmer Herbert 
Bergan, Knute W.
Univ. of' Minn., M,A.
Berger, Arnold Alfonse 
Berger, Iro illlicent (Mrs.)B.A, 
Bergh, Twila Elaine 
Bergren, Marie Danton (Mrs.)
No rt big e s t e rn Univ., B. A . 
Bertrand, Adeline DeIvina 
Berwick, Merlin L.
Bessire, }argaret Jean













Boese, Richard George 
Bohm, June Eleanor 
Bold, Cecilia Ann 
Bolster, Ella S. (Mrs.)
Booker, nary Jane (Pars.)
Borg, Carol Irene 
Bottomly, Mouriel McCord
AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Saco
SQ 4 Galena, 111
), B.S.
SQ 4 Missoula
S ., Jk. S,
SQ Nurs Sp (1r) 4 Libby
aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Missoula
S & T Sp 1,2,3 Mi as oula
), B.A.
Journ Fr 1,2,3 Billings
SQ 4 LevM storm
AS Hist Jr 1,2,3 Creston
SQ (lr) 4 Eureka
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Glendale, Cal„
For Fr 1,2 Deer Lodge
aS Human So 1,2,3 Deer Lodge
SQ 4 Miles City
aS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Shawmut
SQ 4 Absarokee
SQ (lr) 4 Browning
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,5 Billings
SQ 4 Missoula
Journ Fr 1,2.,3 Harlem
SQ 4 Butte
AS Mod Lang Sr 4,2 Missoula
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Bainville
Journ Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Bus Ad (lr) Jr 2^3 Missoula
Nurs Sp (lr) 3 Missoula
a8 Physics Sr 1,2,3 Butte
Nurs Sp (lr) 3 McIntosh, 5.D.
SQ 4 Pony
Music Fr 1,2,3 Helena
SQ Nurs Sp (lr) 4 Poison
Music Fr 3 Denton
AS Human Fr 1 Missoula
AS Biol Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Journ Jr 1,2,3 • Staunton, Va.
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 San Gabriel, Gal.
a S Biol. Sci So 1,2,3 Miles City
Pharm So 1,2,3 Richey
AS Biol Sci So 1 Long Beach, Gal.
SQ 4 Big Sandy
SQ (lr) 4 Bozeman
SQ 4 Great Falls
Jou "n Fr 1,2,3 Missoula




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Boucher, Barbara Jean SQ Nurs Sp (lr) 4 MissoulaBrackett, Florence Eleanor bus ic So 1 O rLi,Q,d Plains
Brackman, Verna Lucille Journ Jr 1,2 Helena
Bradley, lary Helen (Mrs.) ,B.A« AS Hist Gr 1 Missoula
Bradner, Beverly Ann AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Brady, Doris Johnston (Mrs.) AS Eng Jr 1,2,3 Thompson FallBrager, Selma Agnes AS Human So 4,1,2,5 Missoula
Brandborg, Stewart M. no Biol Sci So 1,2,3 Hamilton
Brandt, Bernadine R. QC' 4 WhitewaterBray, Pauline Frances AS Human Fr Z $ 5 Missoula
Brazelton, Janet Nichols (Mrs.) Music So 1,2,3 MissoulaBrenner, Susan Isabel Music Jr 1,2,3 GlendiveBrien, Frankie Poulline (Mrs.) AS Human Fr 1 MissoulaBrinton, Florence Ann, B.A. SQ (lr) 4 Ha.mi.lt onBroeher, Thomas Joseph SQ 4- Cut BankBrome, Bary Elizabeth AS Econ Jr 2,3 MissoulaBronzie, Cristine Ann SQ, Nurs 8p(J_r) 4 Avery, Idaho
Brovold, Mona Lorraine AS Soc Sci Fr .1,2,3 ForsythBrown, Agnes Longmuir, B.A. SQ(lr) 4 Missoula
Brown, Ann Marie (Mrs.) SQ 4 Missoula
Brown, Cecil N. Law Sr 1,2,3 StevensvilleBrown, Emily CM (Mrs.) SQ (lr) 4 Alberton
Brown, Harold Baker, B. a . AS Hist (lr)| Gr 3 Missoula
Brown, Philip Cornell Bus Ad (lr) Jr 1 Mi s s oula
Brown, Shirley Sue Journ Fr 1,2,3 Bigfork
Brown, Tannisse Elizabeth Jou rn So 1*2,3 Missoula
Brownlee, Grace, E.a , SQ ■1 Gildford
Brutsch, Helen Mae AS Eng Jr 1,3 Helena
Bryan, Dorothy- mills (Mrs.) SQ Nurs Sp(lr) 4 Missoula
Bryson, Anna Lucile 4 manl: latu an
Bugli, Gloria Irene,B.a . SQ 4 Missou’a
Buntin, Nancy Jean AS Home Ec Sr 4,1 Lewist '
Burdick, Lewis kelvin Bus Ad Sr 4,1,2,3 Butte
Burgess, Francis Chalmers aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Billings
Burke, Barbara Lee AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Burke, Beverly G. AS Home Ec Sr 1,2,3 Billings
Burke, bury Catherine SQ 4 Gut Bank
Burke, Mary Elizabeth AS Soc Sci Fr 3 Helena
Burke, molly Catherine Journ Fr 3 Helena
Burke, Norma Carleen AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Laurel
Burke, Patricia Ann© SQ (lr) 4k Missoula




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Burton, Florence E., B.A. SQ 4 Missoula
Byrnes, Angela Kelly(Mrs.) Bus Ad Jr 4,1,2,5 Missoula
Callaghan, Josephine E. SQ 4 Three Forks
Mont, St. Nor, Col., B. Ed.
Campbell, Barbara Jean AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 KalispellCampbell, Betty Albertine (Mrs .) AS Soc Sci So - 3 Mi lit own
Campbell, Dorothy Vaughn AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Cut Bank
Campbell, Ilene Ruth AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Williams
Campbell, Jean Marie AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helena
Campbell, LaVonne Marie AS Home Ec Jr 1,2,3 Glendive
Caplis, Dorothy May SQ Nurs Sp (lr) 4 Missoula
Caplis, Patricia Helen AS Human Fr 4,1 MissoulaCaras, Ethel P. Nurs Sp 2 Mi s s oula
Caras, Irene Mae AS Econ Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Carey, Charlotte Irene Journ So 1 Wolf Point
Carlson, Ale yon Martia J ourn So 1,2,3 Los angeles.
Car-mean, Betty Lou AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Carmichael, Shirley Frances aS Soc Sci Fr 2. Oakland, Gal.
Carroll, Joan marie m3 Human Fr 1,2,3 Corvallis
Carver, Barbara Ellen AS Soc Sci Fr 2,3 Hamilton
Casey, J. rion Educ (lr) Jr 1 Mi s.s oula
Casey, karian Josephine nS Mod Lang Jr 4,1,2,3 Helena
Centers, Evelyn Elizabeth AS Soc Sci So 2,3 Missoula
C e rna z a nu, Pe t e r For Fr 2,3 Canyon Creek
Cerovski, Fpank Michael Bus Ad Jr l,s,3 Danvers
Cervski, Nick Johnathan AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Danvers
Cervenka, Stanley Music Fr 2 Lewistown
Chandler, Betty Ruth AS Econ - Sr 1,2,3 Arlee
C ha s e, Anne 0 s e r (Mrs.) SQ 4 Billings
Cheadle, hairy Elizabeth AS Soc, Sci So 1,2,5 Helena
Chesley, Nora It. SQ 4 Missoula
Chinadle, Elsie Patricia. SQ 4 Hingham
Christensen, Essie Maude SQ 4 Ml. Horeb, 'fi
Univ. of Minn., B.S.
Christensen, Helen Merle Pharm . Fr* 1,2,3 Lewistown
Clark, John Morris AS Phys Sci Fr 1 Mildred
Clark, Martha Carson See Gasser, Martha Clark
Clawson, Vivian Elaine (Mrs,)B. h .a S Home Ec Gr 3 Missoula
Clement, £ary Isabelle no Phys Ed. Jr 2,3 Butte
Cloke, Harry H. Educ Gr 2,3 Walkerville
Mont. St. Nor. Col., B.Ed.
Cobb, Luella Rea SQ 4 Corvallis
Cocking, Ross •■i'ilbur Educ Jr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Coffey, Daniel. Edmund AS Math Gr 3 Fargo, N.D.
111. St. Nor. Univ., Ed.B.
Cogswell, Andrew C,, B.A,; Univ . of Minn. , M.A.
SQ 4 Missoula




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Cole, Lydia S. (liars.) SQ 4 Darby
Cole, Marjorie E. Journ Jr ■ 1,2,3 Great Falls
Collins, Carolyn aS Med Tech So 1,2,3 Butte
Colvill, Robert George AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Connor, Peggy Olivia AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Helena
Cook? Edward James Educ Jr 2 Loredo
Cooky Lois Ann AS Huflan Fr 2,3 Clinton
Cooke, Mary Susan Music Fr 2 Billings
Copenhaver, Ernest Harold SQ 4 Choteau
Mont. St, Nor. Col., B.Ed.
Corbin, Patricia Ann SQ 4 Poplar
Cornitius, Patty Ruth AS Human Fr COCQ2 i—1 Missoula
Corrigan, Sister Patricia Marie SQ (lr) 4 Mss oula
Corriveau, Edna Josephine AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Coughlin, Arlyne Jane AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helmville
Couture, Evelyn J. Murray (Mrs, ) SQ 4 Arlee
Cowell, Anne S & T Sp (lr) 1,2,3 Missoula
Cowell, Catherine Virginia AS Mod Lang Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Craig, Dorothy Marie aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Crandell, Keith Hawley Journ Fr 1 White Plains, N.Y.
Crane, Agnes (Mrs.) SQ 4 Brusett
Crinklaw, Mark Stanton AS Soc Sci Fr 2,3 Geraldine
Crossen, Margaret Elizabeth AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Crossley, vargaret Joyce, B.A. AS Zool (lr) Gr 4,1,2,3 Missoula,
Crum, Patricia SQ 4 Hysham
Crumby, George James Journ Fr 2,3 Butte
Culver, John Raymond SQ 4 Stanford
Simpson Col. (Indianola, la.) , B.a .
Curry, Elmira Jean aS Biol Sci Fr 1,2 Great Falls
Cushman, Ella May H.(Mrs.) aS Home Ec Gr 4,1 Missoula
Mont, St. Col,., B.S.
Cuthbert, Jack Fogg, B.a . AS Mod Lang Gr 3 Drummond
Dahl, Norman Hans AS Phys Sci Fr 3 Missoula
Dahl, Ruth Eva Journ Fr 1,2,3 Sidney
Daigle,'Helen Lavina a S Phys Sci So 4,1,2,3 Alberton
Daily, Roger Irwin AS Phys Sci’ So 1,2 anaconda
Daly, Eileen Gervais a S Human So 1,2,3 Butte
Dare, Virginia SQ 4 Helena
Darland, Mary Jane SQ 4 Froid
Darling, John B. SQ 4 St. Anthony, Idaho
Northern St. T. Col.(Aberdeen , S »D „), B , A .
Darrow, Audrey Lee, B.A. SQ 4 ButteDaugherty, Xoa M*(Mrs.) SQ 4 Darby
Dauwalder, Donna Faye AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Choteau
Davis, Dorothy Elizabeth AS Mod Lang Sr 1,2,3 Dillon
Davis, Eileen Thompson (Mrs.) AS Engl(lr) Jr 1 Missoula
Quarters 
in atten-
Name Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Davis, Eva Elsa (Mrs.) " AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Cut Bank
Davis, Ivor Paul SQ 4 Hot S rings
Davis, Shirley Virginia AS Human so 1,3,2 Butte
Day, Geraldine Retta.(Mrs. ) Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Philipsburg.Dean, Rarriette vary Journ Fr 1.2.3
1.2.3
Lunsford,- N,D.DeGolier, Violet Isabella AS Phys Sci Fr Poison
Dehnert, Frances xS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Hardin
Dehnert, Patricia Ann AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Fairfield
Denend, Richard Harold For Fr l',2,3 Missoula
Derry, Edith Elizabeth AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Billings
Dickinson, James Stewart For Fr 1 missoula
Dickson, Jean, 3.A. SQ 4 Missoula
Dillcivou, Harriet Louise AS Hist Sr 1,2,3 Billings
Dxmmiek, Helen marciu SQ 4 Missoula
Dineen, Jean Edeva Journ So 1,2,3 Butte
Dittli, Julia Josephine Maxyne Nurs Sp(lr) 3 kalispell
Dobbins, ■rallace James a d  Soc Sci Fr d Thompson Falls
Doneyen, Joseph 1. xS Phys Sci So 4,1,2,3 Mhitefxsh
Donisthorne, Oscar Lloyd Jri O O O C  O C X Fr 1,2 Lewistown
Donohue, ,,rry Jo AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Anaconda
Dorsey, Dionne Lynn AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Deer Lodge
Doucherty, Elizabeth Eugenia AS Soc Sex • So 1 2 5 ELliston
Douglas, Harriet C. (Mrs.) SQ (lr) 4* Bozeman
Oberl.m Col, (Ohio), A.B.
DoMLe, .,/Artbs G. AS Hist Jr 1 s 5.5 , Dore, N.D.
Doyle, Rosemary Theresa Nurs Sp(lr) 2 missoula
Doyle, Virginia C. AS Hist Sr 4,1,2,3 Dore, H.D.
Drabos, Kenneth 'lilliam For Sr 2,3 Sumner, Mash,
Draper, Hazel Virginia AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Helena
Dreibelbis, Louise AS Soc Sci So 4,1,2,3 Butte
Drex, Norma Jean AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Billings
Driscoll, Agnes Geraldine SC Nurs Sp (lr) 4 Charlo
Drum., .-slice Journ So 1,2,3 .Miles City
Dubisch, Joyce marie(Mrs.) AS Gaol Sci(Prov)
(lr) So 1 missoula
Duffy, Tho- os Stephen AS Zool Sr 4,1,2,3 Butte
Dufresne, Anna nildred(Mrs.) Educ (lr) Jr 1 Mi litoxn
Dufresne, Sister Vincenza Unci 2,3 Great Falls
Dugan, ’--Jilliam Lennox For Jr. 1,2,3 Lander, Nyo.
Dunca,n, argi.ret Eileen AS Eng Jr l ^ S Missoula
Durham, Getty Jean Pharm Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Durham, Carolyn Havner SQ (lr) 4 .Missoula
Tui t s C o 1, (;. as ss.), . i. P.
Dutchak, JEllian xae Music Fr 1,2,3 Great Fells
Dye, Ruth 0. Music So 1,2,3 Roundup
Earley, Helen .marie SQ (lr) 4 Powdervxlle
Earnheart, Lulu Ruth aS Eng (lr) Gr od Pendleton, Ore.




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Eder, Audrey Lorraine a S Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Ronan
Edinger, Marilyn Jane aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Evanston, 111
Edmiston, Norma Anne Music Fr 1,2,3 Kalispell
Edmondson, Nary F, Music Fr 2,3' Browning
Edwards, Hugh Fredric, B.a. Educ Gr 3 Butte
Edwin, Russell Leon AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Eklund, Beverly Lavonne aS Biol Sci Fr 1 Great Falls
Elder, Patricia Gertrude AS Home Ec Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Eldridge, Lillian Marie SQ 4 Thompson Falls
Elliot, Jean Foxton Bus Ad r»O  X 1,2,3 Billings
Elliott, Marie Josephine Music Fr 4,1,2,3 Bozeman
Ellis, Audrey Yvonne Journ Fr 1,2, 3 Cut Bank
Elwell, Mary Ruth AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Billings
Enevoidsen, Bernice Mary Musi c Sr 1 Billings
Engelhardt, Cora Belle AS Human Fr 4 , 1 , 2 , 3 Missoula
Engelking, Roberta Joan Journ So 1.2.3
1.2.3
Kevin
Enger, larion nabel AS Med Tech Fr Deer Lodge
Engstrom, Helen Bernice AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Enseleit, Esther, B.A. SQ 4 Cut Bank
Ensrud, Marilyn Dorothy AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Erickson, nab el Elizabeth, BA l. SQ 4 Butte
Erickson, Sadie, B.A. SQ 4 . Butt e
Erwin, Agnes McDougall (Mrs.) SQ 4 Lodge Grass
Evans, Clara Marie SQ Nurs Sp(lr ) 4 Deer LodgeEvans, Gean Van Orman(Mrs.) SQ 4 Missoula
Evans, Jessie L. (Mrs.) SQ 4 Missoula
Evans, Kathleen Edith AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Gardiner
Evans, L. Lloyd Law Sr 1,2,3 Missoula
Evans, rarie Dolores aS Bact Jr 4,1,2,3 Heart Mountain,
Evans, nary Louise SQ (lr) 4 Ovando
Evans, „j.riam Elaine Music Fr 1,2,3 Colstrip
Evans, Ralph Edgar Journ Fr 2,3 Bozeman
Evans, Gilliam Richard, B.a. SQ 4 Roundup
Fagrelius, Jacqueline Jean aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helena
Falkenhain, Lola Margaret aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Sidney
Fallis, Willard Rex For Sr 1,2,3 Nine Mile Falls
Fanning, Donna Mae aS Human Fr 1,2,3
Wash.
Butte
Faris, Donald T., B.A. it J  -Q 4 Missoula
Farnsworth, Muriel Virginia Bus Ad Jr 1,2,3 Missoula
Faust, Claudia Peterson(Mrs.) SQ 4 Dillon
Mont. St. Nor. Col., B.Ed. 
Fee, Patricia Ruth Nurs Sp(lr) %Kj Poison
Quarters
in Atten-
Name _____ Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Felix, Helen Minnie SQ Nurs Spflr0 . 4 Corvallis
Felker, Preston R. , B.A. SQ 4 Hot Springs
Felt, Janies R», LL. B. Law Gr 3 Billings
Fenell, Frances Lolo AS Human So 1,2,3 Missoula
Ferguson, Carol Marie AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helena
Feronato, Loretta Catherine AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Stevensville
Ferris, Leah Virginia AS Human So 1,2,3 Chotoau
Fiedler, Francis William Bus Ad Sr 1,2,3 Stanford
Field, Hazel Mi (Mrs.) SQ 4 Missoula
Finley, Patricia E. SQ 4 Missoula
Fisher, Marion Alice AS Soc Sci Fr toCM?«si—1 Missoula
Fisher, Vernell Leroy aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Fort Benton
Fitschen, Stuart Elmer AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Fitz, Clyde Thomas a 8 Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Hamilton
Flaherty, eary Jo AS Home Ec Sr 1,2,3 Missoula
Flaherty, Sibyl Eileen a S Home Ec Sr 1,2 Great Falls
Fleming, Eugene Mentzer a d  Soc Sci Fr 3 Eureka
Flint, Elaine Nelson (Mrs.) a S Hist (lr) Gr 5 Missoula
Col. of St. Scholastica (Duluth, Minn,), a ,B., U. of Mich*, A.B.
Floyd, Marjorie Lee A O  O 0 C 0 Cl So 1,2,3 Butte
Flynn, Kathleen Anne SQ 4 Missoula
Flynn, Mary Esther a S Soc Sci Fr 1 Kila
Fochs, Montana Rose Pha rm Fr 1 Shawmut
Foley, Philip Charles AS Soc Sci Fr 1/2,3 Butte
Foor, Milton A. AS Phys Sci So 4,1,2,3 Wolf Point
Ford, Joan Katherine AS Eng Sr ' 1,2,3 Hamilton
Ford, Plie Olive SQ 4 Butte
Ford, nary uargaret Bus Ad Sr 1,2,3 Helena
Forsman, Ruby Christine Educ (lr) Jr 1 , 2 Glasgow
Fox, Edith B. (Mrs.) SQ (lr) 4 Towns end
Frach, Virginia Mary AS Econ Jr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Fragomeni, Maribelle (Mrs.) AS Soc Sci Fr n o g  1 , h,, o Fort Benton
Frame, Dorothy M. AS Home Ec Sr 1 o 3 Big Sandy
Frame, Jean F. a8 Home Ec Sr 1,2 Big Sandy
Frank, Charles L. Educ Jr 4,1,3 Laurel
Fraser, Marie Antoinette AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Billings
Frederick, Pauline AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Bil1i ngs
French, rax Herbert For Fr 2,3 Gardiner
Fulmer, Margaret Alice AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Wyola
Fulton, Gwendolyn Byrl Educ (lr) Jr 4 A Carlyle
Funk, Joyce v» Pascoe Music Fr 1,2,3 Deer Lodge
Funk, Wilbur Earl Music Fr 1,2,3 Bozeman
Furlong, riles Thxmas Journ Sp 3 Chester
Furstenberg, Aasa (Mrs.) SQ 4 Big Timber
galbraith, Jean Genevieve Pharm Sr 4,1,2,3 Livingston
G-arrison, nargaret 'Marie AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Mi ssoula




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Gaston, Betty Anne AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Gates, John Richard SQ 4 Missoula
Gates, Maxwell Hyde, B.A. r\ pyo A 4 Medicine Lake
Gau, Frances Jean Bus Ad Jr 1,2,3 Chester
George, Jean Marie m3 Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Roscoe
Gerdrum, Doris Oarie Educ Jr l’ Lewistown
Gerhardt, Margaret Sanders AS Econ Sr 1,2,3 Anaconda
Gerike, Gertrude Anna Maria AS Human (lr) Fr 1,2 Minneapolis, Minn.
Ghilardi, Giuseppe Stefano a o  Human (lr) (Prov)
Fr 3 Missoula
Ghirardo, Dona Francine m3 Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Gibbons, John Jarrard SQ 4 Eureka
Gibney, Joseph John AS S o c  Scr Fr 4,1,2,3 Worden
Gibson, Betty aS Human So 1,2 Great Pylls
Gies, Raymond Russell For Sp 1 o 'Z—L j £ ed Monarch
Gilbert, Josephine Ann a o  Soc Sci Fr 1 Circle
Gilbert, ; .ary Jeanne aS Soc Sci Fr 3 Billings
Gilbertson, Gladys AS Med Tech Fr 1,2,3 Coeur D'Alene, Ida
Gillespie, Helen Peabody AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Gillie, iargaret (Mrs.) SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Gilliland, • arian Jane a S Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Evanston, 111.
Gordon, Constance Marion AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helmville
Gorr, Mary Jane Bus Ad or 4,1 Anaconda
Gosman, Dorothy unne Pharm Sr 1,2,3 Dillon
Grant, Dorothy Elizabeth AS Hist Jr 1,2,3 Miles City
Grant, Julie Barnes (Mrs.) AS Hist Sr 3 Missoula
Grasseschi, Norma Mary AS Mod Lang Jr 1.2,3 Black Eagle
Grater, •■'tfilliam Clyde For So 1,2,3 Pittsburgh, Pa.
Grawe, F. Charlotte AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Kalispeli
Gray, Don Ernest AS Soc Sci Fr 2,3 Missoula
Graykowske, Minnie Gladys AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Terry
Greaves, Donald Critchfield AS Pro—red Jr 1,2,3 Great F^lls
Greely, Theodore Allan See St. Hill, Theodore Allen
Green, Bette Jeane Music So 1,2,3 Big Sandy
Green, Rhea K, SQ 4 Cut Bank
Greene, Rose Evangeline SQ 4 Pony
Griffin, Paula Eugenia AS aed Tech Fr 1,2,3 Billings
Griffith, Lorraine Elsie Journ Sr 1,2,3 Williston, N.D.
Grilley, Helen E. (Mrs.) Educ Sr 1,2,3 Bigfork
Crrimes, Gertrude Rogers (ijs. ) SQ 4 Miles City
Grissom, Adeline McKenzie (Mrs.)
Mont, Wesleyan Col,, a .B. ’Educ (lr) Gr 1,2 Hamilton
Nortljttestern Univ., A.M.
GrochoW, Natalie Lelah a S  Home Ec Sr 4,1,2 Poison
Groene, John 3. aS oath Sr 4,1,2,3 Billings
Gross, Viola .hay Journ Fr 1 Helena
Grout, Louise Line (Mrs,),B.a . SQ 4 Missoula





Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Grunhuvd, Hazel Norma AS Soc Sci Fr 4,1,3 ■ Superior
Gunderson, Thomas H. AS Soc Sci Fr 2 Rio, Mis.
Gunkel, Helen Doane AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Gunsch, Hertha SQ 4 Elgin, N. D.
Gushart, --aude Fuller (Mrs. ) SQ 4 White Sulphur Springs
Scarritt Col. (Nashville,, Tenn.), a .B., M.A
Gutcher, Gerald Dale AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Joplin
Hagan, Olive k, (Mrs.) SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Hagen, Patricia Corene aS Mod Lang Jr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Hague, Jean Dorothy aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Hahn, Esther Justine SQ 4 Palermo, N.D.
Hall, Barbara lone aS Soc Sci Fr 1 Great Falls
Hall, Margaret Jane SQ 4 Mai ta
Hall, Mary Lou SQ 4 Havre
Hall, ‘/alter Russell AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Livingston
Halter, Leona Laurent mus ic Sr 4,1,2,3 Sunburst
Halter, Leota Laurent Music Sr 4,1,2,3 Sunburst
Hamilton, Joanne Marie AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Poison
Hample, Ann Keeley AS Human So 1,2,3 Butte
Hamre, Vernon 0. For Jr 1,2,3 Opportunity, Wash.
Hanley, Peggy Ruth AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helena
Hansen, Esther Chloe AS Soc Sci Fr r?o Missoula
Hanser, Elizabeth Flora Nurs Sp (lr) 3 Broadview
Hanson, Anna Jean AS Econ Sr 1,2,3 Spokane, Wash,
Hara, Roderick Hiroaki AS Soc Sci Fr 4,1,2 Hunt, Idaho
Harbine, Ruth marie AS Soc Sci Fr 4,1 Plains
Harkness, Edna M. SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Harmon, Elaine M* SQ 4 Chelsea, S.D.
Harper, Wallace Howard SQ 4 Lewistown
Eau Claire St. Col. (Wis. ), B. Ed.
Harrington, Audrey Mary AS Med Tech Jr 2,3 Butte
Harris, Fonetta Alary Nurs Sp (lr) 2 Missoula
Harris, Phyllis Eileen Journ Fr 1,2,3 Bigfork
Hart, Lois Winnifred Music So 1,2,3 Helena
Hartmann, Marjorie PM SQ 4 Cut Bank
Hartpence, Arnold Conklyn AS Hist (Prov)
Jr 4,1,2,3 Billings
Harwich, Anna Marie AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Deer Lodge
Hasty, Shirley Jean AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Livingston
Hausted, Elaine May J ourn Sr 1,2 Missoula
Havely, Florence Jewel mS Econ Jr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Haynes, Esther E. Educ (lr) Jr 1 Missoula
Haynes, Frances Carol aS Psych Jr 4,1,2,3 Hamilton
Haynes, Norm Pardon (Mrs.) SQ 4 Hamilton
Univ. of Mash., B.n.
Headley, narion Elizabeth AS Med Tech So 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Hefty, Sigurd 0. 4 C onrad
Concordia Col. (Moorhead, Minn.), B.A.




Curri culum. Rank dance Residence
Heleen,Elaine (Mrs.)
Helterline, Donald Eugene 
Hendrickson, Janis Joann 
Hendy, Marjorie Elizabeth 
Henry, Betty Jean 
Hensrud, Ellen Martha 
Herd, Thelma Pauline 
Hernandez, Juan Alberto 
Herrmann, Samuel
Ithaca Col. (K.Y.), B.S. 
Hetrick, Bettie Helen 
Hibbard, nary Lee 
Hiett, Elizabeth Ann 
Riga, Miyoshi 




Hillstrand, Bette Mayro 
Hilistrand, Marilyn Joyce 
Hinroan, Suzanne Jane 
Finrichs, William L«
Kite, Mark Pershing,
Hodge, Mildred Wheeler (Mrs.) 
Hodges, Lois Lorraine 
Hodgman, Beverly Jo 
Hoffman, Bernard Gilbert 
Hoffman, Edward James 
Hoffmann, Paul Eugene 
Hogan, Harris Edward 
Hohman, Helene M. (Mrs.)
Hollar, Kenneth L.
Hollister, Catherine Risser(krs 
Mankato St. T. Col. (Minn.), 
Holmquist, Marcaret Jane 
Holmquist, Venetta 
Holt, Margery Stratton 
Homer, Dolores She 
Homer, Roberta Kaye 
HoneycLurch, Fred Alexander,B.A 
Hoover, Elaine Io 
Hopkins, William Ludlow, B,A. 
Hork, iarian Anne 
Horn, Edith Hamilton (Mrs.)
AS Phys Sci So 2,3
aS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3
3Q 4
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3
AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3
SQ 4
Music So 2
AS Pre-Med So 1
Educ Gr 3
SQ. Nurs Sp(lr ) 4
Nurs Sp(lr) 3
aS Phys Sci So 1,2,3
Pharm Fr 2
AS Biol Sci Fr 1
S & T Sp 1,2,3
SQ (lr) 4
a S Biol Sci Fr 1,2,5
Journ Jr 1,2,3
SQ 4
Bus Ad Sr 1,2,3
SQ 4'
AS Eng Jr 1,2,3
AS Hist Sr 1,2,3
AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3
Ao J:aath Jr 1,2,5
D 4
Law Jr 3
Ao Soc oCi Fr 1,2,3
Unci 1
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3
)SQ (lr) 4
B.Ed.
AS Human Fr 1
a S Human Fr 1,2,3
AS Soc Sci Fr 2,3
A3 Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3
Nurs Sp(lr) 2
SQ 4
AS Soc Sci So 1.2,3
aS Psych(lr) Gr 4,1
















































Curriculum Rank dance  Residence
Horn, John T,
Hornick, Andrew 
Hough, Jeanne Lora 
Howard, Janette Graham 
Howard, Leone Guvda 
HoweLI, Betty Ruth 
Hoynes, Duane Joseph 
Hubbard, Kathleen Edith 
Hubley, Sherman Bernard 
Hughes, Sister Helen Glare 
Hull, Ethel Hertz, B.A.
Hull, Aildred Carlson(Mrs.) 
Hunt, Helen Louise 
Hunt, Phyllis Jeanne 
Hunter, Lloyd G.
Hunter, Marpha Patricia 
Hunter, Virginia Lee 
Hunton, Dorothy Hoff (Mrs.) 
Hvde, Betty Jo 
Ibsen, Lois Rachel 
Ingle, Noreen B.
Irle, Raymond Lee 
Hamline Univ. (St. Paul, Minn 
Irwin, Dorothy May 
Jacobs, Chloe Veda 
Mont. St. Col,, B.S.
Jacobson, Arthur Clarence 
Jacobson, Edith Verna 
Jackson, narybelle 
Jakobson, .nark J.
Janes, Doris Gilmore (Mrs.) 
James, Robert H.
Jamison, Gladys Pearl
Coe Col. (Cedar Rapids, la.), 
Jarosch, Blanche Norderhus(Mrs, 
Jams si, Lillian E.
Mont. St. Nor. Col., B.Ed. 
Jarussi, Loretta Adele
Mont. St. Nor, Col., B. Ed. 
Jeffers, Jane Ellen 
Jeffery, ; arian Elaine 
Jellison, N. Lee 
Jenkin, Isary Elizabeth 
Jensen, Doris ...arie 
Jenson, Inga Mildred 
Jewell, L. Paul
For Sr 2,3
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3
AS Eng Jr 1,2,3
SQ 4
AS Soc Sci So 4,1,2,3
a S Human Fr 4,1,2,3
AS Human So 1,2,5
Pha rm Sr 1,2,3
SQ 4
SQ 4
aS Home Ec Gr 3
SQ (lr) 4
AS Med Tech So 1,2,3
AS Econ Sr 4,1,2
AS Human Fr 1
AS ided Tech So 1,2.3
aS Nurs Ed Fr 2,3
SQ 4
AS Med Tech Fr 1,2,3
Music Fr 1,2,3





aS Human Fr 1,2,3or 4 ■
AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3
AS Soc Sci So 1
SQ 4




AS Soc Sci Fr 2
SQ 4
SQ 4
AS Eng Jr 1,2,3
AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3
Journ So 1,2,3
Bus Ad Sr 4,1,2,3
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,5















































Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Johnsen, Betty Louise SQ 4 Cohagen
Johnson, Alice E.3 B.A. SQ 4 Harlowton
Johnson, Barbara Wilson (Mrs.) AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Lewistown
Johnson, Bette Jean Nurs Sp (lr) 2 Rupert, Idaho
Johnson, Dorothy Mae AS Human So 1,2,3 Hall
Johnson, Edris Aileen Journ Fr 1 Hot Sorings
Johnson, Janice Meredith Music Sr 4,1,2,3 Belt
Johnson, Jean Carol Ao Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Eonan
Johnson, Karma Eae Journ Sr 1,2,3 Butt e
Johnson, Lila Hartling (Mrs.) SQ 4 Deer Lodge
Johnson, Norene Grace AS Human Fr 1 Great Falls
Johnson, Richard John For Fr 1 Morris, 111.
Johnson, Robert Edgar Law Jr 4,1,2,3 Helena
Johnson, Shirley Elaine AS Human Fr 1*2,3 Williston, N.D.
Johnson, Shirley Ruth AS Human So 1,2,3 Havre
Johns on, ■ •/. Elaine aS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helena
Johnston, Carolyn Nurs Sp(lr) n Logan
Johnston, Doris see Brady, Doris Johnston
Jones, Ada May Susie AS Phys Sci So 1,2 Missoula
Jones, Bad'bara Lois AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Jones, Betty Pearl AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Lewistown
Jones, Ell s'w o r t h Wa r d AS Econ Sr 1,2,3 Missoula
Jones, Elsie B. (Mrs.) Sp 1 Missoula
Jones, Gordon H. AS Phys Sci 
(lr)
Fr 1 Missoula
Jone s, John Ha rde s ty Q AO'Ct 4 Missoula
Jones, Kathryn P., B.A. Educ (lr) Gr 1 Missoula
Jones, Kyle, B.A.
Mont. St. Col., B.S.
SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Jones, Marigail AS Human So 1,2,3 Lewistown
Jordan, Elizabeth Frances .AS Phys Sci So 1,2, 3 Butte
Jordan, Nelva Jane SQ 4 Missoula
Joscelyn, Alden Lynn Pharrn Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Jungers, Betty Lou Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Missoula
lungers, Margaret Ruth AS Phys Sci Fr 1 Kalispell
Kaber, Emma Lou AS Engl Jr 1,2 Whitefish
Kallgren, Helene Elizabeth Journ Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Kambo, Blanche Elsie Journ Fr 1,2,3 Warm Springs
Keel, r-hsrles Howard ' SQ 4 Butte
Keig, Edythe J. Bus ad Jr 1,2,3 Anaconda
Keil, Glen Dale AS Soc Sc Fr 1,2,3 Conrad
Kekich, Thelma Jean Hist(lr) Jr /iip-x, Missoula
Kelley, Anna Josephine aS Biol Sci So 1,2,3 missoula
Kelley, Janice aS Econ Jr 1,2,3 Hardin
Kelley, Jeanne R. AS Home Ec Jr 1,2,3 Hardin
Kelly, Jean Gladys AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Kalispell
Kelly, Katherine M. AS Hist Jr 1,2,3 Anaconda
-14-




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Kelly, Mary Agnes AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,5 Butte
Kelnhofer, Evelyn Seelye SQ 4 Miles City .
Kelnhofer, Mae Ruth SQ 4 Miles City
Kelson, Frances Mae AS ned Tech Fr 1,2,5 Missoula
Kennedy, Bertha Elizabeth (nr s. ) SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Kennedy, Kathryn Mills (Mrs.) ,B.A£>Q 4 Seattle, 'dash
Kennedy, Patricia Dee AS Econ Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Kennett, Bette E. a S Hist Sr 4, 1,2,3 Lewistown
Kern, Anna Lou AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Kern, Donald George AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Livingston
Kern, T„ Ann AS Mod Lang Jr 1,2,3 Hays
Kerr, ■ Margaret Roellen B us Ad Sr 1,2,3 Bozeman
Key, Golda Alberta (Mrs,) Unci 1 Missoula
Keys, Florence Mae SQ 4 Wibaux
Kezar, Mary Jean Journ Fr 1,2 Kremlin
Kidd, Mary Alyne J ourn Fr .1,2.3 Deer Lodge
Kilpatrick, Wanda Marie Music Fr 1,2,3 Hardin
King, Charles John AS Phys Sci Fr 2,3 .Anaconda
King, Eloise Mae AS Nurs Ed So 1,2,3 Missoula
King, Valter Neil AS Eng Sr 1,3 Missoula
Kingsford, Ethel Maxine Bus Ad Sr 1,2,3 Missoula
Kinkade, Jane AS Mod Lang Sr 1,2,3 Missoula
Kirkwood, Carolyn Marie Journ Fr 1,2^5 Missoula
Kirscber, Dorothy Alice Pi arm So 1,2,3 Townsend
Klugh, Marilyn Jane AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Conrad.
Knudson, Vivian Barbara AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Camps Pass
Knutson, Vivian Ellen Educ (lr) Jr 4,1,2,3 Mis s oula
Koechel, Helen Ruth ■AS Phys Sci Fr ■ 1,2,3 Saco
Koefod, Kathleen Mae Journ Fr 1,2,3 Havre
Koen, Thorbjorn SQ 4 St„ Ignatius
Minot St, T, Col. (N.D.) , B. A .
Koenig, Mary Faith AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Conrad
Koerber, Regina Elizabeth Nurs Sp (lr) l' Manhattan
Koetter, Jack w„ aS Pre-Med Jr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Korn, Kathryn Flora aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Kalispell
Kratz, Betty June QjiS Soc Sci So 1 Absarokee
Krebsbach, Audrey Kathryn Journ Fr 2 Missoula
Ruehn, Jean Louise AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Missoula
Kuenning, Florence marie i-iS Soc Sci So 1,2 Spokane, Wash.
•Kuschel, Justine Hughes (Mrs.) AS Fine Arts Jr 1,2,3 Missoula
Kyle, Lura jQabel (Mrs.) SQ 4 Hamilton
Lacklen, Marian avis AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Billings
LaGroiX, InIlian Mary aS Nurs Ed Fr 3 Missoula
Lamb, Carl Clinton AS Soc Sci Fr 2,3 Billings
Lamey, Dorothy Catherine Law Sr 1,2,3 Billings
Lampi, Leona Lillian AS Eng Sr 4,1, 3,2 Red Lodge





Landsrud, Marjorie Anne 
Lane,, Emalee Frances 
Lane, Howard Harvard 
LaPine, Eva Elizabeth 
■ La r ki n, Do ri s Ann 
Larkin, Imo Alice (Mrs.)
LaRcwa, Mary Elizabeth (Mrs.) 
LaRowe, Orville Lee 
Larsen, Dolores Haas (Mrs.) 
Larson, Lois Jane 
LaRue, Helen Vee 
Latiraer, Geraldine Faye 
Laulo, Emma Elizabeth 
LaVelle, Villa Marie 
Lavine, Richard L.
Leaphart, Frances Maroie 
Lear, Lillian Gertrude(Mrs.) 
Leavens, Palter Bain 
LeBrun, Eugene Louis 
Lee, Peggy
Lehman, Dorothy Elizabeth 
Leibach, Lois Goodman (Mrs.) 
Leigh, Margaret Thrailkill(Mrs.) 
Lemire, Mary Shull (Mrs.)
B.S. and B.A. 
Leonard, Catherine Marie 
Leonard, Helen Louise 
Leonard, Robert Ed 
Leonard!, Rosie 
Lester, Gerald Thomas 
Letellier, Virginia 
LeValley, nary Dana 
Lewis, Allen LaRue 
Lewis, Marvin 
Liebig, Frances 
Lightfoot, Frank Edward 
Lindstrom, Marv Jane 
Line, Louise Chapman (Mrs.)
Univ. of Wig.f M.A.
Linfield, Margaret Lois 
Lingafelter, Betty i/iaxine 
Lissa, Lilly Ramona 
Lister, Lila Lee 
Little, Jessie Romer 
Littleton, Dorothy-Ann 
Livdabl, Jean Claire 
Livdahl, Thelma Naomi
AS Soc Sci Fr 1
AS Soc Sci Fr 1
Unci 2
AS Soc Sci So 1,2
AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2
AS Nurs Ed Fr 1
SQ 4
For Fr 1
AS Mod Lang Sr 4,1,2,3
AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3
Pharm Jr 1,2,3
Journ Fr 1,2,5
AS Human So 1,2,3
Music So 4,1,2,3
For Sr 1,2,5
AS Phys Sci So 4,1,2,3
SQ 4
AS Soc Sci So 1
AS Soc Sci FT 1/2,3
AS Chem (lr) Sr 4,1,2,3
AS Biol Sci So 1
a S Soc Sci So to*\0/1—1
J ourn Sr 2
aS Home Ec
(lr) Gr 1
AS Eng Sr 1,2,5
SQ 4
SQ 4
Nurs Sp (lr) 1
J ourn Sr 1,2,3
Music So 1/2,3
Pharm Sr 1,2,3
AS Soc Sci So 1,2, 3
AS Hist Sr 1,2,3
AS Eng Sr 2,3
AS Eng (lr) Jr 4,2
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3
SQ (lr) 4
SQ 4
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3





















































Name. .. , . Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Lloyd, Beatrice Florence 
Lockhart, Mary Belle 
Lommasson, Thomas Edward 
Longpre, Margarite Ramona 
Loughran, Barbara Sterling 
Lovberg, Jean Elizabeth 
Lowthian, Archie Winston 
Loyning, Clara Mae 
Lozar, Stephen A.
Lucas, James Peter 
Luchsinger, K. Joyce 
Lucy, Charlene Vandyke 
Luebben, rary Ann 
Lund, Helen Ann 
Lungren, Charlotte Eloise 
Univ. of Wyo., B.S.
Lutz, Ruth Boyuin (krs.)
Concordia Col. (Moorhead, Minn 
Lynch, Faith E. (xrs.)
McCabe, Virginia Jane 
McCarth.y, G olle en 
McCarthy, Laurie Adele 
McCarty, Frank Patrick 
McCauley, John Bernhard 
McCole/Sister M. Remigius
Col. of Educ. (Great Falls), M 
McConnell, Carole Shirley 
McConochie, Marilyn Lee 
McCool, Colleen 
McCorkle, Panayiota A.(Mrs.)
American International Col. (S 
McCormick, Cora Quast (Mrs. ),B.A 
McCullough, Patricia Jean 
McDonald, Billie Wahl 
McDonald, Donald. George 
McDonald) Helen McRae 
McDonald, Irene Gladys(Mrs. ) 
McDonald, Judith Linden 
McDonald, Margaret Elizabeth 
McDonald, Sister Mary Loyola 
Gonzaga Univ., Ph.B.
McDonald, Shirley Delores 
McDougal, Beverly Regis 
KcDougali, Bessie Ruthydrs.)
McGarry. Edison Ford 
McGee, Anna Margaret 
McGiffin, Tom
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Butt e
AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
AS Phys Sci So 1 Missoula
AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Asheville, N.C.
AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Peerless
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Bridger
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Dixon
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Miles City-
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Rich ey
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Journ Jr 1,2,3 Dillon
Journ So 1,2,3 Reserve
SQ 4 Shelby




For So 2,3 Missoula
AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Townsend
aS Phys Sci So 1,2/3 Boulder
Journ Sr 1 Miles City
SQ 4 Anaconda
.A.
.AS Bact Jr 4, 1 Anaconda
AS Human So 1,2,5 Lewistown
AS Eng Sr 4,1,2,3 Butte





So 1,2,3 Mullan, Idaho-
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2 Miles City
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
SQ (lr} 4 Walla Walla, Wash.
AS Human So 2 Missoula
Nurs Sp(lr). 2 Philipsburg
SQ(lr) 4 Missoula
AS Soc Sci So 1,2 Great Falls
Educ Sr 1,2,5 Philipsburg
SQ 4 Lodge Grass
AS Biol Sci Fr 2 Butte
nS Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Great Falls




Curriculum Rank dance Residency
McGregor, Helen B?,B. A.
McGuire, Catherine Genevieve 
McHugh, nary Catherine 
Mcllroy, Maud Birnel (Mrs,) 
McIntyre, LaMerne Rae 
McKee, Bertha Ann 
McKenzie, Dorothy Jean 
McLaughlin, Geraldine Claire(Mrs
McLeod, Carol Evelyn 
McRae, uadge Geraldine, B.A. 
MacDonald, Alma Louise 
Mac Donald, Marsh Lois 
MacDonald, , .ary Louise 
MacGregor, Flora Jean 
Ma c Kenzie, Louis e 
UacKenzie, k. Loraine 
Mace, Sister Agnes Kathleen
Gonzaga Univ., B.A.
Mont, St. Univ., M.A. 
Mackenzie, Thomas Archibald 
Mackey, Gloria Evelyn 
Mackey, Virginia Sue 
Maclay, Mary Jean Virginia 
Madison, Betty Jeanne 
Madison, darylin Lou 
Madole, Herbert William 
Mahan, Shirley Twohy (Mrs.) 
Mahony, Kathryn Elizabeth 
Mahrt, Lena Eva (Mrs.)
Malcolm, Edith Ward (Mrs.) 
yalee, Maiben iary 
Hanix, Label Ellen 
Manix, Sara Virginia 
Manley, Herbert LeRoy 
Manning, Leslie Geraldine 
Manning, Vivian Ruth 
Mannix, Lorraine Louise 
Lannix, Lucille Marie 
Mansfield, Margaret Elizabeth 
Margetts,Lester Harold Jr. 
Marks, Douglas ,.er.le 
Markuson, Theodora arline 
Marr, Frank Sigel Jr.
Harrs, , ary Lou
...arrs, h.atrlcia Court.uey
SQ (lr)
Nurs Sp (lr) 













Bus Ad Sr 4,1,2,3 Kevin





















AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Havre
AS Hist Sr 4,1,2,3 Havre
SQ 4 Missoula
AS Phys Sci Fr
Nurs Sp (lr)
AS Home Ec Sr
AS Soc Sci Fr
AS Mod Lang Sr
AS Med Tech So





AS Phys Sci Fr
Bus Ad Sr
SQ
a S Soc Sci So






AS Soc Sci Fr
Educ 3 r
j-iS Phys Sci Fr
Bus ad Sr


























































Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Marsillo, Doris Virginia Journ Fr 1,2,3 Garrison
Martin,, D-vid Clayton Journ Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Martin, Lillian Maxine AS Home Ec Jr 4,1,2,3 Stanford
Martin, Mary Elizabeth K,(Mrs.) SQ (lr) 4 Hamilton
Pittsburg T. Col. (Kans .), B.S.
Martin, Ruth Eleanor Music Jr 1,2 Billings
Martin, *fJinifred Leigh (Mrs,) SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Marty, Doris Josephine SQ Nurs. Sp(lr) 4 Newcastle, v'lyo.
Mast, Marian Joyce a S Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Mather, Anna Vee aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Glasgow
Mather, Dorothy, ̂ artin (Mrs.) aS Hist Jr 3 Two Dot
Mathison, Robert Sanford For Fr 1,2,3 Lindsay
Matteson, Pearl M, SC (lr) 4 Great Falls
Univ. of Minn,, B.A.
Mayer, Evelyn D. (Mrs.) SQ 4 Malta
Adams St. T. Col. (Alamosa, Col.), A.B.
Mayes, James Ellis AS Phys Sci Fr 2 Long Beach, Gal.
Maynard, Virginia Jane aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Billings
Meehan, Gloria Ann AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Mekvold, Alf Bennet SQ 4 Dixon
Dickinson St. T. Col. (N.D.), B.A.
Menard, Barbara May AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Mertes, Ednamae SQ 4 Coffee Greek
Metelman, Irene Ann AS Human Fr 1 j et y 5 Stevensville
Metzner, Shirley Mae AS Human Fr 1 9 s Trego
Mikkelson, Patricia AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Boulder
Miles, Sara Mildred AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Powdervi.Ue
Miller, Dale Frederick AS Phys Sci Fr 1 Wolf Point
Miller, Grayce Violet See Siladi, Grayce Miller
Miller, Nona Susan Nurs Sp (lr) 2 Ronan
Miloglav, Jean Houtz AS Econ Sr 1,2,o Missoula
Miner, Jean Harriet AS Biol Sci So 1 2 3j_, c, 0 Evanston, 111. ■
Mitchell, Elaine AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Mitchell, Mardie Joyce AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Helena
Mitchell, Margaret Helen Bus ad Sr 2,3 Anaconda
Mitchell, -_-.arjor.ie Anne Journ Fr 1,2,o St. Ignatius
Mittelstaedt, Ruth Gladys AS Home Ec Jr . 1,2,3 Missoula
Moderie, Doris Mae SQ Nurs Sp(lr) 4 Arlee.
Mondt, Margaret Mae Pharm Fr 1,2,3 ■ Bridger
Monrad, Mabel S. (Mrs.) Educ (lr) (Prov) ..
Jr 1 Missoula
Montgomery, Ruby Jacobson (Mrs.) aS mod Lang
B a ' - . , j V . .  A • (lr) Gr 4,2 mis s oula
Moody, Curiam Bus md Jr 1,2,3 Missoula
Moore, George B SQ 4 Sheridan
Moore, Gilliam Verde B.A, Law Gr 2,3 Denver, Col.
MooreQ Winnafern (Mrs.) Educ (lr) Jr 1,3 Missoula




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
l-forger, Jam.es Frank AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Fort Benton
Morin, Sister ■ ary Trinitas AS Fine Arts Gr 2,3 Missoula
Col. of Educ, (Great Falls), B .A.
Morin, Robert ^illis Educ Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Morris, Gloria Kathleen aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Billings
Morris, Helena Gene Journ So 1,2,3 Corvallis
Morris, Ivy Jeanne a S Human Fr 4,1 Superior
Morris, i&iy Elinor (Mrs.) SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Morrow, Kenneth Charles aS Pre-A.ed Jr 1,2 Fort Benton
Morrow, Mary B. AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Oak Park, 111,
Morse, Kathryn Jane aS Soc Sci Fr 2,5 Anaconda
Mosser, Elisabeth Ann AS Human So 2,3 Chinook
Kouat, Ellen A. Journ Fr 1,2,3 Myers
Moy, Robert James AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2 Great Fells
Muir, Robert Macaulay AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Mulligan, Bess uildred Pha rm Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Murphey, Jane L. Journ So 1,2,3 Missoula
Murphey, Patricia Lou AS Biol. Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Murphy, Anne Marie Bus Ad Sr 1,2,3 Stevensville
Murphy, Corne Ann S & T Sp 3 Missoula
Murphy, Eileen Theresa SQ 4 Anaconda
Murray, Betty Jean aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Glendive
Murray, Mildred Joan AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Musburger, bary Wemple SQ (lr) 4 Virginia City
Myrick, Roberta Lois SQ 4 Missoula
Nelson, Alice Iiarie SQ 4 Mi 11town
Nelson, Beatrice C. Unci 2 Absarokee
Nelson, Betty Lou Nurs Sp (lr) . 2 Shelby
Nelson, Dorothy Ellen AS Biol Sci So 1,2,3 Great Falls
Nelson, Gladys Ann SQ 4 Wahpeton, PL D
Nelson, Ina Ruth (Mrs.) SQ 4 ' Joplin
Nelson, Lois Patricia J ourn Jr 1 2  3 i),vN Mis soula
Nelson, Peegy Jean Nurs Sp(lr) 2 Thermopolis, W;
Nernec, Charles Frank AS Soc Sci Fr 2,3 Lewistown
Newberg, nary Lou Nurs So (lr) 2 McMinnville, 0
Newman, Margaret Louise . AS ued Tech So 1,2,3 Butte
Newton, minnie Edyth aS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Power
Nichols, Betty Grayce AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Mies Gr Ly
Nicol, Betty lay iiS Econ Jr 1,2,3 Missoula
Nielsen, H. Margrethe (nrs.) aS Chem Sr 1,2 Glasgow
Nielsen, Patricia Ann iiS Hunan So 1,2,3 Chicago, IMl »
Niemi, Marie Anne j±S Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helena
Noblitt, Betty ...ae AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Denton
Nokleby, Beverly Jean AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Helena
Nommensen, Mary Mabel Nurs Sp (lr) 3 Kalispell
Norem, Stanley C, SQ 4 Marinarth, N. D
N.D. St. T.’ Col. (Valley City),s B. .
Norris, ndele Kraabel SQ 4 idssoula
Nye, Hilda M. SQ 4 Glendive






Nygren, Carolyn aerie 
O'Brien, Gdaiuud Charles 
O'Brien, Roseaayy Teresa
Col. of St. Catherine (St. ; 
O'Connell, .^allory .nine 
O'Donnell, Gartha Carol 
Odum, Lola Irene 
Oien, Joyce 'Lazier 
Oksendahl, Gilaa. Juanita 
Oktabec, Bolen Ruth, B.x, 
Oktabec, Josephine, B. a. 
Olcott, Ruth : arie 
0 1 Loun-hlin, Cat erine Ad ole 
0'Louphlin, Florence Irene 
Olson, Ca.rl.in B.
Olson, Carol .arian, B.A. 
Olson, Doreen Leona 
Olson, Flora veep Nadine 
Olson, Joan Evelyn 
O'Neill, vary ■■nryaret 
O'Neill, -ary Patricia 
O ’Patt, Patricia Alice 
Opdahl, Hazel Ruth 
Orner, . arjorxe Elizabeth 
Osborn, Patricia Frances 
Oster, Clanton V.
Owen, Patricia Joanne 
Packer, Helen ao 
Paddock, Donald artbur 
Pantserp Rett a .,m.n 
park, ary ;atricxa 
Parr, EJ.axne .Ponene 
Parsons, Floronce Pyrtle (nrs, 
Pascoo, Jo;'rco . ..
Paterson, ..-ry Catherine 
Patten, Oscar Lo.rion
Col. ot. xric. Col., B.S. 
Patton, Effxe Ann 
Paul, Panel Evelyn 









ilusic Fr 1,2,0 Hobson
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,5 Ligfork
SQ 4 Havre
Linn.), B.a ,
Journ So 1 ?  s , , O Butte
SQ Nurs 3p(lr) 4 Billings
SQ 4 Jerner, NAD.
aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Wildrose, A.
.tlD ,i>0 C SCI So 1,2,3 Plentywood
SQ 4 St. Ixnatxus
SQ 4 St. Ignatius
aS and Lang Jr 1,2,3 Red Lodge
Bus Ad So l’ Lissoula
Nurs. Sp(lr) 1 Lissoula
AS Human So 1,2 Billings
SQ 4 Townsend.
AS Phys Sci Fr 1 9 X Kalispell
aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Butte
a3 S o c  Sci Fr 1,2,5 Lissoula
SQ Nurs Sp(lr') 4 Karlowton
Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Harlowton
SO Nurs Sp (lr) 4 . as soula
SQ 4 missoula
a.S Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Lewxstown
a 8  Hunan So 1,2 Qmcle, ariz.
AS Hist, Jr 2,3 Billinas
Nurs 3p (lr) 2 Great Falls
AS Hunan Fr 1,2,3 Axles City
Law Jr 4,1, 2, o xxs soula
i-iS Soc Sex So 1,2,3 Livingston
a3 Phys Sex Fr o  X■i ̂ U Spoke.no, a sir
music Fr 5 Harxlton
3-6 4 Patterson, j_d.
See Funk, Jo,'Ce Pa s c o e
.iS Human So 1,2,3 Kalispell
For (lr) Gr 2 xi s s oula
3u 4 Lissoula
a 3 Soc sci Fr 1,2,5 rlentywood
.to .Led Tech Fr 1,2,5 eissoula
Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Superior
SQ Nurs Sp (lr) 4 Arlee
Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Greenough
AS Soc Sci So 2,5 Eureka






















Lilian Lund (Mrs.) 







Pierce, Grace Elizabeth 
Pierce, Joann Geddes Randallfitu 
Plumb, M. Eileen 
Pogachar, June 
Pollock, myrtle Irene 
Pomeroy, Mylou Helen 
Poole, Frank Jr.
Potter, Donna Jo
Potts, Pable Jinona (Mrs.)
Poue, Shirley Hazel 
Powell, uarjorie Jean
Powers, Mary Lou 
Pratsch, Carol may
Col. of Puget Sound (Tacoma, 
Preikszas, Laura ML 
Prentiss, i.-ary Virginia Sohak 
Price, Petty Jean 
Price, Leora Marie 
Price, Stewart Kenneth 
Priess, Beverly Anne 
Proebstel, Barbara Emily 
Pryde, Helen Margo 
Pulliam, Harriet Elizabeth(Mrs, 
Quilico, Ft Theresa 
Quinlan, Barbara 
Rachac, Constance Elizabeth 
Racicot, ''illiara E.
Radtke, Louise Ann 
Ragen, James Joseph 
Rakemany Betty Louise 
Ralston, -r. Marjorie 
Randall, Ronald Rae 
Rasmussen, Evelyn Mae 
Rasmussen, Mary Lou
Journ Sr 1,2,3 Butte
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Conrad
Nurs Sp (lr) 2 Alberton
AS Soc Sci So 4,1,2,3 Missoula
For So 1,2,3 Missoula
SQ 4' Helena
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Sweetgrass
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Bozeman
AS feed Tech Jr 1,2 C ranbro ok,C anada
A3 Phys Sci Fr 1 Livingston
Journ Jr 1,2,3 Kalis pell
AS Phys Sci Fr 1 Lewistown
AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Lewistown
AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Billings
s.) n.S Fine Arts Sr 3 Missoula
aS Eng Jr 1,3 Hardin
a3 Soc Sci. Fr 1 O *2 Roundup
S-i 4 Red Lodge
SQ 4 Glendive
o ̂ 4 Missoula
iiS d o c  Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Sm (lr) 4 Shelby
a S Phys Sci o o 1,2,3 Hamilton
Journ So 1,2,3 Great Falls
aS Soc Sci So 1 ? z_L y ife/ tj Wyola
SQ (lr) 4 Tacoma, Hash.
Ja sh.), B.a,, B• Ed,
Educ (lr) Jr(Prov) 1 Laurel
SQ (lr) 4 Bend, Ore.
Nurs Sp (lr) 2 Dixon
AS Human Fr 1,2 Conrad
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Music Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Alberton
AS Soc Sci Fr 1.2,3 Bridger
) Music Sr 4,1 ,2,3- Missoula
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Billings
aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Missoula
AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Conrad
AS Soc Sci Fr 4,1,2,3 Thompson Falls
SQ (lr) 4 Lonepine
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Townsend
a S Phys Ed Sr 4,1,2,3 Enni s
aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Billings
30 4 Armington
Pha rm Sr 1,2,3 Whiteiish




Curricuium Hank dance Residence
Ratbbone, 'ullace Fay Bus Ad Jr 1,2,3 Havre
Ratzburg, Dora Grace AS Soc Sci So 1 Missoula
Ray, ;*arie, B .a . SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Raymond5 x arguerite Mae AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Klein
Reed, Carol nay Educ Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Reed, Claire Thrine AS Biol Sci Fr 1,2,3 Miles City
Reed, Helen . arie AS Home Ec Jr 4,1 Rothiemay
Reed, Virginia Isabel music Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Reese, Janet '• .arie aS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Spokane, Mash.
Reesman, Donna Gayle • a o a o o o c r So ± , K, , O missoula
Regan, A^nes Antonia aS Human S o 1,2,3 Helena
Reichelt, Leona Geraldine AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Fort Benton
Reilly, Dorothy .margaret aS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Great Falls
Reilly, jmiry Patricia aS Human So 1,2,3 Kingston, Piash.
Reinertson, Janet Claire AS Econ Jr 1,2,3 Hot Springs
Reisenouer, Beryl Lucille(Mrs.) SQ 4 Kalispell
Renders, Joseph Alfred Jr. aS See Sci Fr 1 Fairview
Renner, Fredericka, B.A. aS Econ Gr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Renz, Roberta. Belle AS Med Tech Jr 1,2,3 Missoula
Replogle, Opal Louise Law Sr 1,2,3 Lewistown
Reynolds, mariorie ,M.A. SQ 4 Billings
Univ. of Denver, B.S. in Library Science.
Rhoads, Louise Journ Fr 1,2 Missoula
Richards, Jean Holden Bus Ad Sr 1,2,3 Valley City, N.D.
Richards, Phyllis May AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Miles CityRieger, Llsie Elaine' AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Plevna
Riemer, Ellen Elizabeth Educ (lr) Jr 1,3 Missoula
Ries, Helen '-arie aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Conrad
Riggert, Danna Jessie AS Soc Sci So 4,1,2,3 3t. Ignatius
Ringling, sable Ellen Bus Ad Jr 1,2,3 White Sulphur Springs
Risken, ovarian Journ Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Ritchey, Helen Viola Nurs Sp(lr) 3 Livingston
Ritchey, Marge Nell Nurs Sp(lr) 3 Livingston
Ritz, Esther L.,B.A. SQ 4 Missoula
Roark, Florice Jeanne) Bus Ad Jr 1,2,3 Libby
Robb, Norman Clyde AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Livingston
Robertson, Harriet nlexine SQ 4 Ronan
Robertson, Kathleen K. (firs.) aS- Home Ec Sr 4,1,2,3 Missoula
Robertson, Lucie Ellen SQ 4 Livingston
Rock, Beryl Canfield (.Mrs.) aS Soc Sci So 3 Missoula
Rohan, Annie M. (Mrs.) SQ 4 Butte
Rohr.. Lucille Ann AS Psych Sr 4,1,3 Browning
Rolfson, John halter AS Soc Sci Fr 4,1,2,3 Mi s s oula
Roosevelt, Georgia Cullum (Mrs.) SQ (lr) 4 Missoula
Mont, St. Col,, B.a .





Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Rorvik, iris Elaine AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Missoula
Rot ering, El i z ab e t h Ann Bus ad Sr 1,2,3 Butte
Roth, Elota Beth AS Eng Jr 1 Helena
Rubin, Eleanor Doris Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Missoula
Rud, Selma AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Sidney
Rudeen, Lois Mae Pharm Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Ruenauver, Jeanne Louise, B.a. AS Fine Arts Gr 1 Plains
Ruetten, Mai da Ailean AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Cut Bank
Ruraley, Royal Richard For Fr 1 Spokane
Russell, Betty Jean a S Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Troy
Rus s if f , John M . For So 1,2,3 Olive
Ryan, Don Charles Pharm So 4,1,2,3 Butte
Ryan, E. Dale Burnett (Mrs.) AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Ryan, Jo Ann Elizabeth Music Fr 1,2,3 Butt e
Ryan, Marjorie Hodgson AS Soc Sci Fr 3 Butte
St. Kill, Theodore Allan AS Soc Sci So 1,2 Great Falls
Sachs, Alfred Caul AS Hist Jr 1,2,3 .Helena
Sackett, Ruth Ann AS Bact Jr 1,2,3 Billings
Sagen, Anita Belle Music Fr 1,2,3 Troy
Sagen, Flora Mae AS Human So 1,2,3 Troy
Salo, Shirley Jean AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Samuell, Harold Roderick AS Soc Sci Sp 2,3 Butte
Sandage, Jessie Harriet Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Poison
Sanders, Frances Mary AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Renton, -/ash.Sanders, June France's Music Sr * 71,2,3 Troy
Sanders, Lois Christine AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Troy
Sandsmark, William Lawrence AS Phys Sci Fr t) Ronan
Santisteban, George Anthony AS Zool Sr 2,3 Los Angeles, Gal.
Saubert, Pam Rombauer AS Econ Sr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Savage, George 'falter a S Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Somers
Savage, Shirley Kay AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Savaresy, Phyllis Carrna AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Billings
Saylor, Kenneth David AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Great Falls
Schafer, Lois Agnes a S Mod Lang Sr 1 0 z5 *'*■' $ Whitlash
Schaffer, Collette Elouise Nurs Sp(lr) 2 Darby
Schaller, Paulie a 8 Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Hardin
Scheerer, Henry
Univ. of N.D., B.S. in Ed.
SQ 4 Hettinger, N.D.
Scheffer, Anna SQ (lr) 4 Huson
Schei, Ben I.




Scherrer, Barbara Beth Bus Ad Jr 1,2,3 Helena
Schimke, Edna Irene SQ (lr) 4 Odessa, Jash,
Schmalhorst, Kathryn Louise AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Deer Lodge
Schmidt, Wary Alice AS Mod Lang Sr 1,2,3 Red Lodge
Schmit, Mary Constance Journ So -1,2,5 Lewistown
Schneider, Pauline Marie Music Sr 4 ,1, 2 ,3 Sheridan
Schnurle, Alvin Henry SQ 4 St,Anthony, Ida.
Schofield, Betty Jane Nurs Sp(lr) 
SQ(lr)~
3 Salmon, Ida.






Schreckendgust, Jay George AS Phys Sci So 1 Florence
Schuif, Viola Fern a S Soc Sci So 1,2,3
4
Great Falls
Schwartz, Henry F. Jr. 
Mont. St. Col., B.S.
SQ Gildford
Selfers, Loisevelyn SQ 4 Harlem
Scott, Charlotte A. o'J 4 Butte
Scott, Marilyn Elizabeth AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Choteau
Scott, Shirley Jean Journ Sr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Scoyen, Conlyn Olita AS B a d Sr 4,1,2,3 Gardiner
Sederholm, Gladys Evelyn SQ 4 Whit etail
Seitz, Robert Thornton AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Mis soula
Selvig, Harold W., B.A, SQ 4 Neihart
Sethne, Garnet Lucille AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Glasgow
Sethre, William Allard AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Wolf Point
Settle, Margaret Scott Journ Fr 1 Martinsdale
Shattuck, Lois Virginia SQ 4 Velva, N.D.
Sheaf, Francis Carl Law Sr 1,2 Missoula
Sheets, Beulah Allen (Mrs.) Sq 4' Drummond
Shepard, Delina Jean SQ Nurs Sp(lr) 4 Dixon
Shone, Joyce B. AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Butte
Shorthill, Harold Charles Jr, For Fr .1 Livingston
Sias, Betty Ann La1# Sr 1,2,3 Chinook
Sikonia, Virginia R. Journ Sr 1,2,3 Butte
Siladi, Grayce Miller(Mrs.) aS Phys Sci So l,2,o Butte
Simanton, Ramona May AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Malta
Sinclair, Philip AS Phys Sci Fr 2,3 Glasgow
Skei, Norma Elizabeth a S Phys Sci Fr 1,2 B r eme r t o n , ■, !a s h „Skinner, Einogene Elizabeth SQ 4 Colstrip
Skones, Gladys Petrina SQ 4 Turner
Slemons, Shirley Ida AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Huson
Small, - Francis Xavier Sp 3 Missoula
Small, Joe Harold AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula ■
Smart, Corabelle Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Harlowton
Smartt., Mary Sue AS Econ Jr 1,2,3 Butte
Smiley, Mildred. Irene ■ SQ 4 Bozeman
Smith, Betty Irine Journ So 1,2,3 Ponca City, Okla.
Smith, Betty June Music So 1,2, 3 Livingston
Smith, Edith Bernice SQ (lr) 4 Brockton
Smith, Georgena Kathleen Unci 1,2 Giendive
Smith, Janice Gean AS Human So 1,2,3 Cut Bank
Smith, Lois Jean AS Biol Sci So 1,2,3 Lewistown
Snyder, Edithmay Ann AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Billings
Solvie, Jane Ellen AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Saco
Sor, Bette Lou AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Sorensen, Agnes J. AS Human Fr 1,2 Missoula
Sorenson, Helen Louise 
Sorenson, Thora A., B.A.
AS Soc Sci 
a S Mod Lans
Fr 1,2,3 Missoula





Curriculum Hank dance Residence.
Sorsdahl, Pearl Althea AS Soc Sci Fr 2,3 Scobey
Spacht, .'•.ary Kathryn AS ned Tech So 1,2,3 Billings
Spalding, Dorothy Frances AS Nurs Ed Fr 1,2'3 Billings
Speelmon, Lola vary Pharm So 1,2,3 Ekalaka
Spencer, Janet Louise >SQ 4 Douglas, Ariz.
Spencer, Ray ''ells, B.a . SQ. 4 Douglas, Ariz.
Sperry, t uriel Esther (Mrs. ) SQ 4 Kalispell
Splan, Marjorie Vivian AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Great Falls
Spreull, Elizabeth Barbour AS Med Tech Jr 1,2,3 Cranbrook, Canada
Spriggs, Charles Edison a S Eng Jr 2,3 Kalispell
Stadstad, Curtis Alfred AS Human So 1,2,3 Raymond
Stageman, Donna Loy AS Biol Sci Fr 1 Billings
Stanfield, Mildred Jeanette AS Human Fr 1,2,3 Dutton
Stanley, June Lucille Nurs 3p(lr) 2 Stevensville
Staves, Betty Jo 
Stepanzoff, Josephine Graf,
AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
B.a . (Lrs.) SQ (,'lr) 4 Missoula
Stephan, John David a S Phys Sci Fr 1,2 missoula
Stephenson, Vivian nargaret Bus ad Sr 1,2,3 Flelena
Sterrett, Pauline Marie Bus Ad Sr 4,1,2,3 Towns end
Steunenberg, Frank W. Unci. 
Valla Valla Col. (dash,), B, Th.
1,2 Missoula
Stohl, anna Norma SQ (lr) 4 Nashua
Stowe, Rosemary Agatha aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Stranahan, Laila Gene .A. O A 0 C oCl So 3 Butt e
Stratton, N o m a  Jean Nurs Sp (lr) 9Ay Ronan
Street, Janies Eugene For So 1,2,3 Bottineau, N.D.
Streifling, Bernard Edward 
Streifling, Celestyne Evangeline
.MS Chen Sr 1,2,3 Mis soula
(Mrs.) AS Eng Jr 3 Missoula
Strekall, Agnes < hr? AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 East Helena
Strekall, Steve John Bus ad Jr 1,2,3 East Helena
Stricklin, Dorothy Louise Pha rm Jr 1,2,3 Sh elby
Strom, Jean T, Music Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Strong, -Mtrianne SQ Nurs Sp (lr) 4 Libby
Strong, Ruby Edith Plummer (?£rs.) AS Phys Ed (lr) 2 Missoula
Stroud, Evelyn L. AS Phys Sci So 1,2,3 Glendive
Sugg, Andrew 1.
Univ. of Idaho, B. S.
AS Hist (lr) Gr 1 Missoula
Sugg, rax 'Gilson AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Sugrue, Helen anita Music Jr 1,2,3 Anac onda
Sullivan, Gladys, B. . SQ 4 Burke, Ida.
Swanbere, Alfred Vic cor AS Pre-oed,, Jr 1,2 Great Falls




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Swanson, Norman Carrol AS Phys Sci Fr 1 Missoula
Swartz, nary Virginia SQ Nurs Sp (lr) 4 Missoula
Sweeney, Daryl Marie AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Swenson, ' 'ilbur Sq 4 Havre
Switzer, Robert Lenard a S Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Libby
Tabaracci, Robert John AS Human Fr 4,1,2,3 Stockett
Tabor, Evelyn Francis SQ (lr) 4 mis s oula
Takita, Miyeko Music So 4,1 Topaz, Utah
Tange, Nina Mar-en a S Nurs Ed Fr 1,2,3 Outlook
Taylor, Frances Louise AS Eng Jr 1,2,3 Camas
Taylor, Marjorie Gene a S Soc Sci Fr 2,3 Missoula
Teel, Peter AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Poison
Temple, Flossie Lyall. (Mrs.) SQ 4 Honan
Templeton, Jean A. (Mrs.) Bus Ad Jr 1,2,3 Francis
Terrett, Priscilla Dade AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Billings
Terry Betty Jean AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Kalispell
Tbeisen, George William AS Soc Sci So 4,1,2,3 Evanston, 111.
Thompson, Lorraine E. AS Fine Arts Sr 1,2,3 Havre
Thorban, Virginia Mae Nurs Sp (lr) 2 Ron an
Thorpe, Jacquelyn Clark AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Butt e
Tilden, Marvin Edward SQ 4 Corvallis
Tippett, w i n i a m  Garfield AS Soc Sci Fr 1 Poison
Tom, Helen AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Torgrimson, Gladys E. SQ 4 Absarokee
Tousses, Helen Marie Journ Fr 1,2,3 Billings
Trask, Millard Fillmore AS Phys Sci Fr 1,2 Ballantine
Tremper, wjy limn Greene AS Soc Sci So 5 Hi ssoula
Tripp, Jo Ann Music Fr 1,2,3 ViTinnett
Tronrud, Bernice Rita Music Jr 1,2,3 Big Timber
Troupe, Jean Elizabeth AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Jackson
Tucker, Edna Jean SQ Nurs Sp (lr) 4 Lolo
Tucker, Robert Arthur rikj S O C  O CI So 1,2,3 Anaconda
Tupac, Lillian mary a S Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Butte
Turli, Irene anna Journ Fr 1,2,3 Brockway
Uchida, Henry Shigetomi a d  Phys Sci Fr 4 A Nashotah, -'is.
Umsted, Allie . arie inis ic Fr 1,2,3 Chinook
Utterback, Gretchen Hilton, (.Mrs. )3Q 4 .marsh
Van den Biesen, Adrian Eloise Journ Fr 1 9 S Hysham
Van Duser, Grace a . ,B. a . SQ 4 Great Falls
Van Hemelryck, n ry Louise AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Hysham
Van Horn, Barbara Jane AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Fort Benton
Van Hyning, Lydia N., B.A. Educ (lr) Gr 1,2 Denton
Van Wyk, Jan "Jilliam a S Phys Sci Fr 1 9-L, K, Mis soula
Vejtasa, Frances SQ 4 Kalispell




Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Vick, Vivian Virginia Music Fr 1,2,3 Missoula
Vinacke, Barbara Jean AS Soc Sci Fr 2,3 Great Falls
Volk, Eileen Mae AS Human So 1,2,3 Great Falls
Jagnild, Margaret Lois AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Lewistown
Wall, Abraham Jerome Educ Sr 2,3 Glasgow
Wall, ■ ary Ethel AS Human Fr 1,2,3 . Kalispell
Wallace, .-ary Lou AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helena
Walter, Helen Mae Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Livingston
Walter, E o s m a  Lucille AS Human Fr 1,2,5 Billings
Waltermire, Marjorie J.iaxine AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Missoula
Ward, Barbara AS Human So 1,2,3 Clinton
Warner, Palma Jean Bus Ad Jr 1,2,3 Cut Bank
Warren, June Edna SQ Nurs Sp (lr) 4 Butte
Mass, Carley Jean Pharm Sr 1,2,3 Missoula
Watkins, Janice Germaine AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Ennis
Watson, Helen hay a S Soc Sci Fr 1,2 Browning
Watson, Imo Ruth AS Soc Sci So 1 Glasgow
Wayne, nary Barbara AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Poison
Weber, Helen ..{arie SQ 4 Butte
Webster, Vsria mae (Mrs.) Journ Fr 2 Dubois, Ida.
ledum, Lillian Marie no SOC SCI So . 1,2,3 Glasgow
Meedman, Lutie .t.argaret AS Home Ec Sr 4,1,2,3 Billings
YJeisbeck, Orpha a. rt  r ,O U; 4 Hamilton
Welch, Wayne W. Law Jr 1,2,3 Cut Bank
Weller, James Edward aS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Helena
Welsh, Harriet MS imed Tech Fr 1,2,3 Billings
Wendt, Patricia Florence A.S Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Kalispell
Wenrich, Dorothea Lorine i-iS Human So 1,2,3 Mis soula
Wentz, ■nsrrilyn Coralie J ourn So 1,2,3 Fort Peck
-est, Vivian alene aS Soc Sci Fr 1 Stevensville
Westerlund, Shirley Adele SQ 4 Clearbrook, Minn,
Westlake, Pe*gy J. AS Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Bo zeman
Weston, Helen Marie Nurs Sp (lr) 1 Anchorage, Alaska
Westphal, Rosemary Charlene a S Soc Sci So 1,2,3 Forsyth
Wheat, General narion For Fr 1 Superior ■
White, Lucia AS Human Fr 2,3 Billings
White, Martha Elizabeth Nurs Sp (lr) 3 Arlee
White, Shirlee B. AS Soc Sci Fr 1,2,3 Butt e
Whitesitt, Ruth Amy Pharm Fr 1,2,3 Stevensville
Whitmer, Pearl Louise (Mrs.) SQ 4 Brusett
Widdowson, Ruth hay Nurs Sp(lr) 3 Creston
Wilcomb, Pax Jeff res AS Zool 3r 1,2,3 Missoula
Wildrnan, Florence Winifred AS Phys Sci So 1,2,5 lii ssoula
Wilkinson, Albert Edgar AS Pre-Med Sr 1,2,3 Butte
Wilkinson, Arlene Judith Pha rm Fr 1 Melstone
Williams, Beatrice Nellie SQ (lr) 4 missoula
williams, Dolores marie a S Soc Sci So 1,2 Dillon




Name Curriculum Rank dance Residence
Williamson, Paul Henry a S Biol Sci
Willis, 3charlene Nurs Sp (lr
Wilson, C. Audienne a S Soc Sci
Wilson, Dorris L. (krs.) SQ
Wilson, muriel Catherine AS Eng
Wilson, Paul E. Educ (lr)
Univ. of • ksh., B.S.
Winters,ElaineTipton (Mrs.),B.a. SQ (lr)
Winters, Donnamae AS Biol Sci
’firth, Dorothy Elizabeth SQ
With rosy Elizabeth may Journ
Woehl, .elvin Jacob As Soc Sci
Wolfe, Virginia Clopton AS Eng
Wollam, Owen Ardell AS Biol Sci
Woodruff, Georgia Ruth SQ
Woods, Lois Ann Journ
Woods, Virginia Rae AS Soc Sci
Woodward, Shirley Kathleen iiusic
Wordal, Valerie Fae AS Soc Sci
Worrell, Howard Clayton For
fright, Betty J. iiusic
Yarlett, Hilda if, (Mrs.) r\f-\og
Yegen, E. Cardwell AS Soc Sci
Yoder, Tonnie, B.A. SQ (lr)
York, Frank Edward AS Soc Sci
Young, Robert Bruce AS Soc Sci
Young, Virginia Kay Music
Youngstrom, Louella Davis(Mrs.) Pharm
Yovetich, Dan AS Soc Sci
Zimmerman, Jack Thomas Pha rrn
Adams, John Jackson Jr. ASTR
Adams, •erlin Egland ASTR
Adamson, James Leslie aSTR
Adamson, Vavne u. -sSTR
Adamson, ’William Robert aSTR
Andersen, Gustave Jr , aSTR
Anderson, Norman alvin ASTR
Andreoli, mnthon • Joseph aSTR
Barker, Richard John aSTR
Barrett, Robert Vern aSTR
Barton, Willis W. rtoTR
Bejeault, Eduard William a STR
Benito, Frank a o  TR
Best, John ’kilter ASTR
So 5 Butte
1 Missoula
Fr 1,2, 3 Bismarck, N.D.
4 Missoula
Jr 1,2,3 Great Falls









Fr 1,2,3 Silver Star
So 3 Missoula •
Fr 1,2,5 Deer Lodge
Fr 1,2,3 Helena




4 Mis s oula
So 2,3 Mis soula
Fr 1,2,3 Great Fa. 11s
Fr 1,2,3 Billings
Jr 1,2,3 Cut Bank
Fr 3 Butte
So 4,1,2,3 Townsend
4.1 San Leandro, Cgl.
4.1 N. Hollywood, Cal.
4.1 Port Hueneme, Cal.
4.1 Albany, Ore.
4.1 Clearwater, Cal.
4.1 Long Beach, Cal.
4.1 Salt Lake City, Utah
4.1 Los Angeles, Cal/
4.1 Long Beach, Cal.
4.1 Long Beach, Cal.
4, 1 Glendale, Cal.
4.1 Breim erton, dash.
4.1 San Jose, Ual»
4.1 ^rcadia, Cal.




B i l l i n g s , a r t h u r  S tover J r . aSTR 4 ,1 San Diego, Cal.
Bonnell. Robert J i l l i a m ASTR­ 4,1 Los an g e le s ,  Cal.
Bradbury, Romai'n AS TR 4 Spokane, '--'ash.
B radt, C harles  Howard J r . aSTR 4,1 Pasadena, Cal.
B r ig h t ,  Anthony w ill iam aSTR 4 Burbank, Cal.
Burke,-Sidney Pat aSTR 4 ,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
B u rk e tt ,  Charles F red e r ic k aSTR 4 ,1 Los a n g e le s ,  Cal.
B u r r is ,  Richard C harles aSTR 4,1 Van Nuys, Cal.
Burton, Lyle L. J r . aSTR 4 Los A n /e les ,  Cal.
Buttermore, "Jesley B. ASTR 4,1 San Diego, Cal.
Bynum, Robert F u lto n ASTR 4,1 San Diego, Cgl.
Campbell, Robert Colin ASTR 4 Los Angeles, Cal.
C a r r ic o , .F lo y d  C. ASTR 4 ,1 Sacramento, Cal.
Car r i l l o , G ilbe r t  o aSTR 4 ,1 San Diego, Cal.
Case, John R. ASTR 4 ,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
Casto, Clyde Robert ASTR 4 ,1 San Diego, Cal.
C atalano, A lfredo  Angelo ASTR
I—i San Diego, Cal.
Chapin, ■Jilliam Read ASTR 4 ,1 Los Angeles, C al ,
C ipparrone, Jack ASTR 4,1 San F ran c isco ,  Cal.
C lark , C l i f f o rd  Hughes aSTR 4 ,1 N. Hollywood, Cal.
Cohen, M ilton Sydney ASTR 4 ,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
Cole, V ic to r  James ASTR 4,1 Inglewood, Cal.
Conly, Robert Loven ASTR 4 ,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
Connolley, E a r l  L e s l ie aSTR 4,1 Redwood C ity ,  Cal.
C ort,  George A rthur ASTR 4 ,1 Sacraniento, Cal,
C ra ig , Edward Bradley ASTR 4,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
C ra in , Jack Donald ASTR 4 A rcadia , Cal.
Cramer, Ralph H.K. aSTR 4 ,1 S tock ton , Cal.
Cummings, Louis Duncan ASTR 4,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
D a ily , Robert A rthur ASTR 4 ,1 Moorpark, Cpl.
Davis, Elmer Thomas J r . aSTR 4,1 Hollywood, Cal.
Davis, Jack S tu a r t aSTR 4,1 Oakland, Cal.
Davis , R ile s  Eddie aSTR 4 ,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
Davis, ' J iH iam  .Gordon aSTR 4 ,1 Long Beach, Cal,
D e tar ,  Jayne A. aSTR 4 Canyon, Cal.
Dixon, Harold F ran k l in aSTR 4 ,1 Long Beach, Cal.
Dodds, Delmar Dean aSTR 4 ,1 San Leandro, Cal.
Dougherty, Joseph G il l ia m aSTR 4 ,1 Long Beach, Cal.
Dowell, C harles  H. aSTR 4 ,1 Modesto, Cal.
Downey,. John C harles aSTR 4 San Diego, Cal.
Draper, Wallace Monte ASTR 4 Inglewood, C al.
D r i s c o l l ,  H arlan ASTR 4 ,1 San Diego, Cal.
Duerksen, Leland Emerson aSTR 4 ,1 Huntington Park, Cal.
Dunbar, Norman Leon aSTR 4 1 Yakima, bash.
Edwards, George F ranc is aSTR 4 ,1 San Diego, Cal.
Eldridge, Luther Osgood aSTR 4 N. Hollywood, Cal.
E l l i o t t ,  Ronald Lee ASTR 4 ,1 San Jose , Cal.
Eubank , ■ /arion E lg i  e aSTR 4 ,1 San Diego, C?l .
Evans, Charles Bordoe J r . ASTR 4 1X ,  -L Elko, Kev.






F a v ra t ,  Vernon Louis 
Felling, -Tayne E.
Fink, Thomas Harold 
F ree land , Reese Lee J r .  
Fuqua, S ta n le y  Dean 
Gallagher, Thomas Bernard 
G a r t in ,  Robert G il l ia m  
G atche l, Richard Hugo 
Geib, B uell H a r l le  
Geyer, F ran c is  Herman 
G i l l ,  Paul Vincent 
Glaube r , Jo s e ph H.
Golumb, Bernard n e l v i l l e  
Goode, B uster
Goss, F red e r ic k  W iliam  J r .  
Gould, E v e re t t  Charles 




Hamilton, F re d e r ic  Bateman 
Hansen, Paul Jack 
Hardman, Arthur Daniel 
Hayes, John Edward 
Headon, Archie E.
Henderson, V ic to r  Paul 
Hopper, J e r r y  Gene 
H o rn e ll ,  Robert K elly  
Horton, James Douglas 
.Howard, E l l i s  Floyd 
Howell, Gorman Elwood 
Hoy, David Edvard 
Hughes, -ha lter F.
Hundley, Howard Dale 
Hunsicker, Donald Edward 
Hunt, Ronald L.
H urst, Robert Denny 
H urt, A rthur Ptax J r .
Irw in , Douglas 
Is a a c ,  Donald E.
Jackson, C harles  E lb e r t  
Jenk ins , A rthur Gordon 
Jen k in s ,  Joseph Richard 
Jen k in s ,  R ichard Gibson 
Johanson, ' f a l t e r  Irwin 
Jones, 'h a l t e r  Robert 
K ess le r ,  W ilbur Keith 
Keyes, W iliam  Thomas
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
hSTR 4 , 1
aST'R 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ri-ib IR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
ASTR 4
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
San Mateo, Cal.
Del Paso, Cal .  
Beverly  H i l l s ,  Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Amity, Ore.
San F ran c isco ,  Cal. 
W h i t t i e r ,  Cal, 
Redwood C ity ,  Cal. 
South Gate, Cal.
F a l l  Brook, Cal. 
Berkeley, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San F ran c isco ,  Cal. 
Rupert, Idaho 
Carmel, Cal.
San F ran c isco ,  Cal. 
Redwood C ity , Cal.
San Bernard ino , Cal. 
Huntington Park, Cal. 
San Diego, Cal. 
Inglewood, Cal.
Palo A lto , Cal. 
Seattle, Wash.
San Diego, Cal. 
W h i t t ie r ,  Cal.
Long Beach, Cal. 
V entura , Cal,
R e t s i l ,  Wash.
Oxnard, Cal.
Los Angeles, C a l - - 
Oakland, Cal. 
Inglewood, Cal.
Daly C ity ,  Cal. 
W h i t t i e r ,  Cal.
San ^ iego , Cal. 
G lendale , Cal. 
Sacramento, Cal.




Santa Barbara, Cal- 
S a l t  Lake Cxty, bTtah  
S ie r r a  undue, C.al, 
Ldmita Part:, Gal. 
Seattle, Jash,






Kinman, Orr LaMar 
Laybourn, Melvin Kay 
Leach, Roy Wilbur 
Levy, Joseph 
Lewis s W illiam  James 
L iv e rn o is ,  Tom Robert 
Lober, Robert Marcus 
Lowney, Thomas F ranc is  J r .  
Lundquist, Elon H. 
KcChesney, Robert Eugene 
McCoard, Donald James 
McGuinn, David L arry  
McHenry, Vincent Gene 
McLean, George Dearborn J r .  
M artin , G il l iam  George J r .  
Maxwell, igyron C l i f to n  
Maye-s, James E l l i s  
Meade, S y lv e s te r  Burton 
Meek, Homer Lynn 
M ichaels, P h i l ip  E.
M il le r ,  Duane Hazen 
Moody, Malcolm S c o tt  
Moore, Robert James 
Moore, G il l iam  Elmer 
M orrison, John Alan 
M ueller, Richard Pathe 
Murphy, Richard A llen 
Myles, P h i l ip  S t .  John 
Nash, Gene T.
Newton, Robert Lawrence 
N icho ls ,  Sherman E l l i o t t  J r .  
O 'D e ll ,  V i r o i l  Lloyd J r .  
Ogden, Joe U, J r .
O v ia t t ,  wipixam Robert 
Owens, A rthur Ralph 
Owens, Harold Bruce 
Pence, Mark Lewis 
Phelan, James Lawrence 
P h i l l i p s ,  Jack: LawrenceS 
Powers, Jack Leonard 
P r ic e ,  Edward Burton J r .  
P r ic e ,  -Gilliam Howard 
Purdy, Laurence Henry 
Py le , Donald Owen 
Randolph, -Jade Lee 
R a t ty ,  Donald Kenneth 
Reed, Lawrence Kent 
R eedall,  mark 
Regan, U i l l ia m  S. J r ,
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR A- 1
ASTR 4
aSTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4
aSTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4
aSTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
a STR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR , 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4 , 1
ASTR 4
aSTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
.aSTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1
aSTR 4 , 1




S a l t  Lake C ity ,U tah  
Los Angeles, Cal,
Sac rament o , Cal.
San Leandro, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Anselmo, Cal. 
S e a t t l e ,  Gash.
Van Nuys, Cal. 
Bremerton, 'ash. 
Hanford, -Nash.
Los a n g e le s ,  Cal. 
Long Beach, Cal. 
McCloud, Cal.
S e a t t l e ,  dash.
Long Beach, Cal. 
D illon
Redondo Beach, Cal. 
San Jose , Cal.
G ilro y , Cal,
Modesto, Cal. 
Mountain View, Cal. 
G lendale , Cal.
Long Beach, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal, 
G lendale , Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Huntington Park, Cal. 





San Pedro, Cal. 
S e a t t l e ,  Mash. 
S e a t t l e ,  Mash.




Santa Barbara, Cal. 
San Diego, Cal.
San Jo se ,  Cal. 
Richmond, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.








Rice, Donald Vern aSTR 4 ,1 Santa Barbara, Cal.
Rickli, Dorman E a r l aSTR 4 ,1 Berkeley, Cal
Rimmer, John Richard xiSTR 4 Los An e l e s ,  Cal.
R i t t e r ,  Sam J r . aSTR 4 ,1 San Diego, Cal.
Robertson, Durward L. J r . xiS TR 4,1 A rcadia , Ceil.
Roof, Wilfred m orris ASTR 4 ,1 South Gate, Cal.
Rose, Donald Jayne aSTR 4 ,1 S a l t  Lake C ity ,U tah
Rosenberg, Jay S ta n le v aSTR 4 ,1 Los a n g e le s ,  Cal.
Rowlan, John Kirby aSTR 4 ,1 Del Paso H ts„ , Cal.
S a la s ,  Robert Joseph aSTR 4 ,1 Los an g e le s ,  Cal.
Sanders, E rnes t  F red e r ick  J r , ASTR 4,1 M ill V alley , Cal .
S c h a c b t i l i ,  Randall James ASTR 4 Sacramento, Cal.
S c h a e f fe r ,  W illiam  Donald aSTR 4 ,1 San Dimas, Cal.
Schneider, Raymond Fredrick J r . ASTR 4,1 V a l le jo ,  Cal.
S c o t t ,  W illiam  Gardner ASTR 4 Long Beach, Cal.
Seiden , ’ Wiliam ASTR 4,1 N. .'Hollywood, Cal.
S e l f ,  Noble Gaston J r . aSTR 4 Los Angeles, Cal.
S h a ffn e r ,  John DD ASTR 4,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
Skoog, Ronald Oliver ASTR 4,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
Skow, Lyman Harvey aSTR 4 ,1 S e a t t l e ,  ’'/ash.
Skube, Noel Cameron ASTR 4 ,1 S e a t t l e ,  Wash.
Smit, Roland Jray ASTR 4,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
Smith, John Harold ASTR 4 S. Pasadena, Cal.
Smith, S tan le y  Wheeler aSTR ' 4 Los Angeles, Cal.
Somers, Richard James ASTR 4 Alhambra, C a l .
Spencer, Harold LeRoy aSTR 4,1 Hoquiam, Wash.
S ta s tn e 'y  Joe Frank aSTR 4 ,1 Sac rame n to , Cal.
S te ry e r ,  EcRvard E. 
S t o t t ,  R ichard Lavon
,05 TR 4 ,1 Compton, Cal. 
R i v e r s i d e , ‘Cal,ASTR 4,1
S to u t ,  Claude R. aSTR 4 ,1 San F ran c isco ,  Cal.
St r a m ,  John Paul aSTR 4,1 Redondo Beach, Cal.
Sturgeon, Arnold Leroy aSTR 4,1 H il ls b o ro ,  111.
Tatosky, .-.rthur Edward aSTR 4 ,1 Hawthorne, C d .  
Oakland, Cal.Thomsen^ Henry Fredrick ASTR 4,1
Thomsen, Robert Lee aSTR 4,1 S e a t t l e ,  lash.
Thomsen, Roy aSTR 4 ,1 •fhittier, Cal.
Tomlin, William Claude aSTR 4 ,1 Spokane, Agsh.
Torres, Eugene m r s h a l l aSTR 4,1 P a c i f ic  P a l isa d es ,C a l
Troxl'er, R u sse ll  C la i r ASTR 4 ,1 Los a n g e le s ,  Cal.
Uilman, ...ilton n lv in a STR 4 Seattle, Wash.
Vaughn, Robert W alter aSTR 4 ,1 W. Los Angeles, Cal.
V incent, Lee Joseph ASTR 4 ,1 Los a n g e le s ,  Cal.
W alte rs ,  Howard Corey J r . aSTR 4 ,1 Missoula
W alters , Roy A lvin AoTR 4 ,1 Los Angeles, Cal.
Warren, J e r r y  William aSTR ,  4 ,1 Azusa, Cal.
Warriner, L e s te r  L. ASTR 4,1 Grandvi ew, W?. s h »
Watkins, F o r re s t  Lee ASTR 4 Selma, Cal.





danc e Re sidence
Watson, Raymond L e s l ie  
Weirather, Hal Edward
W ells, Lloyd ?.Q J r .  
Wheeler, Harry Eduard 
W illiam s, Jack Lee 
Winham, Roger W illiam 
W it te r ,  Edwin Damon J r .  
Wolfe, Gerald 
Wolford, Ronald Eugene 
Woods, Gary Eugene 
York, Edgar Perry  
Zaelke, Arnold Edward
ASTR 4 ,1  Oakland, Cal.
ASTR 4 ,1  F l a g s t a f f ,  A riz .
a-STR 4 ,1  Long Beanh, C al,
aSTR 4 ,1  San Diego, Cal.
aSTR 4 ,1  Van Nuys, Cal.
ASTR 4 ,1  Sacramento, Cal.
aSTR 4 ,1  Sacramento, Cal.
ASTR 4 ,1  San Dimas, Cal.
ASTR 4 ,1  C am arillo , Cal.
ASTR 4 ,1  Milwaukie, Ore.
ASTR 4 Wasco, Cal.
ASTR 4 ,1  Huntington Park, Cal.
STAFF CS&SGiS FA ^  EFFECT JIJU 1, 1344 » M U  1£ _ y
Bfesigamtloas and IerBila.atlona of Contracts*
lata® Position Date of Effect
Bradley, Instructor, Home Economies Jim© /•- 194 SBraden, .Br.-'-5- e r . Kindergarten Tec ©her time so# 1946Bex- Be*- ' t» Inst motor, Hone Economics „ pr<© SCA 1948Brer. a , i '. vri S, Instructor, Military Science Fo- * is. 1946lg.. mt, Hltly Library O&taloger Mo j» #>} f.v 1944
Ferro, Mary Xnstrvc -or, Businoes A Ministration June tA'l  ̂ } " 'idFoster, Sfe.beI Instr M  n% Ifetbematica-lxtensi<m
and ‘ j1 *.© Service
-̂U|o * 31, 0.44
V  i -4 0 Edrun£ last rv ct or , Law June SO, 1945
Fc* as IVcrthy H* H a ll  D ire c t  os5 Feb, fj ̂  '1945Cl-ora©'% Ira G» lew H all  S o c ia l  D lroo^ 'e Jure so , IM S
G-r 4 , I ui.-,aha Instructor, Busin.es© A . x< ; strati on Aug, 1944
I b c ’j'joM *  Buth M* Grad*. Assistant, A?, -. I u wtioa .Mbs 30, 1946
la hooert Professor, Military Science Jar® 16 8 1946
, Hun© If* Assistant, Physical Education Psb» 26s 1946
5.x-/ oi« derorie Aosifctaao Profess  o r ,  Pharmacy Aug, SI, 1944
Sraga Edmrd A s s is ta n t  P ro fe s s o r ,  Education June 30, 1946..
M ar tin ,  Eaby E„ la s  t r a c t  or * S pan ish A«g» 31, 1944
“ ’ Dt. Mari© I n s t r u c t o r ,  Hare Economics Jan# 19, 1945
■ 5 M \; , Dorothy Ba s t r u c tor, Physical Education Aug® 1044
m - J e r r l e  Y* Bead T eacher, Bursary M June .50, lA o
t ' • d, Grant Assistant Profess orA Bug! Mr «Fime ¥ lif.G
livw.i ./ I:. X” a t. B all  D ire c to r Aug# 61, 19M
’̂•’1 ©I* M e m  B, Sorbin  H all S e c i a l■Director Jstie 30. ift;
r .volt, Georgia. Instructor, Borne Bo on cedes Aug,, 31,, XJi-1
Slioup* M itt  i s  I*, l o r t h  H a l l  S o c ia l  D ire c to r Jtiaa 30, 1945
Sm ith , Charles A. "o’ , t, M il i ta r y  Science Jar* 2 1 , 1045
S c re e ,  Helen o', t ©or, Bays l e a l  Education Aug* Si, 1944
> C* G"-5 ,  Dorothy 1 - , r . , * s English. Aug* 31, 1944
t a s ,  Jams© ¥® 1  c“ i* r ,  ¥  cess A d ia in is t ra t ian tune 50*. 1846
loueii., Bca&ld ~£ * 4 z C  1st ■June 0 0 , 1S46
?ii m 'm s a ,  Carl . e - cry Science Jan.# Id, 1945
P> t *CL -V * H. j. Professor Emeritus of Mathematics pi ly pit ̂ "8* >'• u 1944
Death
Ha se l l  cr# H o m ri  y,„ Instructor, Journalism 5a „ 4, 194S
S t  on®, £ "'•Bar L* 
Appointmentst










Septemc er” 1, 1944 
February 1, 1S46
STAFF CS&SGiS FA ^  EFFECT JIJU 1, 1344 » M U  1£ _ y
Bfesigamtloas and IerBila.atlona of Contracts*
lata® Position Date of Effect
Bradley, Instructor, Home Economies Jim© /•- 194 SBraden, .Br.-'-5- e r . Kindergarten Tec ©her time so# 1946Bex- Be*- ' t» Inst motor, Hone Economics „ pr<© SCA 1948Brer. a , i '. vri S, Instructor, Military Science Fo- * is. 1946lg.. mt, Hltly Library O&taloger Mo j» #>} f.v 1944
Ferro, Mary Xnstrvc -or, Businoes A Ministration June tA'l  ̂ } " 'idFoster, Sfe.beI Instr M  n% Ifetbematica-lxtensi<m
and ‘ j1 *.© Service
-̂U|o * 31, 0.44
V  i -4 0 Edrun£ last rv ct or , Law June SO, 1945
Fc* as IVcrthy H* Hall Direct os5 Feb, fj ̂ '1945Cl-ora©'% Ira G» lew Hall Social Dlroo^'e Jure so, I M S
G-r 4 , I ui.-,aha Instructor, Busin.es© A . x< ;strati on Aug, 1944
I b c ’j'joM *  Buth M* Grad*. Assistant, A?, -. I u wtioa .Mbs 30, 1946
la hooert Professor, Military Science Jar® 16 8 1946
, Hun© If* Assistant, Physical Education Psb» 26s 1946
5.x-/ oi« derorie Aosifctaao Profess or, Pharmacy Aug, SI, 1944
Sraga Edmrd Assistant Professor, Education June 30, 1946..
Martin, Eaby E„ las tract or * S panish A«g» 31, 1944
“ ’Dt. Mari© Instructor, Hare Economics Jan# 19, 1945
■5M\; , Dorothy Ba structor, Physical Education Aug® 1044
m  - Jerrle Y* Bead Teacher, Bursary M June .50, l A o
t ' • d, Grant Assistant Profess orA Bug! Mr «Fime ¥ lif.G
livw.i ./ I:. X” a t. Ball Director Aug# 61, 1 9 M
’̂•’1 ©I* M e m  B, Sorbin Hall Secial■Director Jstie 30. ift;
r .volt, Georgia. Instructor, Borne Bo on cedes Aug,, 31,, XJi-1
Slioup* Mitt is I*, lorth Hall Social Director Jtiaa 30, 1945
Smith, Charles A. "o’ , t, Military Science Jar* 21, 1045
Scree, Helen o', t ©or, Bays leal Education Aug* Si, 1944
> C* G"-5 , Dorothy 1 - ,r . , * s English. Aug* 31, 1944
t a s ,  Jams© ¥® 1 c“ i* r, ¥  cess Adiainistratian tune 50*. 1846
loueii., Bca&ld ~£ * 4 z C  1st ■June 00, 1S46
?ii m'msa, Carl . e - cry Science Jan.# Id, 1945
P> t *CL -V * H. j. Professor Emeritus of Mathematics pi ly pit ̂ "8* >'• u 1944
Death
Ha sell cr# H o m r i  y,„ Instructor, Journalism 5a „ 4, 194S
St on®, £ "'•Bar L* 
Appointmentst















Bearer, Helen I® 
Ferro, Mary
Flint, Blaine 1* 
"fritz, Edmund 
Cordon, Ina c« 
Greenfield, Suth S, 
F»- r- C, Edward 
" f , *rjoris 
Jol n& 5 Jane W, 
t  1e, Merett G®
1 W ows, 3EMul 
f Mty, Ernest' 0, 
Moore, John 
Pat on, Bernice
Posit i oo i Da*,® Effect
IMllips, Paul C» 
UBimel, Tara S®
Mil cup , llihtie L, 
Sorenson, Thorn 
Yousll, Donald 
Tialdon, Curtis H a 
=M Po ra in s  , Jo s o le  V * 
111® LeaYes of Absenceg
Serf
S -® u 
Get
Instructor, Horn© Economies 
Instructor, Business;Administration 
Library Assistant_(instructor)
Instructor, Law (fart time)
Social Director, Sew Hall
1st.-lust, Rays® Education 
Instructor, English'
Residence Hall .Oii-eetor 
Assize ~s Physical Education 
Inst? :ot. or, Business Administrat ion 
& Research Associate, Business Office 
Asst• Professor, Sociology (Bart time)S©pt«>:mbar 1, 1944 
President July 1, 1844
Instructor, English 
Catalog®? and Assistant Professor,
Library Economy
Professor, History & Political Scis 
Social Director3 8orbin Ball 




-"Had '-'.n,'.'-.oher, diix'scry dadoed
fflder 1, 1944 
-■her t$ 1944 
sr 1, 1944 
"1 <* r 1, 1944 
September 1, 1944
3 e ¥ C P * r 1, 1944
Septa her la 1944 
Sc, I: s- 22, 1944
Sep- qi Ltr 27, 1044 
Sepbe ’dor I, 1944
September 1, 1944 
March 18, 1945
September 1, 1944 
September 1, 1944
September 1, 1944 
Sr’ «s ber 1, 1944 
Sente 1 er 1, 1944 
Sfcr. e'ber 1, 1944
September 1, ISai
lain© Hank tab® offEffect
Adams, Harry P, 
Barkley# free. A® 
Clague, Betty 




Ephron, Marguerite B« 
Fessenden, Bouglae
Fiedler, Leslie 
Ford, James L* C*
Fox, Guy
Hardy, Charles I» 
Hesdorffer, Meredith B«
ikthum&y, bomber L#
Assoc, Professor, Physical Educ.
Instructor, Bctory
Asst* c;r.feesor, Physical Educ„
As-isMM Professor, law
Pr c. >. e 5 ; r* , {J© ol egy
Ass * }• ter4. Driversity Htysieiam,
Assistant Professor, Journalism
Xnstr., Iat in & Humanities 
Professor, Fhysical Education and
Director, Intercollegiate Athletics
Instructor, English
Dean & Professor, Journalism
Instructor, Political Science
Asst» Professor, Journalism 
Director, Health Sendee and
Ass00iat® Professor, Public Health
September 
t'opi" c ' rr
"cr 
1 e?r
e y e 1’ or 
Ss.iei -,ex 











September 1, 1044 
January 1, 1945 
September 1, 1944 
September 1, 1944 
September 1, 1944
^  sa pp 0 zuitiasxi t s
Leaves of Absence (continued)
fame Rank Bats c set
Housaan, Robert h »
l o r n ,  Til G.
McGinnis, Ralph. Y* 
li'csfieldj Michael
Mas or. , David P» 
O’Dell, Dorothy Ps 
Poro. L'nlter L* 
Phillips, Paul ?6* 
Eonh-OT&e, Andreas
Sc.ppenfi«ld, B 4 E®
Schluster* Rudolph 44 
lioa B *
f a s s i i a r y  Harold 
Turns;.*, A® P, L«
Lurrey¥digh# Harry 
Hoc fit.. Rudolph 
YMnniis* George
Professors JciaKialisa 
Dear L Professor, Business A fefaw 
(autns;?}. quarter)
Assistant it'-ofessor, Bjpceoh 
Assistant Professor, History arid 
Political Science 
Professor./ taw 
Acquis it ions Mbrarxon 
Professor, ’law
Profoseor, History A Pol. Science 
Assoorate Professor, History and 
Political Science 
Ir.or» s Psychology 
■> r< a n- Professor, Herat&n 
Diiecvo* # Residence Halls and 
Professor, Horn® Bsonomics 
Assistant Professor, Sociology 
Associate Professor, Soon smiles 
Professor, Anthropology and Soo» 
Instructor, Music 
Associate Professor, Fine Arts
SeptesiDsr x 9 1944 
September ls 1944
September X, 1944 
September 1, 1944
September 1# 1344
Ssptyxabsf 1, 1344 
M y  Boer 1, 1944 
P 1,' 1944
S e y >j tnih e r 1, 194-4
September 1, 1944 
Sspfssiber 16 1944 
July 1, 1944
September 1$ '.944 
September 1, 1944 
SepceHbor 1* 1944 
Gepbeufcer 1, 1944 
September DU 1944
Sabbatical Leaves t 
Lella Clarence ?4 Assistant Professor, Masie September 1, 1944




v «.... le 3 Cat her in©
Trh::±ef Ms Ca therin©
Eo'iH
Assistaarc Professor, -Journalism to Associate Professor 
Associate Professor, Military Seieno© to riofessor 
Lsoturor, Sociology to Lecturer, Sociology and 
Counsellor
Assistant Professor & Reference Librarian «o 











Sg* 2 1 *34* 31* «S42* 34* «®87 8 il.155“ M 2** 41
I 94S«*44* Six. p-Bofessorg on leave w  .3 n ■' ay * Deisa, Fessenden,
Sous .a- 0 Lt"o# Has-. 0 o~■ h p—Hig&
On© pro; o ' o n  leave tsnil pa, - Atkinson (spring q«*arfe©r)
Pi"/© S,S60G'ifelt*© p ro f ‘6SS;>r to OS, 1©S.V© w tc n o u t  pSy * Ad&uiS ,
Bahlberg, Beedorffer, Eonhovde, Turner
Two associate professors os. IfisivB wxhn pay “* is??X2 \a©rci;2ao. 
quarter), Yph&ntis 
Eight assistant professors on leave without pay ~ C M  >p Goad, 
Dugan, Ha;dcr (part of year), McGinnis (part- of ~9xr), 
Mansfield, Sfrllueter, T&scher 
(Me fissi f-rha,nt professor on leave with pay ~ I 
Bight :' v.v*/ t f i - t i pay * Barkley, ? 1©, Fiedler,
rw.9 P 3j M  a yjf 4 { , * r), (part of year),
Sappenl leld, ( o* , y © < » . . < ,  j„ * d*
1944=45* pea professors on leave w , ysy * Beiss, Fessenden,
   ford (winter (opra" >> v: 'rer with pay)., Houema,
Line (&utman qvu-~.>:r), 'ason, Pope, Turney-Hi#, Phillips 
(beginning Lee© Vsa 1 J, fcra* Sv an 4 ©a
Five associate ,_0 ’©©sors on. leave w ntv’o. pay ** Adatss,
Hesdoifffer, E. :vie, Turner, TMeursis 
line arc*so&nt picftsjors on leave wro .«■' pay » Cla Goad,
D a, Hard,,, Balhamy, McGisrds, fctifield, Schlue'-
fos>"*’'as*
Ob© ’ 3 ?, ’*, i wv> • on let '-j with pay * Bell 
Bight !n 0 le. © wi ,«c ■j- I W  ** Barkley, Buffalo,
E r-., Fiedler, Fox* onie^l, Sappenfield, Weadt
Essideae© Mils social directors included with assistants| _«aeritu$ group
not included! 10S0 and. Affiliated School of lisligion included.
0 * Decrease from last year due to fewer people on part time.
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August 2, 1945
To Members of the Faculty:
The thought occurred to me that you might like to 
examine the annual report I have just ma.de to the State Board 
of Education. Ac.oordingly, I am sending you a copy*




MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Missoula
July 31, 1945
PRESIDENT f S REPORT 
To the State Board of Education:
Since this is my last annual report and since the four years I have spent 
in the University of Montana have all been under wartime conditions, X have j-̂ 1̂  
justified in making this annual report to some extent a review of the past four^ 
years of wartime history for Montana State University, aith the advent of Pearx 
Harbor these wartime conditions made their impact upon the University at a very 
inopportune time. Years of depression in Montana had severely reduced the 
operating budget of the University. Administrative difficulties and unfortunate 
developments had militated against public confidence in the University?s program. 
!hile other comparable institutions in the country wero gaining in. registration, 
Montana State University dropped from a total enrollment of 2,256 in ly36-37 to 
one of 1,618 in 1941-42. Practically all of this reduction occurred before Pearl 
Harbor. The reduced registration depleted income from fees and adversely afiect-ed 
many aspects of the University1s program.
Montana State University has had a long history of financial troubles. In 
1929-30 Montana State University received $363,578*37 from the millage tax. In 
this year the University enrolled 1,589 students. By 1936—37 tne student body 
had risen to 2,256 but the appropriation from the millage fund had fallen to 
1249,485.39, Even for the school year 1941-42 the millage appropriation was only 
$319,436.01. It takes little elaboration to Indicate the handicap of so limited 
a level of financial support. Briefly, however, It can be pointed out that during 
the ten-year period preceding the present war the physical plant, deteriorated from 
lack of upkeep, and the morale of the faculty and students suffered because of 
the distressing conditions 'under which the work had to be carried on.
At this point I wish to pay tribute to the devotion and loyalty of the faculty 
of Montana State University, I know of no state university which has carried on 
in the last two decades under as serious difficulties, yet the devotion of the 
faculty to the young people of Montana and to the welfare of the state has not 
wavered. In spite of the difficulties under which the faculty has labored, the 
educational product has been far better than the state had a right to expect.
Financing the University
The critical character of the financial problem confronting the University 
in the fall of 1941 seemed to call for vigorous action on the part of the adminis­
tration of the University and the State Board of Education. Accordingly, every 
opportunity was taken to present the facts to the public concerning the lack of 
support enjoyed by the University* When the time arrived for the 1943 session 
of the Legislature, however, it was difficult to secure the fullest attention to 
the financial plight of the University because of the greatly reduced registration 
and because of the urgency of other wartime concerns. While the 1943 Legislature
did increase the appropriation from the millage fund' slightly, it was necessary 
to reduce the estimate of return from fees from $155,000 to approximately $9 7,000. 
This brought about a drastic reduction in the operating budget of the University* 
For the second year of the biennium the appropriation from millage was somewhat 
larger, but with the reduced foe income the total income of the University 'was 
still lower than it was in 1941-42.
In the cldsing days of the 1943 legislative session Army educational programs 
came to the campus. The war training programs began March 1, 1943, and continued
in one form or another until January 7, 1945. These programs not only made a
contribution to the war effort, but they proved a lifesavor to University finances# 
In fact, had it not been for these programs it would have been necessary to dismiss 
at least 15 faculty members in the fall of 1943 because of lack of funds. With 
the Army program on the campus, those faculty members undertook Army teaching and 
wore retained as members of the staff of the University for service in the postwar 
period, The Army also bore what it judged to be its just share of the physical 
plant operating expenses of tho University. The housing and feeding of the 
trainees made it possible for the residence halls to maintain a position of solvency 
with regard to outstanding bond obligations. Army use of the Student Union 
Building helped the Student Union to maintain its financial position. The 
operating budget of the University for the school year 1943-44 was $742,049.77.
For 1944-45 it was $616,397.68. In both of the two years of tho biennium the 
regular appropriations to the University were enhanced by receipts from Army funds 
to make up these total operating budgets.
The requests to the 1945 Legislature 'were prepared during the summer and fail ■ 
of 1944. Their preparation followed a greatly different plan from that utilized
in previous years. Ordinarily, the presidents of the six units meeting in the
Executive Council had estimated the returns from the millage tax and divided the 
returns as best they could among the various institutions and made their requests 
of the Legislature correspond with the available income. An obvious defect of 
this policy is that the Legislature can never bo informed of the actual needs of 
tho University because the requests are based, not upon the needs of the insti­
tution, but upon the amount of available funds. In the preparation of the 1945 
budgets a different policy was followed. Each president asked his deans and 
department heads to prepare their estimates based upon conservative estimates of 
tho needs of the department. The president assembled those requests, and Miss 
Dorothy Green as Executive Secretary of the University of Montana compiled the 
requests of the various institutions into a single budget for the University 
•system. The State Board of Education was sympathetic to this policy and assisted 
through the appointment of a special committee which reviewed the budgets in 
detail. When the requests were finally presented to the Legislature they exceeded 
the probable income for the biennium by more than a million dollars.
It had been hoped by the Executive Council that the Legislature would see fit' 
to appropriate these additional funds from the general fund of the state. Instead, 
however, the Legislature made its appropriations from general funds subject to the 
Income from fees, thereby keeping the University from sharing at all in the state 
general fund. The Legislature did, however, recognize the needs of the University 
and appropriated more than $900,000 from an accumulated balance of approximately 
one million dollars in the millage fund for current expenses for the University 
system for the biennium. For Montana State University the request for the biennium
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was $1, 516,651, and tho appropriation actually made totalled $>1,355,791, a-s com— 
pared to $977,358 for the preceding biennium. In view of tho substantial 
character of the increases in appropriations by the 1945 Legislature to Montana
State University, it is somewhat distressing to be forced to point out that tne 
University financial problem is at least as serious as it was four years |go.^ A 
comparison of the msjor items xn the budget for the school year 19ul“42 wish ohm 
corresponding items for the school year 1945—46 makes this fact clear, Tne incieasu 
in appropriations has barely covered tho increased senary rates which wax time 
conditions have forced upon the University. In the educational system the amount 
included for salaries in the 1945-46 budget will actually supply a smaller •faculty 
at tho current rates than the amount included in the 1941-42 budget supplied at 
the rates which then existed. In 1940—41 with a teaching laculty of 94 the b u d g e t 
for salaries was $296,124, In 1945-46 with only 80 teaching faculty members the 
salary budget is $385*005. As far as the physical plant is concerned, increased 
costs of supplies and. greatly increased rates of pay have absorbed tho entire 
increase from 1941 to 1945 and loft nothing for improved maintenance of the physical 
plant. I can summarize by pointing out that substantial as tho increases^in 
appropriations have been they have not kept pace fully "with tho increase in costs 
during the corresponding period, and tho University Is therefore in as precarious 
a position financially as It was before Pearl Harbor.
A forward look makes the financial picture for the University even darker.
The return of veterans from overseas service and tho return of a normal student 
body to the campus will no doubt give Montana. State University the largest 
enrollment in its history. As matters now stand, it will have to teach these 
students with a smallor faculty in proportion to student body than it has had 
for many years, An overloaded faculty is one of the surest ways to reduce 
educational efficiency. On a nationwide basis the costs of education are mounting. 
Salaries are rising, and the costs of all supplies and materials are growing con­
stantly higher. The years to come, therefore, will find higher and nor lower 
costs facing the University.
The problem of sources of funds for higher education in Montana continues to 
be serious. The present return from the 3g millage tax supplies only a little 
more than half of the amount of money needed to maintain the University system on 
its present level of operation. If the level of operation wore raised to that^ of 
comparable institutions in other states and if a quality program ware to be main­
tained, the millage tax at its present rate and return would produce barely halt 
of the needed revenue for the University system. Appropriations by the last Legis­
lature have taken most' of the accumulated balance in the millage fund. Probably 
tho balance in this fund will not exceed $300,000 at the time the 1947 Legislature 
assembles. Requests from the University system at that time will probably exceed 
those for the last biennium by at least a half a million dollars. From wnap source 
are the additional funds to be secured? The answer is not an easy one,^ Various 
kinds of new taxes are being proposed, no one of them wholly in favor with all of 
tho important economic groups in tho state. Some have -proposed a cioubxing of the 
rate of the 3g mill tax'to 7 mills. Since such an increase must be voted upon by 
the people, it is problematical whether or not it would be approved.
The plain fact is that Montana has established and is trying to maintain, a 
system of higher education which is beyond the capacity of the state^ to support
unless it wishes to exert itself for such support beyond the levels in other 
comparable states. This condition lends emphasis to the program carried, on by
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tho State Board of Education in the past two or three years seeking a reorgani­
zation and unification of the University system for more economical and more 
efficient operation. Attention will bo given to this problem later in the present
report*
House Bill 10
The 1945 Legislature changed the conditions of appropriations in connection 
with the state general fund from those which operated in tho budget provided by 
the 1943 Legislature, Under the former practice all fees collected by the 
University were deposited in the state; general fund, and the Legislature appro­
priated. a flat sum as an offset for fees, fJhile this plan caused a lack of 
flexibility in the University1s budget in cases of rapidly rising student bodies, 
it did have a marked advantage in giving the University a stable and predictable 
income. Under the terms, however, of the 1945 appropriation bill the University 
will receive only as much income from the general fund as it collects in student 
fees and no more than the ceiling figure named in the appropriation bill. If xn 
either of the two years of the biennium more than $110,000 is collected, this 
excess will not be available to the University. Since the amount to be collected 
in student fees is uncertain, there is almost no way for the University to plan 
its budgetary operations.
Generally speaking, thoro are two ways of managing university finances. One 
is to carry a balance large enough to protect the institution in emergencies,
Tho other is to follow the plan that has been in operation in Montana, namely, 
the appropriation of a flat sum covering foes. In this case the state guarantees 
the operation of the institution and makes it possible to do sound educational 
planning. In Montana it is not feasible to carry a balance, because all balances 
so carried revert to the state treasury at the end of the biennium, The Univer­
sity system is thus in a most difficult position as a result of the provisions 
of the 1945 appropriation bill,
The plan of financial operation that has been in effect in Montana (covered 
by tho legislative measure known as House Bill 10) has been the subject of a 
great deal of criticism. In spite of its defects when applied to certain aspects 
of the University's program, it has had considerable merit* Any advantages, 
however, which it has carried for the University have been destroyed by the action 
of the 1945 Legislature. We now have all tho disadvantages of House Bill 10 and 
none of the advantages that were held out to the various state institutions when 
the measure was adopted. The 1947 Legislature should either repeal House Bill 10 
entirely as it applies to the University system or return to tho former practice 
of making flat appropriations as offsets for fees. If the Legislature removes the 
University from the rules of House Bill 10, it should enable the University to 
handle its funds on a trust fund basis, making it possible to carry funds over 
from one biennium to the other. Either the University must be in position to 
carry a balance to protect it in case of emergencies or it must have an income the 
amount of which can be predicted.
Organization of Higher Education in Montana
In the last three or four years the State Board of Education has given a 
great deal of attention to problems related to the organization of higher educa­
tion in Montana, In December of 1943 it appointed a commission of 19 representa­
tive citizens and entrusted this commission with the responsibility of studying 
tho system of higher education and making recommendations with regard to its 
organization and administration. The commission reported in June of 1944 and 
recommended a clarification of the powers of the State Board of Education, a 
unification of the educational Institutions as to educational program and budget, 
and in a general way indicated the importance of eliminating overlapping of effort* 
The Board of Education approved the recommendations in a general way, and under 
its direction legislation was prepared translating the recommendations of the 
commission into statutes and a Constitutional amendment. In dealing with the 
problem of overlapping the State Board of Education prepared a statement of policy 
which sought to concentrate the preparation of elementary school teachers in the 
college at Dillon, to convert the colleges in Billings and Havre into junior 
colleges and preparatory institutions, It was the Board* s hope that the program 
could then be developed in tho various institutions on a functional basis with as 
little overlapping of effort as possible. Local interests, however, defeated 
nearly all of these proposals, and although the Legislature did pass House Bill 214, 
the principal legislative measure which had been introduced by the Board of 
Education, it removed the most important section of the Bill, namely, that which 
gave the Board of Education tho power to transfer funds from- the budget of one 
institution to that of another. House Bill 214 does provide, however, that the 
State Board of Education must appoint an executive officer. This provision 
probably stabilizes the position of the chancellor or executive officer.
After three decades of controversy and discussion tho problem of organizing 
higher education in Montana thus still remains acute. Common sense thinking on 
the part of most Informed citizens of the state leads to a recognition of the 
soundness of the proposals made in the last Legislature by tho Board of Education, 
Localism in the various towns in which the units of the. University system are 
located is, however, so strong that it seems to preclude an open—minded considera­
tion of the most obvious facts. In the meantime the State College at Bozeman is 
on the way to becoming a full-fledged comprehensive university^ the Normal School 
in Billings will continue to be a teacher education institution and in addition 
broaden its program to include junior college coursesj and both the State College 
in Bozeman and Northern Montana College at Havre are developing programs in the 
field of industrial arts® The education of secondary school teachers is divided 
between the State College at Bozeman and the State University at Missoula, and 
with this division of forces neither school is likely to develop a strong program* 
Meanwhile, also, educational costs are mounting in all the units of the University, 
and no one knows how enough money can be secured to establish quality programs 
for Montana* s young people*
The most discouraging feature of the entire situation is the utter refusal of 
the partisans of the individual units of the University system to face the facts
in regard to the organization and cost of higher education in Montana, Certainly 
it must be clear to any well—informed person that if Montana with a population of 
perhaps 450>000 people attempts to do everything in the field of higher education 
and duplicate efforts in the various centers, it is certain to fail to develop
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educational programs of quality and effectiveness. The state; is not large enough 
to support even one college for the preparation of elementary school teachers, yet 
three are being maintained* In the long run it is tho young people of Montana who 
must suffer for the selfishness and local partisanship of educational leaders and 
their supporters*
Faculty
Problems of the teaching staff in a small state university are nearly always 
serious. Low salary schedules make it difficult to obtain outstanding staff 
members. When they are obtained they are usually quickly attracted away to other 
institutions by larger salaries and improved working conditions. This process 
has been going on in the? case of Montana State University ever since its estab­
lishment 50 years ago. Were it possible to assemble the staff members who have 
served at Montana State University we would no doubt hove one of the most dis­
tinguished faculties in the entire nation. For one reason or another, however, 
many outstanding people have remained in Montana, chiefly because of the love of 
their work or because of their enjoyment of Montana5s glorious scenic and climatic 
advantages. Nevertheless, the University found itself in 1941 with urgent need 
for increased strength in many schools, departments and instructional areas. In 
the past fow years a considerable number of outstanding young men and women have 
joined the faculty. With tho return of peacetime conditions many outstanding 
faculty members on leave will contribute their talents to the improvement of the 
University’s program. Only a beginning, however, has been made. The faculty of 
the University is especially deficient in numbers of young men and women of the 
ages of 25 to 35, men and women who would normally hold the rank of instructor 
or assistant professor. Assuming that tho postwar registration of the University 
is somewhere between 2,500 and 3,000 students, the. University will need the 
services of at least 50 such young men and women.
The above situation with regard to staff emphasizes the importance of improved 
salary levels and desirable personnel policies for the University, Increasingly, 
University faculty members are attracted not only by adequate salaries but by 
desirable conditions of employment, security of tenure, reasonable teaching loads, 
optimum equipment and conditions for research and adequate retirement programs.
In relation to several of these factors Montana State University is in a difficult 
position.
Salaries
In the school year 1940-41'the highest salary paid to a full professor at 
Montana State University was $3,360. With the aid of funds provided by the 1941 
Legislature this was increased to $3 ,600 for the school year 1941-42. As staff 
members relinquished their positions to undertake war work, the funds for their 
salaries thereby released wore diverted to salary increases for the staff members 
who remained on the campus. Increases of this kind wore provided in April, 1942; 
July, 1942; April, 1943; and April, 1944 and 1945. While the increases in each 
instance have been small, they have operated to raise salary levels to the point 
where staff members who as full professors received $3 ,600 on a nine—months basis 
in 1941-42 received $4,800 in 1945-46 on a twelve-months basis.
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The Twelve-Months Contract
For years the University system had faced difficulties because of variations 
in employment practices among the units of the University and ootween groups 
within a single institution. In the State College, for example, staff members in 
the Extension Service and the Experiment Station were employed on a twelve-months 
basis. Those in the instructional aspects of the College program were^employed 
on a nine-months basis. In the State University a summer session provided addi­
tional income for some members of the staff, This income varied greatly and 
reached only a part of the faculty, but it was a factor, nevertheless, in faculty 
income, The advent of the Army programs provided year-around employment, with^ 
considerably increased income for the members of the staff. At the «pril meeting 
of tho Board of Education in 1944 the State Board of Education placed all of the 
instructional employees of the University system on a twelve—months basis with one 
quarter out of residence every two years. This action on tho part of the State 
Board of Education has eliminated discrepanci.es in employment practices among the 
various units of the University and among the various members of the staff of a 
given institution. Simultaneously, the Board of Education also made the contract 
year correspond with the fiscal, year, so that both the contract and fiscal years 
now run from July 1 to June 30. Extra pay for extra work has been eliminated, and 
each faculty member receives-a single salary ’which represents his total compensa­
tion from the University,
The new twelve—months plan will, I believe, increasingly commend, itself to 
both the faculty and the state as time goes on and reveals its advantages, Under 
this plan the younger staff members who quite often could not beach in summer 
school under the old program can now carry on research work and receive compensa­
tion for it. If desirable, they can also participate in various forms of community 
service. Incomes can now be approximately the same in various schools and depait— 
meats of the University, eliminating jealousies and differences of opinion over^ 
opportunities for summer session employment. Moreover, a suafi member undvtr thio 
program is not penalised by reduced income merely because he happens to work m  a 
field in which there is little opportunity for summer employment. The leave of 
absence privileges extended under the rules adopted by the Board of .noucation on 
April 10, 1945, will make it possible for staff members to continue their training, 
secure needed rest or other stimulating experiences,
A word of caution is in order with regard to the salary rates_under the new 
plan. It should be remembered that these salaries now represent the faculty 
member1s entire income and that, accordingly, care must do exercised from time to 
time that those annual incomes compare favorably with those in other institutions, 
Already the University is losing several of its ablest ste.fi members because ox 
higher rates being paid elsewhere, 'The Legislature should recognize this fact, 
and provide adequate funds in its next appropriation to make certain that the 
University’s interests are protected.
To-aching Loads
Teaching loads in Montana State University have always been high. The only 
exception, perhaps, was a certain period during the war when the student body ie.ll
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to a low level. Ordinarily, tho studcnt-faculty ratio has been about twice that
of the national average. On an average in American colleges and universities it 
is assumed that there should be one faculty member for every ton students,. In 
Montana State University in normal times the ratio has been one staff member for 
every twenty students. Unless exceptional effort is put forth to correct this 
condition, these high teaching loads are almost certain to return after the 'war. 
With them will come reduced educational efficiency and a reduced attractiveness 
of Montana State University as a place to work. Every effort should be made to 
increase the size of the faculty to the, point where adequate individual attention 
can be given to students.
Retirement Privileges
The 1945 session of the Legislature stabilized Montana's teacher'retirement 
system,. From now on the state contributions to the retirement program are contri­
buted from the University* s funds, and it will be unnecessary to ask the Legislature 
every session for funds to carry on the retirement program, Uhile this is a 
commendable step and will guarantee full payment of retirement allowances, the 
teachers retirement program is utterly inadequate for the needs of the University, 
Also, in the 1945 session of the Legislature a new system for retirement of state 
.employees, was established. Under this 'system an employee in tho non-educational 
aspects of the University's program can retire on as much as $2,000 per year, 
while the highest retirement allowance available to a member of the faculty is 
|1,000» While I am highly gratified that other state employees are to have this 
privilege, I can see no justification for withholding a similar privilege from 
tho staff members of the University. In most of the leading educational insti­
tutions of the country adequate retirement programs which permit staff members 
to retire on approximately half of maximum salary are now in effect. Obviously, 
Montana State University cannot compete with these institutions if Its salary 
and retirement programs are wholly inadequate. Steps should be taken to bring 
this matter to the attention of the 1947 Legislature to the end that a retirement 
program for University faculty members and other teachers of the state may be 
established which will at least equal in attractiveness the program, now in effect 
for other state employees®
Educational Program
On a nationwide basis educational institutions are studying their offerings 
and examining thoir instructional procedures. This widespread study has been 
induced partially by now educational developments, partially by Army educational 
experience, and even more by the anticipation of now problems confronting the 
institutions in meeting the roods of returned soldiers. Such a program of curri­
cular study was undertaken in January, 1943, with the appointment of a Special 
Curriculum Committee consisting of tho following staff members; Walter A, Anderson, 
Edwin W. Briggs, Ludvig G. Brownian, James L. C, Ford, C, l/lr* Leaphart, Wayne R, 
Lowell, Edwin L, Marvin, H, G, Merriam, Melvin S. Morris, Anne Platt, J, W. Severy, 
Stanley Teel and Melvin C® Wren, This committee, under the chairmanship- of Dean 
Anderson of the School of Education, began a long-time study of the instructional 
program of Montana State University. The committee examined similar studios being
carried on in other institutions, It reviewed tlie literature on higher education. 
It promoted a series of forums and discussion groups dealing with tho problems 
faced by our own University. It enlisted the cooperation of tho vast majority of 
the faculty members in the study of our problems. In the spring of 1945 the 
committee made two proposals• The first recommended, the establishment 01 an 
experimental program in general education; the second recommended certain modi­
fications in the regular general education offerings of the University* In my 
judgment it is to be regretted that the faculty did not see fit to approve tho 
experimental program for tho school year 1945-46, and it is to be hoped that 
interest will be revived in it at a later date. The recommendations for alteration 
in the general education program of the University now under consideration are, in 
my judgment, moves in desirable directions, and it is to be hoped that they will 
be approved.
The Special Curriculum Committee and the faculty working together have put in- 
two and a half years of effort in critical self-examination of the University's
program. In spite of the largo amount of work that has been done, only a begin­
ning has boon made. It is tho typo of study which should be continuous in tho 
life of tho University.
The critical character of the present international situation, the difficult 
political, economic and social problems faced in our own state of Montana, and the 
needs of the returned soldiers all combine to suggest a more viral college curri­
culum for the postwar years. Only through enlightened leadership can our national 
and world problems be solved, and tho provision of an enlightened leadership is 
one of the major functions of Montano. State University,
Adult Education and F ield Service
The movement for adult education on the part of universities is worldwide.
It has perhaps reached its highest level of development In England whore the time- 
honored universities of Cambridge and Oxford arc cooperating with labor unions and 
industrial organizations as wo11 as community groups in the provision of needed 
courses of instruction in current problems. Similar programs nave been highly 
developed to the north of us in Canada, In the United States practically all of 
the universities are engaged in developing their extension, field service and 
adult education programs.
At Montana State University this work has been in gradual process of develop­
ment for a number of years, Tho Extension Division has offered courses in a great 
many communities. In 199-3-44 the aid of the Rockefeller Foundation was enlisted 
in tho development of a program to improve life in various Montana communities,
A special grant of 625,500 was provided to tho University of Montana as a whole 
for this work. Since that time additional grants have boon made by the Foundation 
bringing the total to 634»500. The services of Mr. Baker Brownell of Dorthwostern 
University were secured to direct this investigation. Briefly, tho Montana Study 
has sought to be of help to people in Montana communities m  the study of their 
own problems, A considerable number of discussion groups, forums and. research 
projects have been carried on in tho one year in which tho Study has boon in 
operation. The response to.this typo of undertaking has boon most gratifying.
If the striking cityward trend of American life is to be decelerated, more 
must be done to make the rural areas and the small communities interesting and 
productive places in which to live. If this community improvement is ever to take 
place, it must come as a result of activity on the part of those who live in the 
community. Accordingly, the Montana Study has utilized local resources wherever 
possible in its program. Basically, it is a process whereby the people living in 
Montana communities are themselves studying their problems and seeking to improve 
thoir life and that of tho community.
The Montana Study will be supported by the Rockefeller Foundation in part at 
least until July 1, 1947* It is to be hoped that by that time the program will 
commend itself to Montana people sufficiently so that it can- be carried on with 
state support from then on.
In the above discussion of adult education no attention has been given to 
needed field services in the public schools of Montana, in small business and in 
the various business and professional fields touched by the University and its 
program. The Schools of Pharmacy, Forestry, Education and Business Administration 
will face heavy demands in these areas. Increasingly the various professional 
groups are calling upon University staff members for assistance. These services 
take time and travel expense which must be provided by the stato. It is clear, 
however, that it is only through such services that the University will find its 
way into a vital place in the life of Montana, and it is only as the University 
attains a vital place in the life of the state that it will receive its needed 
support®
Weed for Counseling Service
For several years various faculty committoes have studied the counseling 
problem at Montana State University/. All of these studies have led to a greater 
recognition of the need for improved, advisory services to our students. At the 
present moment there seem to be three phases of this problem that need attention. 
In the first place, the high school graduates of Montana face a considerable 
problem in choosing their courses and in choosing among the six institutions 
which comprise the University of Montana, If these choices are to be made on the 
basis of promotional activities and now students activities of tho six units of 
tho University, much confusion will result, and many losses to individual students 
will be incurred. It would seem that the University of Montana as a whole should 
maintain a guidance service placing the choice of courses and institution on an 
intelligent analysis of the student needs and vocational choices. If the trend 
in tho organization of tho University system is toward unification, such service 
should bo maintained in connection with the chancellor's office. If, on tho other 
hand, the trend is to be in the direction of six separate institutions, it is 
clear that Montana State University must equip itself to discharge this function.
The second problem concerns counseling to our regular students once they are 
011 the campus. Generally speaking, in institutions of higher learning in the 
country the old-type organisation with deans of men and deans of women is on the 
way out. In its place there is developing a new plan of organization providing 
for a dean of students or dean of student affairs, with counselors who assist 
both men and women with their problems, Some form of this type of organization 
would seem desirable for Montana State University, It seems to be generally
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recognized by members of our faculty that the University needs more counseling 
service than can be provided with the present staff. During the past year Miss 
Catherine Nutterville has devoted half time to this work and has rendered an impor­
tant service to our student body. Tho half time, services of one person is, however, 
an entirely inadequate provision of time. It is' to be hoped that the services of 
a full time counselor can soon be secured.
The need for improved counseling services is accentuated in the third place 
by the many problems presented by tho veterans of the present war who are beginning 
to come to Montana State University. As yet we cannot see tho problem of veterans 
education fully. We know that each veteran presents an even more individual problem 
than the average regular student. ¥c know that many modifications of existing 
curricula and regulations will need to be made for these veterans. We know, too, 
that these decisions cannot be made without careful study of individual students,
A beginning has been made through tho estab1ishment of tho office of veterans 
education with Dr. A. S, Morrill as general director. Thus far, the organization, 
howcvor, has resources only to handle administrative matters and is lacking in 
counseling service. If the office of veterans education is to realize on its 
potentialities, it should bo provided with tho services of a counselor.
Needs of Schools- and Divisions
Each of tho deans of schools and heads of divisions has submitted a report 
indicating the most important- needs of his field of work. Lack of space makes it 
impractical to discuss all of those needs in detail. Generally speaking, nearly 
all divisions and departments of tho University have inadequate staff to meet the
needs of the heavy registration in the postwar period. Nearly all of them need 
new equipment. It has boon practically impossible to secure now equipment during 
the war period, and much of the University's equipment is either in bad state of 
repair or obsolete. The latter is particularly true in the scientific fields#
Many schools and departments have very inadequate housing. Among those with crucial 
needs as far as building space is concerned are music, education, business adminis­
tration, English, history, homo economics, geology, psychology, physics and. speech 
and dramatics. Tho last Legislature passed a measure providing for careful planning 
and financing of postwar building construction. It is expected that this program 
will bring relief to some of the departments mentioned above.
Generally one of the most important needs in the professional schools of the 
University is closer contact with the professions which arc served. In the pro­
fessional schools some staff member should bo in position to visit the various 
communities of tho state and keep in touch with developments in the field as well 
as be of assistance to tho practitioners served by the school. Practically every 
professional school on tho campus needs to maintain this kind of service. Present 
staff limitations make such services exceedingly difficult.
The Library
In'many respects the library is tho. heart of a university. It is unthinkable, 
that outstanding work can bo carried on in any school or department without good
library facilities, In tho past years much has boon done to build the Library at
Montana State University, Its greatest noed at present is improved housing, Tho 
present Library, which from the standpoint of exterior architecture is a beautiful 
building, is wholly inadequate for the present needs of tho University, in the 
first place, its interior design is awkward and, in many respects, unworkable. In 
the second place, cramped quarters in other departments force the use of much space 
in the Library for classroom and office purposes. At present study is being given 
to plans for remodeling tho Library with additions so as to make it a workable 
plant for the Library, of the University, This is one of the most urgent physical 
plant needs on the campus.
Housing Facilities
Housing facilities for students at Montana State University will be wholly 
inadequate with the return of normal conditions. Even under tho restricted enroll­
ments of wartime conditions all tho girls dormitories are full and for 194-5-46 will 
probably be overflowing. There is only one dormitory for boys, South Hall, With 
the return of normal conditions, this building will not house more than a fraction 
of the boys who attend the University, Generally speaking, tho sorority and 
fraternity houses are relatively small, and no large proportion of the students can 
be housed in this way,
A now problem is already confronting the University, that of housing for 
married students. It is estimated that there will be 500 returned soldiers attending 
Montana State University within a year or so after tho war, At least half of theso 
will bo married men. Housing facilities for thorn simply do not exist in Missoula, 
Unless they are provided, it is pretts^ clear that many of those students will not 
come to tho University but go to institutions where housing facilities can bo 
secured, It is therefore of utmost importance that all possible steps be taken to 
build dormitories with apartments for married studonts, to provide temporary 
housing in some cases and to study existing housing facilities in an effort to 
locate all present housing facilities and utilize them to the fullest possible extent
The Campus and physical Plant
Few educational institutions in tho world have as beautiful a location and
surroundings as Montana State University. If full advantage were taken of the 
University’s mountain setting, one of tho most beautiful universities in tho country 
could oo developed. With 'the help of funds from the Army programs and. some special 
appropriations of tho Legislature a good deal has been done to improve the state of 
repair of tho buildings on tho campus. Thus far practically nothing has been done 
no take full advantage of the beautiful campus as far as the improvement of lawns 
and shrubbery is concerned, A beautiful campus has educational value. It exerts 
a dosirable influence on students and visitors to the campus. It provides an 
appropriate setting for creative educational effort, Expenditures for the beauti­
fication of the campus are therefore not luxuries but sound educational investments„
Conclusion
It has been a common observation that people who spend some time in Montana 
become very fond of the state and its people and dislike very much to loavo it, I 
bolievo this is because Montana possesses exceptional advantages for rich community 
living. The scenic beauties of the state, the very comfortable climate, and tho 
advantages of the broad open spaces with their recreational outlet all contribute 
richly to making the state a fine place in which to live. One cannot help but fool 
that ultimately these advantages will make themselves felt in a high level of social 
responsibility and interest in the good things of life. It would seem that few 
states have as much to gain from a sound and effective program of higher education 
as Montana, It seems doubly tragic, therefore, that higher education in Montana 
is at present limited in its contribution to the state by ineffective organization 
and inadequate support.
My experiences in Montana have told me vory definitely of tho widespread 
interest in education on the part of many people throughout tlio state. Their 
interest and support havo boon of groat help to Montana State University and to 
tho University system, I am confident that some day those people with a genuine 
interest in education will make their influence felt and that as a result sound 
organization and effective educational programs will result®
I wish to express my appreciation to the State Board of Education, the faculty 
and student body, and the many friends of the University throughout the state for 
the fine spirit of cooperation they havo extended to me and to the University,
Ernest 0, Melby
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